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Aircraft maintenence is
paramount at SCLA.
This baby is primed
and ready to go!
by John Elkins

... ~ ....

_....

- ~-~

Improvements are being made at the Southern California Logistics Airport in Victorville, to
prepare for BAE Systems new Civil Services Branch

AT DEADLINE

Volunteers Are
Needed in
Rancho
Cucamonga
The Rancho Cucamonga area
has long been known for its extraordinary commitment to community
volunteerism . Many businesses have
shown interest in providing opportunities for their employees to become
involved with community service
projects. This is an invitation to businesses to join in such a venture.
The City of Rancho Cucamonga
Community Services Department
conducts several o ne-day special
events throughout the year, and is in
great need of volunteer assistance,
particularly adults, for events such as
the 4th of July Frreworks Spectacular
at Chaffey CoiJege, the Founders Day
Parade and Celebration at Red Hill

continued on page 28

A global aerospace and
defense company has decided to headquarter a new civil flight . ysterns branch at an
international airport in California'
Inland Empire
North region.
BAE Sy terns, one of
the world's foremost aerospace and defense companie , will open a new civil
services branch at Southern
California Logistics Airport
(the former George Air
Force Base) in Victorville.

The agreement with
BAE Systems establishes
Southern California Logi -

cominued on page 39
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Water Wars Wear Thin
in Inland Empire

Group Calls Bill 'The
End' for the Salton Sea

by Rod Jackson

''This is the hill to die on."

As if residents of the
Inland Empire don 't have
enough to worry about
these day , now they can
look forward to underwriting the co t of two of
the region ' major water
di tributors going toe-totoe over Santa Ana River
water.
The principal combatant
are the San
Bernardino VaJiey Water
Con ervation
District
(S BVWCD), ba ed in
Redlands, and the San
Bernardino Valley Municipal Water District
(SBVMWD), based in
San Bernardino. The fight
is centered on the belief

that the newly constructed Seven Oaks Dam will
one day produce excess
water - and both entities
want a large chunk of that
water.
Already
the
opening salvo in the verbal battle have been ftred.
The leader hip of the
Municipal Water District,
or " Muni," accu es the
Valley Conversation District, or "District," of being duplicitous and of
"sabotaging" Muni 's efforts to secure water from
the dam. The District, on
the other hand, accuses
Muni of trying to export
water for a profit, while
simultaneou ly threatening local plants and ani-

continued on page 58

Tho e are the impasioned words of Steve
Horvitz as he describes the
battle for which he and an
as-yet smal l citizens group
hope to marshal forces.
The object of their fervor i the Colorado River
Quantification Settlement
Facilitation Act (H .R. 2764),
introduced in Congress by
U.S. Rep. Duncan Hunter
(R-Calif.) on Aug. 2.
'This bill may well
pell the end for the Salton
Sea," said Cabazon CEO
Mark Nichol , a member of
the Salton Sea Economic
Development Task Force
(di banded after fulfilling its
assigned evaluation and report). "The heart of the issue

is a matter of water transfers-and the heart of that i
a matter of dollars."
In 1998, the Imperial Irrigation Di trict signed an
agreement with the San
Diego County Water Authority to transfer 200,000
acre-feet of water from the
Salton Basin to San Diego.
The loss of that much water
will drop the water level of
the Salton Sea 15 feet and
expose orne 40,000 acres
of lake bottom. The salinity
level of the sea (already
greater than that of the Pacific Ocean) will become
even more concentrated and
imperil a very fragile
ecosystem.
Mitigation costs for the
water transfer have been es-

continued on page 39
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by Joe Lyons
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It began simply as the eve of All
Saints Day, Allhallows' Eve. But, as
with so many Christian holy days, it
parallels pagan celebrations. In this
case, the night before the celebration
of the saved became an observance of
the damned.
You have a quantum leap to jump
from there to the candy corn and kids
at your door dressed as their favorite
"warrior princess." Candy and costumes, pumpkins and parties, have all
become a part of the beginning of
what we loosely call "the holiday season." Grocery store treat aisles went
up right after Labor Day and the next
big part of the event is happening
even as you read this.

Haunted Houses
They are the stuff of legend. Old

black-and-white Universal Studios
films from the '30s; stark color Hammer films from England in the 60s,
These are the most common points of
reference for most of us when it
comes to tales of the macabre.
Grarnpa's old story of knocking
over the outhouse has passed on to
group celebrations, inyart because
vandalism isn't acceptable and also
because daylight savings time . eems
to go away just before we send the
kids out onto the streets.
It i not uncommon for local
charity groups to put together a
"haunted house" event to raise money for their causes. Commercially,
Castle Park in Riversick has put up a
special tent for theirs and Scandia
Park in Ontario i!> promising 100
spooks and a Rat Lady (who probably is not related to Rat Boy on the XFiles).

HIGH DESERT BRIEFS ...................................................................................40
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e Pension Plan That Wasn't
Merle Haggard sang of "socalled Social Security." Generation
X'ers are already resigned to the fact
that they are paying into a plan that
they will never get a return on.
The ugly fact of the matter is
that Social Security was never intended to be a complete pension
plan. It was created in the darkest
days of the Great Depression as a
supplemental program for retirees.
True enough, back then $300 per
month was a nice income. Today,
you cannot pay the rent with it.
Even worse, the original program was badly designed. Today's
lotto, which pays you out of an annuity, is a better plan. Had such an
arrangement been designed back
then, the system would be rich today.
It was the numbers that worked
against things. Back then there were
at least five workers paying into the
plan for everyone who drew from it,
and life expectancies were a lot shorter.
Today there are more seniors
and they are living longer. In just
about a decade the baby boomers
will hil 65 and the whole system is
going to bust. It is estimaled that in
15 to 20 years, there will be one
worker paying into the system for

every person drawing out of it.
There is even talk of dumping
the whole plan altogether. Of course,
that would mean that everyone
would be responsible for saving up
their own money and as much as we
would like to think that such a plan
would work, the horrible truth is that
too many people would spend the
money anyhow. There are more frivolous grasshoppers than there are industrious ants.
So Congress is considering an alternative in which we are all told to
have our own savings plan. If it is
not mandatory, people won't. If it is
mandatory, someone will sue. In the
meantime, critics say that the government is depleting the Social Security
Trust Fund. Others say there IS no
trust fund. It is just dollar in for dollar
out.
What do we do? We could scrap
the entire thing. We could revise it
with some kind of an annuity plan.
We could throw the responsibility
back to ourselves, the taxpayers.
Vince Lombardi once said of
football, that when you go to the air,
three things happen and two of them
are bad. The odds are not even that
good for Social Security.

But the really big Halloween locations are at the big Southern California theme parks.
The Queen Mary has invited people into dank depths and closed off areac; of the ship in Long Beach for seven years now. They have been so successful with their Shipwreck Terrorfest
that their "Ghost<> and Legend<>" feature
runs all year long. But the question remains, with so many tragedies and
paranormal activities, real and apocalyptic, on board the "Gray Ghost,"
might there be some truth in there?
New "mazes" are added every
year to the Queen Mary as well as the
now empty geodesic dome and Londontowne next door. The pool area,
the dark hallways, the narrow spaces
next to the hull, the bowels of the engine room. Any shadow at any time
could be a real terror... or not.
Then there is Knott's Berry Farm,
which converts itself into the Scary
- Farm for the month of October. As
with the Queen, thi attraction was
born before WW II, so it comes with
a natural antique patina. By turning
off the lights and adding smog machines the park takes on the atmosphere of a true ghost town of the "Old
West."
Like the Queen Mary's Ghosts
and Legends, Disneyland has its permanent Haunted Mansion, with its
"Doorn Buggies" and the scary
onorous voice of the late Paul Frees
all year long. The quirky mansion will
expand, thanks to the character of
Jack Skellington from Tim Burton's
"Nightmare Before Christmas" to include a coffin sleigh and a spider web
countdown to "0 days, til Christmas."
This is less a nod to Halloween than
it is a part of the "Merriest Place on
Earth" holiday theme.
Other parks, like Magic Mountain, use existing licensing to take advantage of various names for attractions in the fall. Being a part of Warn-

er Bros. gives Magic Mountain Halloween versions of the Looney Tune
characters for the kids, while they
contract witlt the likes of Alice Cooper or Rob Zombie for the older audience.
This leads to the one great problem with all of the big haunted house
attractions. The target auoience is
teens. Thu the soundtrack of the
mazes is very loud rock. Don't :;o in
expecting spooky organ music or
weird disembodied harpsichordc;. Low
moans have been replaced by loud
shrieks. The decibel level is enough to
make your ears bleed.
A darker, perhaps more evil approach to the event might be better for
purists. There are, after all, a great
number of people wh.9 find the combination of dres -uP-and whistling
past the graveyard to be more fun
than any number of other, more
maudlin, celebrations. Yet the kids are
coming to these attractions in droves
and so the concept seems to be working as it is. More is the pity.
Some real thought has gone into
the themes of each maze. Monsters,
science fiction, terrors in the icy cold
of the Antarctic and the lost kingdoms
of the desert. , tombs worthy of "The
Mummy" and "Indiana Jones," mad
scienti ts and pectral demons, beasts
and bloodsuckers, all are represented.
Hollywood quality effects make the
scenes and dioramas even more effective. And yes, aspiring actors get
to dress up and take on the role of a
lifetime, or an afterlife time, lurking
in tht shadows.
The look and feel of these Halloween attractions might be even
more real if the sounds were more
muted. Maybe that's why it is so loud
To keep it from seeming too real.
In the meantime, once again this
year, expect the sound systems to be
loud enough to wake the dead!

Complaints ...
Praise! Suggestions? E-Mail us@

iebj@busjournal.com
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The End of Innocence, Again
by Joe Lyons

Three Mile Island and Chemobyl. El
Salvador and the FallJands. Watergate
and the resignation of Nixon. Things
that our grandchildren ask about because they have found a pa ing reference in their school hi tory books.
Shall f continue? Iranian Refugees.
Earthquake in San Franci co and
Northridge. The Crash of '87. Ruby
Ridge, Waco, Oklahoma City. The
Gulf War, OJ., Monica Lewinsky.
The list goes on. How many
times did you see the tape of Joe Thei man ' leg being broken?
I do not believe that we are lo ing
our innocence. This nation was born in
blood and fire. What we lose is not innocence but malaise, a lack of vigilance
and concern. We don' t even notice the
moment when we start watching more
of Nick-at Nire and less ofCNN.

On Sept. II we lost our innocence,
according to a TV reporter. It mu t be

true because VH-1 i running the tape
of Don Henley from the Eagles inging
This is the End of the Innocence.
But is it really?
Did my father lose his innocence
in the Great Depression, or when Pearl
Harbor was attacked? Did he lose it
when he helped liberate the victims of
Hitler's concentration camps?
And what about me? I have seen
the Cuban Missile Crisis. The as assination of two Kennedys and Manin
Luther King. Not to mention the
"Long Hot Summer" of 1968.
Then there was the "Gulf of
Tonkin Incident" and the TET offensive. Apollo 13 and the Challenger.
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Someone once said that constant
vigilance is the price of freedom. Billy Mitchell wa coun-manialed for
announcing that our Pacific bases
were vulnerable. And yet we relish
the times when we can lapse into a
coma. We don't worry about the little
thing like voting or showing the flag.
The price of your morning cup of
coffee and your weekend football
game has been paid for by everyone
from the soldiers of Valley Forge to
the rescue workers buried in the rubble in New York.
Isolationism is not the an wer. It
is too easy to say that our uppon of
Israel caused the attacks on New York
and Washington. Remember that we
got dragged into World War U in spite
of ourselves.
Terrorists attacked the be t po si-

ble ymbols of whru President Eisenhower once called the "military-indu trial complex."
There are people who want to believe that the World Trade Center and
the Pentagon represent all that is evil
in this world. Such people marched in
Seattle last year to protest the advances of capitali m.
But it i capitalism and military
strength that allows America to be
America.
We must repair the Pentagon and
rebuild the World Trade Center. This
will how our enemies that we are
stronger than they would like to think.
And we will not have lost our innocence. If anything we will have
lost our naivete ... and reclaimed our
strength!

Saying Goodbye to the Supervisor
We here at the Business lou mal take
no joy in calling for San Bernardino
County Supervisor Jerry Eaves' re ignation.
It was on these pages just a few
months ago that we uggested Mr.
Eaves defend hi name in court if in
fact he was innocent, but that if he
had been involved in illegal acts in his
position with the county, he owed it
to all of his conStituents, as weU as the
taxpayers, to come clean. This is just
what he did.
By confessing, we presume he
was able to negotiate his position a
little bit. lf he pleads to lesser charges,
he could probably save some face and
some punishment. Some things were
inevitable though and the rest of the
San Bernardino Board of Supervisors
wasted little time in stripping him of
his committees and chairmanships. At
least one other supervisor told us that
he had been hesitant simply because

he didn't want to take on some of the
re ponsibilities himself.
Pity.
There i one more step that the
county supervisors are going to have
to cowboy up on. Either ask Jerry
Eave to resign or vote him off the
board. If we have to call for a special
election to replace him, so be it.
Eave has admitted to breaking the
trust of his office. He should not hold
any more.
We hate to ee years of public
service get wasted in this manner and
yet we have to wonder just what other crimes may have been committed
under the color of authority.
Some day, Jerry Eaves may be
able to come back, apologize to the
people for his breach of our trust and
ask for forgiveness and a chance to
serve us again.
But for now, the price must be
paid. It is time to say goodbye.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
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HMO/PPO
NEWAQUENT
BROKERAGE
No Waiting Period or Exclusions for Pre-Existing
Medical Condition With
New Aquent Brokerage
Benefit Programs
Programs Offer Significant Health
Discounts to Independent Professionah
Aquent Insurance Brokerage
Services (AIBS), a national firm providing independent professionals and
small business owners with affordable
insurance programs, has introduced
three discount programs giving members access to high-quality health care
at dramatically reduced costs.
The AIBS Health Benefits
Programs offer immediate value to
members, because there is no waiting
period and no exclusions for pre-existing conditions. Three options are
available, two of which feature substantial discounts on fees charged by
participating physicians and hospitals
- a unique feature in the discount
health marketplace.
A third option offers additional discounts for dental, chiropractic and hearing care; pharmacy purchases; eye wear and contact lenses;
and complementary and alternative
medicine services (for example, yoga,
acupuncture, and massage therapy).
Each option includes a 24-hour, tollfree Nurse Help Line for information
and advice on medical issues.
These benefit programs can
be used to supplement traditional insurance coverage, which typically will
not pay for chiropractic or complementary therapies. For the many people without insurance, however, participation in anAIBS benefits program
can mean significant medical savings.
AIBS developed these programs to meet the need<; of thousan~
of independent professionals who are
unable to obtain any fonn of health
coverage. According to Stan
Mikalayunas, division manager of
benefits, almost one-third of the applicants either cannot be covered or cannot afford insurance premiums.
"We have dealt with so many

people who can't be insured, either because of pre-existing conditions like
diabetes or high blood pressure, or issues like obesity or depression," explained Mikalayunas. "AJso, we get
many applications from entrepreneurs
who are just starting out and whose incomes are low. They are priced out of
the market, especially for family coverage. These new program options offers these people a safety net, so to
speak."

The majority of insured
Americans are covered under some
sort of managed healthcare plan
through an employer - their own, a
spouse's or a parent's. For the 33 million independent professionals in the
U.S., health insurance is an important
financial consideration, because extended illness or hospitalization can
deplete personal assets and endanger a
business. Yet this group typically has
limited access to affordable, quality insurance.
Most people don't fuJly appreciate the health coverage implication<; when they cut the oorporate cord,
voluntarily or otherwise, according to
Peter T. McCann, president of AIBS.
Individual policies can cost as much as
15 to 40 percent more than comparable group coverage; deductibles, copayment, and out-of-pocket expenses
also are higher. Even if they are eligible for <X>BRA, many people find that
health insurance is simply beyond their
means.
The new health benefit programs are just one option from a menu
of products that AIBS offers, depending on the applicant's state of residence. The company represents 35
top-rated insurers across the country,
including Aetna, Cigna, Zurich and
The Hartford, and works closely with
independent professionals to find the
best policy to meet their needs. AIBS
also offers PPO (Preferred Provider
Organization) and other managed care
policies, and short-tenn and accidental medical coverage.
Aquent liL'iUJal)r.e Brokerage
is chartered in Boston, Mass., and is

continued on page 19
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More and lllore Doctors
prefer Casa Colina.

0

ne hundred and thmy-e1ght
to be exact. Thats an
mcrease of 160% over the last
three years, and we expect It to
grow even more in the future
Why? Because phys1oans know
they can expect a higher level
of care and better results from
Casa Colina. The1r overwhelrrung
confidence is justified.
We'll do whatever It takes to
help you or a family member get
back mto a normal routme.
Our rehab-tramed

speoahsts, therapiSts, and nurses
work closely wtth refemng
physicians to ensure pauents
progress far beyond the mmal
healmg process And we're the
only faohty m the area that offers
a complete range of mpanent and
outpauent rehabthtauon serv1ces.
If you'd hke more mformation
about why phystClar15 prefer
Casa Colma, call 909/596-7733,
Ext 2227. And see how we'll
conunue to raiSe the bar
m rehab1htauon.

CENTERS FOR REHABILITATION

Care btyond mtasurt
255 East Bonua Avrnur (at (,arcv) Pomona , CA • wwwca~cohna or~: • Toll-fru 8001926·5'f62
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Econom .i c Development

Recent Changes in
UC Admissions Policies

$30 Million Addition to Footstar Center Balances
Technology and Workplace Amenities
A balance between operational
technologies and human resource
amenities that at once reveal a trend
toward land-conserving verticality for
modern logistics facilities is underscored by the start of construction in
Mira Lorna on the $30 million Westem distribution center expansion for
Footstar's Service Network.
Oltmans Construction Co. of
Whittier, the project general contractor,
reports that work is in progress on the
168,000-sq.-ft. warehouse addition for
Footstar at 3355 Dulles Dr., just north
of the Pomona Freeway (60).
The new addition is designed to
unify with a 350,000-sq.-ft. facility,
which Oltmans completed for Footstar some six years ago.
Footstar (NYSE:FI'S) is the second largest footwear retailer in the
United States, competing in two distinct sectors--discount and family
footwear anq athletic footwear.
Todd Larson, senior director of
operations for Footstar, said the new
addition will be anchored by a high-

ly automated, high through-put cross
dock facility where products come in
one door, are pre-routed and proceed
via high- peed orters out another
door to customers.
Larson revealed that the computer validated materials handling facility will be complemented by 30,000
sq. ft. of adjacent new office space,
inn.ovatively designed above a twostory parking structure.
Larson emphasized that the space
atop the parking structure will be extensively devoted to human resources
amenities for Footstar's hourly associates and staff associates. These
amenities will include a lounge with:
pool tables, wide-screen TV, health
suite with Lifecycle, free weights, and
multipurpose court for racquetball,
basketball and volleyball. Additionally, there will be a raised floor training
facility doubling as the site for regular "Family night" movie events, Larson stated.
"We believe we are setting a
standard for construction, design and

quality of workplace amenities. We
did not want to build horizontally because land is so valuable in this region, and we needed the land we had
for nearly 600 truck trailers to support
building activities. In the process, we
created secure parking for cars and reduced walking distance for more than
100 employees," Larson said. "You' re
going to see more logistics companies
growing vertically."
Designed by Frederick Ward Associates of Bel Air, MD, the primary
planning goal was to maximize the
building area on this site because no
further building expansions would be
possible. " In direct juxtaposition to
this was the need to provide staging
and trailer parking, a battle between
asphalt and roof area. The two-level
parking structure was the result of
these conflicting objectives. A parking structure with offices above is
unique," said Kevin D. Pugsley, AlA,
project architect.
An entry courtyard will invite
guests and form a transition between

continued from page 26

new and existing buildings, Pugsley
said.
Darrin Lee, project manager for
Oltmans, said a distinctive feature of
the concrete tilt-up warehouse will be
a 90,000-sq.-ft. " pop-out" portion in
the center of the structure, featuring
50-foot clear height to accommodate
the latest high-mast forklifts. To support this requirement, Oltmans installed a Fmin60 tolerance flat floo r
throughout the warehouse at a cost
savings, though plans called for only
the high bay area to feature that floor
tolerance. Completion of the Foots tar
addition is scheduled for January,
2003.
In business for more than 70
years, Oltmans Construction Co. is
ranked among the top 10 commercial
and industrial contractors based in Los
Angeles County and was recently
ranked the nation's leading builder of
di tribution facilities by Engineering
News-Record Magazine. The company has offices in Whittier, and Ventura County.

•

ior years count. The grade point average (GPA) is based on a 4.0 scale
(A=4). Add one point for each A, B,
or C grade from up to four UC approved honors, advanced placement,
or international baccalaureate courses.
UC campuses also consider a student's senior year grades and courses
before granting final admittance.
These same grade requirements apply
to students who enter UC through the
traditional path.
Any recent changes in the traditional path to UC?
Most students admitted to
UC qualify under " Eligibility in the
Statewide Context," which is based on
an "eligibility index" that combines
grades in "a-f' subjects and the following admissions test scores:
• Either the SAT I or the ACT tests,
which measure reasoning ability and
abstract thinking;
• Three SAT ll subjects tests, which
measure achievement in specific academic subjects. (These include writing; either Level 1 or Level 2 mathematics; and a third subject that the student chooses.)
Beginning in 2001, SAT II

The city worked closely with the
Inland Empire Economic Partnership
(JEEP) to attract the company to the
Moreno Valley location. The IEEP
conducted the initial site search and
facilitated meetings between the city
and site selectors beginning in August, 2000. Site work on the two
parcels, totaling 94 acres, is expected
to begin in early 2002, with a planned
opening in spring, 2004. The facility
will include more than 680,00 square
feet, with the capability of future expansion. About 200 employees are
expected to be hired initially for the
center, and employment eventually
could reach 600.

Teri Oomc;, president and CEO of
JEEP, stated, "The Inland Empire's
available work force and sophisticated transportation networks continue
to attract companies like this to the
region." Oom<> also said that there are
more expansion announcements to
come.
When it opens, the facility is expected to serve 250 to 300 stores in
Southern California, Arizona and
Nevada.
"We chose this site because of its
proximity to major highways serving
Southern California and because of
the area's skilled workforce," said
Jodi Dalton, Walgreens senior real es-

tate manager. "We've also received
excellent cooperation from the city of
Moreno Valley, which has created a
solid business environment."
The distribution center will be
equipped with the newest technology
in automated storage and retrieval
systems (ASRS). It will also have
about 14 miles of conveyor belts and
sophisticated sorting and storage rack
systems.
Walgreens Co. is the nation's
largest drugstore chain, with fiscal
2001 sales of $24.6 billion. The company operates 3,520 stores in 43 states
and Puerto Rico and plans to open
475 stores in fiscal 2002.
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test scores are doubled when computing a student's eligibility index score.
UC officials say this new emphasis on
the SAT II tests--which are more
closely linked to high school coursework will help them better predict
who will be successful in college.
What grades and test scores do students need?
The eligibility index 's " test
score total" includes the student's
highest SAT I (verbal and math from
one sitting) or ACT composite score
plus a doubling of the student's three
SAT ll scores.
For example, student earning
1000 on the SAT 1-plus 500 on each
of the three SAT H tests--would have
a test score total of 4000. [1000 + 2
(500 + 500 + 500) = 4000]. That student would need a GPA of at least
2.95 to be UC eligible.
Higher grades can offset lower test scores and vice versa. For
charts that. show the eligibility index
based on SAT/ACT test scores, see
your school counselor or go to:
www.ucop.edu/pathways/infoctr/introuc/fresh.htrnl.
If students meet the eligibility criteria outlined in the index, they
are eligible to enter the UC system,
but are not guaranteed the campus of
their choice. Each campus has its own
selection criteria, which typically in-

elude more than the minimum test and
grade requirements. Some UC campuses are very selective. In 2001, only
two campuses accepted all applicants
who met the eligibility criteria.
The new "local context" and
"dual admissions" policies will not
displace students who qualify using
the statewide eligibility index, UC officials say. To make room fo r more
students, UC is expanding campuses,
offering more summer courses, and
creating satellite sites. In 2004, UC
expects to open a new campus in
Merced.
Are grades and test scores all that
matter?
UC campuses accepted 50
percent to 75 percent (depending on
the campus) of applicants for the entering class of 2001 based only on academic criteria, such as grades, test
scores, and advanced coursework taken. The other students were chosen
not only for academics but also for
other criteria, such as extracurricular
activities. For lists of academic and
other criteria, see your school counselor or go to: www.ucop.edu/pathways/infoctr/ introuc/select.htrnl.
Any future changes in admissions
policies?
UC policymakers are considering a proposal to evaluate all applicants comprehensively rather than set-

ting aside a percentage who are reviewed on academic criteria alone. No
one knows for sure bow this policy, if
adopted, might affect admissions. UC
officials say that students who meet
current academic criteria will still be
UC eligible. But comprehensive reviews might affect how each campus
selects from the pool of accepted students.
Policymakers are re-examining the SAT I/ACT test requirement.
But UC officials emphasize that no
decisions have been made and that
current high school students need to
plan on taking one of those tests to be
considered for admission.
How can students find out more?
Ask your high school counselor or administrator about UC-approved courses-including advanced
coursework-and admissions test
preparation programs offered at your
school. Or go on the Internet (most
public libraries have Internet access):
• www.ucop.edu for UC information;
• www.csumentor.edu for entrance requirements and more for the 23 public California State University (CSU)
campuses;
• www.cccco.edu for information on
the state's 1~ IM>lic community colleges.

EXECUTIVE NOTES

Walgreens to Build New Distribution Center in Moreno Valley
Walgreens Co. and the city of
Moreno Valley today announced that
they will build a new distribution facility in Moreno Valley, east of the intersection of Perris Boulevard and
Nandina Avenue. Walgreens expects
to close on the property soon.
City of Moreno Valley Mayor
Bonnie Aickinger commented, "We
are very pleased that Walgreens, a
Fortune 100 company, selected
Moreno Valley as its new Southern
California home. The distribution
center will bring many family-supporting jobs to the city. We look forward to building a strong corporate
relationship with Walgreens."
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The March Field Air Museum announces the recent appointment of
Steve Cl~ton to the position of museum specialist. In this position,
Clugston will be responsible for the
design of new exhibits and revamping
the existing exhibits. Ougston, a resident of Temecula, is a graduate of Cal
State Fullerton with a degree in liberal arts. He has worked at many Southem California museums, including the
California Museum of Photography,
Laguna Art Museum, Bowers Museum, San Bernardino County Museum,
Municipal Art Gallery in Lac; Angeles,
Riverside Art Museum and the Mission Inn Museum ... Larry M. Rinehart, president/CEO of PFF Bank &
1hlst (PFF), has announced the election of Jeffrey E. Fore~an to assistant vice president. Foreman joined
PFF last year as the bank's assistant
chief internal auditor. In this capacity,
Foreman is responsible for the risk

assessment of the bank's business
units, performing and supervising operational and financial audits and loan
reviews ... Community Bancorp recently added Rick Abrego to its banking subsidiary, Community National
Bank, as SBA business development
officer covering the Inland Empire
Territory. Abrego brings 12 years of
financial services experience to Community National Bank with the last
four concentrating on SBA lending
with Business Bank of California in
Corona and North County Bank in
San Diego ...Lake Elsinore Outlets
has announced the appointment of
JoAnn 'Ihlax as its new general
manager. 'Ihlax, a long-time area resident and member of the local business community, will be responsible
for management, marketing and operations of the outlet center.. ..John
Calderone, Ph.D., chief executive officer of Corona Regional Medical

Center today announced the appointment of Vivian Branchick, RN, MS,
CNA, as chief nursing officer. In her
new role at Corona Regional Medical Center, Branchick will be responsible for clinical operations, program development, fmancial management, and coordination of all patient
care activities within the medical center... Magnet Communications recently named Dan Talbot and
Michelle Araujo as ac;sistant account
executives at the company's Corona
office. Talbot joins Magnet's technology practice and is responsible for
handling day-to-day trade media relations and marketing communication
support activities for clients such as
Pioneer Electronics and Sage Software. Araujo joins the consumer
practice and is responsible for media
relations and special events for a variety of accounts including KB Home,
Baja Fresh and Sprint PCS ...D.

Linn Wiley, president and chief executive officer of Citizens Business
Bank, ~announced the appointment
of John Haigh to the position of vice
president and banking officer of the
Chino office. Haigh's professional career incorporates more than 20 years
of banking and financial management
experience... HMC is pleased to announce the promotion of Laurie McCoy to principal. Laurie L. McCoy,
AlA, is a studio leader in the Ontario
office and has been with HMC for
more than 16 years. She works with
various IM>lic and private clients, including Kaiser Foundation Hospitals, the County of Riverside, the
Corps of Engineers, Cucamonga
County Water District, University
of Redlands, Alhambra School Dis-

trict, Alvord Unified School DNrict
and Tornac:e Uaifted School Dis-

trict
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Customer Care Strategy Can Stabilize Bottom Line
Data mining can help target most
profitable customers
by Richard Hebert,
According to recent reports, a
recession - strictly defined as two consecutive quarters of declining growthmay be on America's economic horizon.
After nine years of unprecedented
growth and record low unemployment,
the whispers are getting louder. The "R"
word is making increasing inroads in
today's business lexicon and has become fodder for the media.
A recent cover story of Busi-

ness Week stated, "All signs point to
slower growth, and a growing number
of economists say a recession in 2001 is
a distinct possibility." In a December,

2000 Associated Press article, David
Levy, an economist at Bard College in

plan ahead, have you also considered
how a customer care strategy can help
with the economic uncertainty of a recession?
An effective customer reJa":.
tionship management (CRM) strategy
can be a·key to maintaining, if not grow-'
ing, your bottom line. This is especially
beneficial during a recession when revenues may be flat or declining, and there
are insufficient resources to acquire new
customers. With proper planning, that
time, money and resources could be better targeted - during weaker economic periods- at retaining and building

"Trucking is down nine to 12

months before the government
says we're in a recession. Truck
business started to decrease in

Annandale-on-Hudson, puts the odds of
a recession occurring in 2001 at 70 per-

Feb. 2000."

cent.
It's not just the academics, analysts and reporters forecasting a recession. Dave Voss, owner of Voss' Truck
Stop in Cuba, Mo., had this to say on
Public Radio International's (PRI)

"Marketplace" radio program: "Trucking is down nine to 12 months before
the government says we' re in a recession. Truck business started to decrease
in Feb. 2000."
Traditionally, a recession tranSlates into a reduction of revenue, uncertain projected corporate earnings, as
well as employee lay-offs. Have you
taken the time to determine how your
company may be affected by a recession?

If you've taken the time to

loyalty among a company's current and
most profitable customers.
One planning option can include data mining- the process of selecting specific information from a data
pool - that helps a company identify
and target its most loyal customers. Information technology has enabled companies to collect and store enormous
amounts of vitally important historical
customer data, such as purchasing history, demographic and geographic information .
With the use of automated or
semi-automated technology, the company can initiate a query search to identify customer trends or purchasing history. Your company can analyze the

UNIFIED CONSULTING, INC.
Security• Stability • Low TCO
Add the Power of Linux
to Your Business
Contact Us Toll Free at

1-877-33-LINUX

data, and the information can be used to
make a better informed decision about
serving a customer. For instance, you no
longer wait for a client to call you for
service; your data indicates it is time for
your client to receive a notice from you
about a service visit.
Equipped with this data, a
company can also pinpoint consumers
who have not purchased a product or
service from the company over a specific time period. With this information,
a company can contact this consumer to
inquire about the Jack of purchases or
the level of service they received. In addition, the company can inform the consumer about new products, or correct
any service problems they encountered
previously, and in so doing, possibly encourage the consumer to become a regular customer.
Data mining can be used to
minimize risk. Information gathered regarding a customer's credit history allows a company to target credit worthy
customers. In addition, it also provides
a company cross-selling or up-selling
opportunities for new products or services. For instance, a customer may have
a great credit history but does not have
a line of credit with your company. Because of the customer's credit history,
you may want to extend a line of credit
as well as offering higher-priced, select
goods to this individual.
Data mining is one customer
care option that enables a company to
better serve its customers. Another option you may want to- consider is constructing your company's Web site to be
customer-centric by adding online bill
payment options, billing status/account
balance or an e-mail function that di-

quality of customer support that included knowledgeable, courteous and efficient customer relationship associates

bv John Flki1.~·

(CRAs).
According to Harvard Busi-

ness School Press, an effective CRM
strategy is key to maintaining customer
loyalty, which in tum improves a company's bottom line, because a loyal customer:
• Purchases more products
• Will pay higher prices
• Costs less to work with
• Reduces a company's acquisition costs.
The study further states that by
increasing your company's customer retention from 90 to 95 percent, you can
increase your pre-tax profits by 45 percent. That's good news, even in a nonrecession period.
To help determine how best to
take advantage of your current client
base, take the time to find a CRM partner that specializes in your industry. For
those with a current customer care strategy in place, it may be time to sit down
with your outsourcing partner to ensure ·
that you are optimizing your current and
future strategies.
Keep in mind, customer care is
the driving force behind CRM. Being •
receptive to your customers' changing

rects inquiries to specific departments.

needs, in good times and bad, and pro-

The extraordinary growth of
technology in the past decade has significantly expanded the contact points
between companies and their customers

viding them with the means to commu-

to include the telephone, fax, e-mail,
text chat, and voice-over IP, among oth-

possibly, your bottom line profitability.

ers. In an economic downturn, you want

nicate those needs to you, will determine your CRM strategy success and

-Richard T. Hebert is president and

to make sure these same access points

CEO of iSKY Inc., a global leader of

are available to your customers.

real-time, mu/Ji-channel outsourced cus-

A 2000 BizRate.com consumer online report reviewed several
categories that were important to cus-

Redlands University: An Academic
Community That Gets Things Done

else, the number one category was the

tomer care for Global I 000 companies.
For more information, call 800-351-

tomers and why they returned to do

5055 or visit the company Web site at

business with a company. Above all

www.iSKY.com.
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appointed dean of the School of Business at the University of R edlands.
Meyers comes to Redlands from
Northern Arizona University, where
she bas been dean of the College of
Business Administration since 1997.
Meyers' appointment continues
Redlands' efforts to enhance its business degree programs to offer a highquality academic experience to working adult students. " Pat brings exceptional academic and management
background to this position," said
President James Appleton.
"Her particular expertise in marketing will be of great value as we position the Redlands' programs in the
very competitive area of business education," he said. During her years at
Northern Arizona, Meyers established
partnerships with such businesses as
Oracle, Bank of America and Bank
One.

She was appointed to the Arizona
Partnership for the New Economy.
Fund-raising for the College of Business Administration went from
$150,000 up to $3 million annually.
Meyers previously worked in a
variety of positions at Syracuse University, including as an associate dean
for master's degree programs in the
School of Management.
For 10 years, she served as associate director of the Innovation Management Program, a program funded
by Xerox Corp. and General Electric
Co. to research the influences of in-

•'-.· • lniversity of Michigan
·.~ ·gr~e iu the :,arne
.,__rn Mercy College in M ichigan.
The School of Business is an outgrowth of the university 's former
Whitehead College, which began in
1976 as one of only three programs in
the state offering degree programs for
working adults. That number since
has increased to include more than 60
colleges and universities in Southern
California alone. Redlands' offerings
for working adults now have been
separated into two schools - the
School of Business and School of Education to provide more focused attention in these areas.
A series of dedication events for
the School of Business will be held in
the fall. "The plan for the new school
here is to create a new school of high

"lts programs are designed to develop both content knowledge in
business and the critical, analytic, ethical and communication skills that are

Her research and teaching experience has been in such areas as: new

Meyers likes to tell a story about
ffiM's CEO. "When Gerstner first be-

product development, implementation

came CEO of ffiM several years ago,
there were a number of articles in his
ftrSt year in the business press asking,
'Where is the vision?' 'Where is the
strategy?'"
Meyers relates, "Gerstner was us-

gree in English language and litera-

staff about the values that are going
to guide this organization," she added
" We came up with a preliminary
list of those values: heritage, vision,

dmv~, ".-O:J:r."\.1,,;\~-_ a,l~

.!' ( !11:cs:.

·. ~, "'.. 1· · ft!"V\,~

tradition and a wealth ot t:..Xf/,';:::I!C;!
here. The core group that was in the
Whitehead College has been practicing these values since 1976. Another
is we want to be a community," Meyers admitted. ·
"Third, the world of business is
changing so rapidly that we, as a
school, need to be dedicated to continuous learning," she continued. " We
need to design programs so that people who have gotten degrees 10 years
ago can be refreshed in their knowledge.
" If you go t your MBA 10 years
ago, there are still things you learned
that are absolutely true but there are a
number that have been modified by

continued on paf(e 24

said Meyers.

novation in American business.

most interested in," Meyers said.
Meyers received her Ph.D. and
M.B.A. in marketing from Syracuse
University. She earned a master's de-

needs the viewpoint of the people
who are on the ground. In the same
way, we are going to go through the
stages this year of putting together the
vision of the college," Meyers mentioned.
"And, one of the very big inputs
will be the people who are 'on the
ground' here. That is the students, the
faculty, and the staff. I started by talking to the faculty and some of the

vetting things

academic quality that serves the adult
learner," Meyers said. Redlands is
uniquely qualified to fulfill this mission.
It has a 100-year-old tradition of
academic excellence and nearly 30
years experience in designing curriculum and teaching methods tailored to the working adult. " I am particularly attracted to the School of
Business at Redlands because of its
commitment to blending high-quality professional and liberal education,"

necessary in today's complex global
business environment," she said.

teams, organizational learning, relationship marketing, management of
innovation and technology management. "That is my own personal research agenda. It is that area that I am

to get people on board and to implement the vi!>i _
"Similarly, people on the operating side of an organization do not see
the Boeing 737 point of view. But the
pilot in the cockpit of a Boeing 737

ing that first year to understand the organizatimi thoroughly; he thought it
important to get the people in the organization to participate in putting the
vision together. Because that is how

F
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COMPUTERS/SOFTWARE

An American Tragedy vs Internet Abuse
by J. Allen Leinberger
"The Internet is anarchy." This
quote, from a local journalist, puts it
all very pointedly. And die destmction
of the World Trade Center only helps
to prove the point.
The biggest SPAM that 1 re
ceived over the Internet after the New
York and Pentagon attacks was a
script of a 30-year-old commentary
by a Canadian broadcaster, Gordon
Sinclair. It made quite a stir back in
the 70s. We had just come out of the
Viet Nam war and the fact that any
other country wanted to qieak well of
us was amazing.
It was so amazing that the com
mentary was recorded and put out on
a 45 which got substantial airplay
arouiid the country. These facts did
not Stop anyone from forwarding a
rough copy of the script to everyone
in their computer on the day after the
attack, describing it as "imderreported." 1 think 1 have gotten about 10
copies so far, including one from my
daughter. 1 thought I had taught her
better.
The second most popular e-mail
since the New York tragedy has been

the Nostradamus quote. This one
would have you believe that the six
teenth century seer had written a quat
rain about steel birds knocking down
twin brothers in the new city. AOL
has already mn disclaimers, explain
ing that, in fact, no such quatrain ex-'
ists. But this has not stopped people
from sending it around to everyone
they can.
Many times in the past, Nos
tradamus has gotten credit for his pre
dictions, and too often this credit
comes after the fact, for seeing ahead
to assassinations or wars or some oth
er such tragedy. This sort of thing has
also made him great grit for super
market tabloids.
A third item running through the
e-mails is a numerology piece. How
many nines and elevens can you find
in the tragedy. Flight 11 on 9-11, etc.
Technically correct, this stuff is a sign
of someone with too much time on
their hands.
To be fair, e-mails have also done
much for the healing process in the
wake of the tragedy. People who
could not get through because of the
communications breakdown were
able to contact relatives in and around

New York. International chat room
talk has generated the kind of emo
tional support that snail mail pen pals
could never have provided.
Many people who just needed to
talk and understand and others who
wanted to find loved ones in the mid
dle of chaos were able to sit down at
the computer and reach out to the
world. Church and prayer groups,
wanting to organize moments of si
lence, helping to get fund-raising ef
forts up and mnning; these are things
that the Net can contribute to.
These are good things. And we
can be grateful that just as mass com
munications brings catastrophes into
our living rooms, it can also give us
the links we need for the healing
process.
Still what bothers me is the abuse
of the system. The three examples 1
have mentioned—along with other
messages of hate across the Internetare just plain wrong.
1 have said before in this colunm
that anytime you get anything in your
e-mail marked to forward to anyone
you know, you should not do it.
Sending things along that purport
to be definitive pieces about saints.

tragedies, conspiracies and more,
should be deleted as soon as you see
them.
The "anarchy" that 1 mentioned
at the begiiming is this. The Internet
has no checks and balances. Many
people like to believe what the XFiles preaches. The tmth is out there.
They like to believe that mainstream
media covers up facts about assassi
nations and UFOs and intemational
plots.
The reason these things do not
show up in mainstream media is that
fanaticism does not fair well in the
editorial process. If you can send such
stuff out with impunity, with no one
looking over your shoulder, and then
get someone to believe it, then you
have perpetrated a lie.
One friend of mine e-mailed me
that he couldn't wait for the tabloid
headline, "Brittany Spears' alien baby
found in WTC rubble."
Regrettably, it could happen. Re
grettably, someone would believe it,
and forward it. Where these matters
are concerned, the best feature on
your computer is the "delete" button.
Feel free to use it, and support the
tmth!

Rebuttal: An American Tragedy
Joe: I read your commentary
with concern. Here Is a rebuttal to
your editorial:
The Intemet is the greatest of all
tools yet devised to obtain and process
information. Just because some peo
ple wish to use e-maU as a method to
promote their own inadequacies does
n't mean that we should subject the
entire — last b^tion of free speech —
process to ridicule and subjectivity.
Indeed it is a bother to receive as
many as 150 e-mails a day (as 1 do).

most of which are junk. .But 1 open
them all (excepting ones known to
contain virus — and 1 have a checker
on my e-mail to warn me if there is a
hidden one), mainly because it is a
tremendous source and wealth of in
formation about what is going on
around me.
To turn a blind eye to propaganda
is complacent acceptance. "Delete"
may be useful, but only after taking
that look — if for nothing else than to
arm yourself with the knowledge of
the enemy.

1 am not the one to judge what is
right or wrong with people finding
comfort in mystery, i.e.: Nos
tradamus. But this 1 do know, people
need something to believe in when
they are not exposed to more than
their own narrow points of view, thus
perpetuating such lore.
Fear of death is the biggest driv
er of perpetuating mystery. Nos
tradamus did predict that there would
be a war of such magnitude that life
could end. But that somehow we
would be able to overcome the

tragedy. It is the same for every reli
gion on the planet. Death is not final,
just another stage of eternity — each
according to the particular belief.
No, Intemet mail is not abused in
die way you state. It is a reaching out
to others, perhaps unwelcome, but
reaching out nonetheless, in hopes of
finding people with your view.
Instead, use the knowledge you
gain from these communications to
armor yourself against the coming on
slaught of differing opinions.
— Dennis Boyer

Software Lawsuit
Software Watchdog Sues California
Builder
The Business Software Al
liance (BSA), a watchdog group rep
resenting the nation's leading software
manufacturers, filed a lawsuit against
the Forecast Group, a home builder

headquartered in Rancho Cucamonga,
alleging infringement of Microsoft
software programs.
Most BSA investigations be
gin with either a call to the anti-piracyhotline, 1-888-NO PIRACY, or with a
report to its Online Reporting Form at
www.bsa.org. This case began with a

call to the hotline. BSA initially con
tacted the Forecast Group in an effort
to settle the infringement claims out of
court. When that effort proved unsuc
cessful, BSA filed the lawsuit.
"Software publishers lose bil
lions of dollars each year to installation
of unlicensed software in the work

place," said Bob Kmger, vice president
of enforcement for the Business Soft
ware Alliance. "It is important, there
fore, to communicate to all businesses
that it is more expensive to violate
copyright requirements than to comply
with them in the first place."
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GETTING ORGANIZED

PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS
Hey, What's Up? Are You
Mad at Me or Some
thing? Let's Talk!
by Peta G. Fenson
When I last visited Jeff, him
self a sunny publicist and managerial
booster for the great work his team
timis out; the genuine good humor of
the place and the easy relationships I
saw between folks had left me down
right envious. Over a skiimy foam latte, Jeff tells me it's no longer so rosy
in his wing of the building.
Even to the casual observer,
this return visit feels less buoyant. He
and his assistant, Gayle, show me the
new graphics for the new account
they've just landed, which has also
meant adding a few more strategic
people to their team. The unexpected
tension coincided with the coming of
new folks, Jeff says. "I can't put my
finger on it, but people seem more
brittle, edgier, less open." Jeff's busi
ness group and mine work together
on projects throughout the year, and
as we are old cube-mates from an
other company, I agree to take some
time to talk with them. "So, have all
you guys talked about it?" I ask.
The unhappy silence tells me
everything. Adding people to a team
usually means that everyone has a re

there—^they are there because they
sponsibility to train them on top of
truly want to be.
their pre-existing workloads. No one
For all our conviction that
has figured this one out. But if they
the work speaks for itself, that's nev
haven't talked straight about the
er the whole truth. Customers like to
growing tension, then anything I
work with firms that seem together;
might observe about the confluence
that speak with one voice; that mod
of internal pressures—^wony about
el the way that everyone who works
territory or project overload—is go
wants to feel proud of what they do,
ing to be beside the point. When it
and who they are as a team. Clients
tums out Jeff isn't the only one who
can smell a lack of real connection in
seems concerned about it, we con
their suppliers; can pick it up in the
vene in the lunchroom to share in
nuances of the interactions. So it's
sights.
even a good client retention idea to
Discouraged, Gayle says that
regularly revisit the interpersonal ba
"It's hard to remember that maintain
sics everyone has to agree upon and
ing good interpersonal relationships
act on, regardless of what roles they
is job number one, when you're
have, or frankly how well they per
straggling to get the work done." And
form them. What better opportunity
she's right about that. Particularly in
than when you have just added new
small work groups, people have to
members to the group?
work at getting to know each other
Jeff and Gayle are great em
beyond the superficial, to relate to
ployees, enthusiastic and committed
each other on a deeper basis. The
to playing as a team. Vowing to do
qualities of mind and habits of the
better, both come up with a few ac
heart that characterize the most ap
tion items they can take to find out "in
pealing teams—loyalty, reciprocity,
the moment," as Gayle says, what's
trust—don't maintain themselves like
some air-breathing ferns; they take
going on when a team member be
haves in an odd way. They promise
consistent work. But that's the only
each other not to ignore a perceived
way you create alignment, commit
slight,
or coldness, or a dodge, but in
ment and mutual responsibility. There
stead...to ask directly about what is
are no short cuts. These are the qual
•
happening. I suggest they test out
ities that create an environment that
their perceptions and practice saying
attracts people who are so good at
things like, "Hey, are you mad at me
what they do, they don't have to be

about something?" instead of the
vague, "What's up?"
Gayle, the original Girl
Scout, says she will hold herself to
being more direct. "When I don't un
derstand what someone has just said,
instead of staying silently puzzled, I
plan to say so. When I haven't got
something I was just asked for, I'll ad
mit it straight out. And Jeff," she sug
gests to the guy who by title is her
boss, "when you are troubled by a"de
cision, unsure of your role, feeling
like a victim because everyone else
knows what you don't, you've got to
say so."
I remind them that fast
growth means that there will be more
than you can hold in your head, espe
cially where people do a lot of differ
ent jobs all at once. It has to be okay
to say you don't know and then go
find out. When you feel like team
mates are bluffing, or when you your
self realize you're covering for what
you don't know about the other guy's
work, find a way to make it all right
with your team when people don't
know something. This way, team
mates can believe, rely on, and have
faith in each other. And guys, that
means you have to promise each oth
er that no matter what, you'll talk
about it.

Milken Institute and New Economy Strategies
Form Alliance with Communities
The Milken Institute, a lead
ing economic think tank, and New
Economy Strategies, a Washington,
D.C.-based consulting firm with ex
tensive expertise in regional econom
ic development, have formed an al
liance to help communities identify
and implement ways to create tech
nology-based growth.
Ross DeVol, director of re
gional and demographic studies for
the Milken Institute, and Richard S.
Seline, founder of NES, said that by
combining their resources on desig
nated projects, they can help regions
transform their economies from tra

ditional industries to the "New Econ
omy" demands of technology-focused
entrepreneurship and innovation.
The two organizations will
work together on regional projects as
well as national initiatives, confer
ences and research into the next gen
eration of community and regional
technology-based economic develop
ment.
The Milken Institute's Re
gional Studies scholars are experts on
the impacts of technology on region
al economic growth, and have pub
lished several highly acclaimed stud
ies showing the strong relationship

between high-tech and metro growth.
Their 1999 report, America's High
Tech Economy, is considered a key
document on which to benchmark
community development. The insti
tute has worked with several commu
nities and institutes in Ohio and New
Mexico, as well as the state of Cali
fornia, to help form strategies for
growth in the "New Economy." Its
staff offers expertise in benchmark
ing, assessment and analysis.
NES is a leader in economic
development strategy and implemen
tation. It has worked in 25 communi
ties across the nation, advising com

munity, academic and entrepreneurial
leaders on projects that maximize the
economic and strategic goals of clus
ter development and growth. The
company has worked with the com
munities of Austin, San Antonio,
Pittsburgh, greater Washington, D.C.
and Cleveland, among others. NES
has conducted two national projects
focused on innovation and universi
ty-industry partnerships for the
biotech, life science clusters in the
U.S., and recently completed a fiveyear statewide strategy for the state of
Texas' life sciences.
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COMMUNITY CONCERTS
City of Ontario to CoSponsor First Community Concert of the Season
The Community Concert A<;sociation of the Inland Empire announces its 2001-2002 Season toRemember! For 48 consecutive years,
the Community Concert Association
has presented exceptional, professional talent to the citizens of the West
End, at reasonable prices. This season, five wonderful shows will be
performed at Gardiner W. Spring Au-

ditorium in Ontario, plus a bonus hoiiday special at The First Baptist
Church in Pomona.
The City of Ontario will cosponsor the first concert,

group of 10 or more. Single show
tickets are also available at the box office on how day for $15.
Other events include: "Three Hits and
a Miss," (music of the 40s and

"The Chinese Golden
~ 50s), Nov. 3; Joe BurgstalDragon Acrobats" on
- , ./ -~ _.,: laer, trumpeter, Jan. 19,
Thurs., Oct. 18, at 7
~I ~
2002; " Frula," (colorful
p.m.
Full season ~
_
,..~
Eastern European dance
subscriptions for the ~
ti
v ,\,,,~
troupe), Feb. 25; and "Albfive concerts are only: ~
orada," (the Batista Family
adult-$35, student-$20,
performing music of South and
family-$85, and $33 each for
North America), April 2.
All performance begin at 7
p.m. Free parking is available on the
ground<; of Chaffey High School, and
in the parking lot just north of the
campus, off 5th Street. For information, please call (909) 626-4720 or
(909)
989-4465.
the city of Oaremont that were nevThe Gary Bonner Singers
er paid. These are dollars that alwill present a "Christmas Special" on
legedly went into someone's pocket.
Friday, Nov. 30, at 7:30 p.m. at The
When the issue was dis-

-

•
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Your Tax Dollars at Rest
by Joe Lyons
They say that you can't
fight city hall. They say that the only
things that are sure are death and taxes.
They have been proven
wrong.
Some time ago in the pages
of this publication, we noted the demise of the beloved Oaremont Inn.
It may have been the management.
It may have been the economy.
Whatever it was, the old hotel had
failed.
It was not as glamorous, nor
as historic, as the Mission Inn in
Riverside and so its future looked
dark. But in reviewing the sad tale of
its financial woes we discovered that
the Transient Occupancy Taxes
(TOTs) had not been paid to the city
of Oaremont. You and I call TOTS
''bed taxes."
Whatever they are called,
they are funds that go from the hotel
guests to the city. The hotel must run
them through. Not paying them is
like having an employer who
deducts your withholding taxes and
then fails to send them on to the IRS.
Along with this, any tax situation
takes no never-mind of bankruptcies.
Even in the case of the Oaremont
Inn, the property taxes and the Feds
got all of their money.
So what happened to th~
TOTs? We were told simply that
"most" were paid to the city.
"Most?" Not all?
Somewhere out there are
dollars that belong to tbe people and

cussed here in our offices the question wa<; raised, "What if it was only
$10?'' The answer is very simple.
Ten tax dollars will buy you a "gray
bar'' suite in Leavenworth. Tax dollars are tax dollars.
In our conversation with the
Claremont Economic Development
director, Scott Miller, he told us that
the city was happy to have a new
owner and that they were counting
on the facility to continue to operate
as a hotel after some badly needed
renovations and repairs.
This is all well and good but
the question still must be asked.
Where are those tax dollars? Guests
paid them in good faith. They belong
to the city and ultimately to the taxpayers who expect that their money
will be accounted for.
As it turned out, about 80
percent of these TOTs have been
paid and the other 20 percent were
"stripped" from the funds. This is
presumably a bureaucratic euphemism for "waived."
The bankruptcy code sets
priorities-for taxes and some, like
property tax and the IRS, are "secured by priority." Others, like the
bed tax, are not as high a priority and
thus, when the assets don't meet the
obligations, they get factored like
everything else. This is all well and
good, except that well-intending
gu~tS paid taxes in good faith that
apparently have just ceased to exist.

lVIANAGING
Pomona Baptist C hurch, 601 N .
Garey Ave. Pomona. Subscribers to
Community Concerts may purchase
tickets for $10, and the price for nonsubscribers is $15. Call (909) 6264720 for tickets or information.
Each May, Community Concerts presents five special programs
for the children throughout the surrounding area. Invitations are sent to
public and private schools and children from first grade through high
school are given the opportunity to
experience live theatre. This May,
The Pacific Ballet Company presented excerpts from "Giselle" to more
than 6,000 students. The Russian
Firebird Ensemble is scheduled to
perform songs, dances, and age-appropriate entertainment in May, 2002.
Come and enjoy a richly international cultural season with your
family and friends!
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Thrning Traditional Call Centers Into Custo01er
Relationship Management Centers
by Rich Hebert
In the "Dark Ages" - say about
five to 10 years ago - traditional
customer service or call center capabilities usually consi ted of inbound/outbound telephone, fax and
direct mail communication capabilities.
Today, most companies would
consider the traditional call center
both inadequate and inefficient in the
new high-tech world of multi-channel
customer contact that includes telephone, fax, text-chat, voiceover IF,
collaborative browsing, form sharing
and e-mail.
Unfortunately, as companies grow
and continue to incorporate increasingly sophisticated technologies into
their businesses, one function often
neglected in these efforts is customer
service.
While a few companies may
find that the traditional call center
continues to provide quality service,
chances are that eventually the traditio nal call center will go the way of
the typewriter- functional - but
rarely used.
It's important to keep in mind
that the initial point of customer contact is critical, because most consumers often base their judgment of a
company on that first impression. In
this new Internet-savvy global environment, companies that don't respond effectively and quickly to various types of customer contact may
be sending a message that says, " I
don't need your business."
For instance, a Boston Consulting Group study mentioned that consumers who purchased online increased from 52 million in 1999 to 68
million in 2000. Forrester Research
estimates that e-commerce will grow
to $3.45 trillion in North America by
2004. Companies will clearly have to
respond to this growing trend and
provide quality customer care to these
individuals. Don't let it be your competition.
With that in mind, now may be
the time to consider changing your
call center into a fully functional cus-

to mer relationship management center (CRMC).
You don ' t have to be the magician David Copperfield to implement
these changes. Here are several cons iderations for companies seeking to
change their U"aditional call center
into a state-of-the-art CMRC:
What system will best suit your
cu tomers? Evaluate the communication need<; and preference of your
customers and tailor your system to
meet those needs. For instance, do
your customers inquire about your
Web site or whether your company
ha<; e-mail? You may want to create a
dialogue with your present customers
and update your customer profiles. In
addition to getting the current address,
telephone number, etc., inquire about
o ther modes of contact that they
would use.
Location, Location, LocationThe old call center may not be in a
locale that attracts sufficient numbers of employees to meet the increasing communications demands
of today's Internet-savvy consumers.
Consumers today expect, even demand, the best customer care possible. Your employees must be able to
meet those demands efficiently, courteously and knowledgeably. In addition, customer relationship associates
(CRAs) must be able to communicate via multi-channels.

on marketing, product and service effectiveness.

evaluate the expected return on the investment.

EXPENSE

PERSONNEL

A<; mentioned above in, " What
system will best suit your custo mers?" It's vitally important that
you identify the company's technological needs beforehand. A one-sizefits-all technology approach to your
business will not work. Find time to
understand how your customers are
communicating with the company
and invest in technology that will
meet those needs. You should also
take the time to anticipate how those
contact channels may change in the
future . This approach will enable any
company to budget accordingly and

CRA applicants must possess experience, interpersonal skills and educational qualities. Once a CRA is selected, a company will have to provide in-depth training that will enable
the CRA to utilize the new technologies as well as build, manage and
grow relationships with increasingly
demanding consumers.
And abracadabra! These changes
will bring a company's call center out
of the " Dark Ages" and into the 21st
century as a state-of-the-art customer
relationship management center ready
to provide superior customer care.

TECHNOLOGY
The CMRC must be able to interchangeably and synchronously interact with consumers through all
available communications channels
on a 24/7 basis. A company's CRAs
should have the same view of the customer. T he CRAs should know if a
customer e-mailed in the morning and
telephoned in the evening as well as
the customer's history and purchasing
background.
DATABASE
CRM and data mining technologies will provide the information
needed to help CRA<; personalize Customer interactions as well as harvest
consumer feedback to provide insight<;

Foothill Customers
just tend to smile more often.
• No Long Delays
• 24 Hour Account Access
• Drive Up Windows

FOOTHILL INDEPENDENT BAtl(
Call 1-800-500-BANK for details
Chmo • ~remom • Coron1 • Comu • Glendale • Glendor1 • lrwimble • Monrov1.1 • Onurio
(M-~ !Uncho Cucamonga • Upbnd • loiDs subj~ to crtdu approval • http://.,......-w.footlulllunk.com
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COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE
California residents and business
owners have proven over the
decades that when faced with the
seemingly insurmountable challenge of conserving our state :S
precious resources, we can make
a difference. Often the most effective way to solve large-scale
problems like energy conservation, solid waste reduction and
air quality improvement is
through millions of individual
acts II'UJde by everyday people.

Commercial Real Estate
Industry Should Flex Its
Power, Too!
by Nicholas J. Westley
As one of the largest consumers of power, California's commercial real estate industry is in a
unique position to do its part in
streamlining energy efficiencies and
in reducing overall power consumption. While the focus of late has been
to encourage residential customers to

keep power use in check through the
summer, the business community,
particularly the commercial real estate
sector, can make a big impact on the
state's power conservation program.
ln May, Gov. Gray Davis ·announced an innovative plan to limit
consumption in commercial buildings
and encourage conservation. By uniting very disparate groups, such as the
Building Owners and Managers Association, the Service Employees International Union, property management firms, janitors and cleaning
crews, Gov. Davis was able to launch
an ambitious five-point plan to reduce
energy consumption in commercial
real estate. The savings from this. partnership is estimated to be as much as
23 million-kilowatt hours per month.
Developed as a collaborative
effort, the plan is a model of conservation and efficiency, serving as an
example of how building owners and
tenants can take chargeJ;>f their own
energy destiny. But while the governor's plan has made substantial
progress, there are still many opportunities for corporations to reduce energy costs.
Many California firms have
found it cost-effective to consolidate
multiple office buildings, often across
a wide geographic area, into a single
building or efficient campus setting.
This technique can reduce operating

costs and overhead, potentially saving millions of dollars a year. It is also
an effective way ?f centralizing power co ns umption, often providing a
prime opportunity to negotiate power
rates with local energy producers and
suppliers. Whether constructing a
new, sustainable building fo r a corporatio n's headquarters or s imply
moving into a more "green" facility,
options abound for companies focused on long-tenn energy solutions.
There is perhaps no be tte r
way to maximize energy e fficiency
than through a building's design and
architecture. San Diego Gas and Flectric's pioneering "Savings by Design"
program is a prime example of a public agency's team approach to the design of energy-efficient buildings. In
this case, the building owner reaps the
benefits of a high-performance building, which may include greater occupant comfort, reduced operating costs,
higher productivity, and a more valuable property. Most of California's energy firms have programs that encourage sustainable buildings with
environmentally friendly features
such as solar paneling, reflective
building exteriors and s kylights.
A fairly simple way of reducing energy costs through real estate may lie in identifying vacant or
under-utilized office space. Typical
office users occupy between 200 and

300 squa re feet per person. If the
space utilizatio n can be decreased
from 300 square feet per person to
200 square feet pe r pe rson, tha t effectively empties 33 pe rcent of the
previously occupied space. The vacant space can eithe r be de mised o r
subleased, or everal faci lities w ith
sub-optimal occupancies can be combined into much less overall space.
As companies continue to
make relocation decisio ns based on
the availability of affordable, reliable
energy sources, the commercial real
estate sector will play an inc reasingly important role in the energy debate.
While competitive lease rates, a
s killed labor pool and tax incentives
re main the primary drivers for firms
to relocate and expand, it is clear that
the power issue has been moved higher on the priority list. Whether companies are seeking short-term energy
conservation fixes or long-tenn powe r supply solutions, the comme rcial
real estate industry is co mmitted to
doing its part in putting California on
the right track.

Reliance Steel & Aluminum
Co. (NYSE:RS) recently announced
that its subsidiary, AMI Metals Inc.,
headquartered in Brentwood, Tenn.,
with a division in Fontana, has been
awarded an aluminum rod and bar
contract with The Boeing Company.
The Boeing military modification facility in Wichita, Kan., has
been added to the existing Boeing
aluminum rod and bar corporate contract with AMI Metals Inc. The new

$3.5 million contract runs through
March, 2003, with an additional two-

year option. The contract agreement
requirements include value-added,
just-in-time, cut-to-size processing of
aluminom rod and bar products for
this division of Boeing that produces
military, space and defense aerospace
components.
Reliance 's president and
chief executive officer, David H. Hannah, said, "This contract is an example of the excellent reputation, quality products and management solutions that AMI Metals is known for in
the aerospace industry. We are
pleased that AMI Metals has been
chosen to provide aluminum components applications for The Boeing
Company."
Scott A Smith, president of

AMI Metals Inc., commented, " We
are extremely proud of The Boeing
Co. contract. Our system capabilities
and expertise in material management
gives AMI Metals a competitive advantage in the ae rospace industry that
our customers have set as the standard
for service. We look forward to providing Boeing with the metal solutions for their . aerospace components."
Reliance Steel & Aluminum
Co., headquartered in Los Angeles, is
one of the largest metals service center companies in the United States.
Through a network of 89 processing
and distribution centers (including
American Steel, L.L.C.) in 25 states,
France, and South Korea, the compa-
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Inland Empire Restaurant Review
A Chilly Night at Woody's in Lake Arrowhead
by l oe Lyons
On the edge of Lake Arrowhead,
down in the vi llage, is a delightful little re taurant that I vi it whe never I
am there. Woody's Boathouse gets its
name fro m the fact that most of the
booths are made from old Chris Craft
boat . I o nly hope that the e were
damaged at the lake. Otherwise it
would be a very expensive decoration.
Like much of the re ort, it is not
cheap, but if you want to sit by a window and watch the boats and the
duc ks on the water, this is the place.
In the daytime you can come in fo r
appetizer like the Mac's Special
whic h features ample · of a number
of m unchie . Or you may want a n
o ld-fashioned milksha ke made with
Dryer 's brand ice cream. T he seven
fl avors include such exotics as peanut
butter and Oreo cookie.

On a cold winter night with the
moon reflecting o n the lake, a hot
drink like Iri h coffee or hot buttered
rum may do the job.
Many of Woody's entrees start
with the salad bar which begin at the
stern of a 1957 boat. It is not the
greatest salad bar in the world, but the
oups that come with it are very good.
The chili has a lot of bean and a lot
of ground meat, although there are
people who will debate the presence
of beans in " real'' chili.
One friend of mine told me that
they thought the beef stroganoff was
"bla nd." I couldn ' t di agree more.
The troganoff is made with sirloin
and al dente noodles and just the right
amount of chopped onion and o ur
cream. I do not like the ki nd of
stroganoff that i made with rice. It
just i not the same. Woody's is o
good that I took half of it ho me and

mic rowaved it the next day. It was
still very good.
On Sundays, Woody's transforms
itself into a brunc h bu ffet. Th is may
not be big news. Everybody has a
S unday brunc h. But agai n, because
you are itting at the window in the
remains of a boat watching the low
winter sun skipping off the water and

the air is crisp and clear, everything
just feels better. The senses of taste
and smell come alive up here.
The brunch itself, as I said, is not
that pectacular. The boat display now
holds the usual collection of salad
type foods for the meal , but over in
the comer the chef is making omelets
with real egg ... not that bucket of egg

continued on page 55

Nicholas Westley is national managing
director and chief strategy officer of
United Systems Integrators Corp., the
nation s leading corporate real estate
services firm. Westley can be reached
at nwestley@tLSirealestate.com.

AMI METALS
Reliance Steel & Aluminum
Co.'s Subsidiary AMI Metals
Is Awarded Boeing Contract

OCTOBER 2001

ny provides value-added metals processing services and distributes a full
line of more than 80,000 metal products. These products include: galvanized, ho t-ro lled and cold-finished
steel; stainless steel; aluminum; brass;
copper; titanium and alloy steel sold
to more than 70,<XX> customers in various industries.
Reliance ;.vas named to the

2000 Forbes Platinum List of Americas Best Big Companies. The company has also been ranked No. 1 in
customer satisfaction four years in a
row by Jacobson & Associates, a steel
industry consulting finn.

More information is available on the
companys Web site: www.rsac.com.

We are pleased to a nnounce the
Grand Opening of Porter 's
Prime Steak House, formerly
Misty's Restaurant, featuring
USDA Prime Midwestern Beef,
Fresh Seafood and Chops. Expcriance Porter 's speciality
ma rtinis and extensive wine
list. After dinner enjoy your favorite Cognac or treat yourself
to a selection from our tantalizing dessert menu. semi-private
p R I M E S T E A K H 0 U S E
dining room for up to 18 people. Reservations required.
Serving Lunch Thes-Fri., Sunday Brunch 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., and dinner seven nights a week with specials daily.

PORTER'S

Jl:f{f(Yf

L IVE ENTERTAINMENT 7 N IGHTS A W EEK

222 NORTII

REsERVATIONS

(909) 418-4808

VINEYARD AVE., Oi'ITARIO

Cf?

DOUIILETREE

HOTEL'
ONU l iO
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Economic Development
General Motors Service/Parts Operations Announces Plans
to Build a Distribution Center in Rancho Cucamonga

THE H EART OF A HEALTHY COMMUNITY

A E G 1oN A L ME o 1cAL cENT E A

400NoRrHPEPPERAvENuE ·coLTON"'CALIFORNIA- 92324

General
Motors
(GM)
Service/Parts has officially announced plans to construct a parts
distribution center in the city of Rancho Cucamonga. This new GM facility will handle automotive replacement part shipments to GM
dealerships throughout the southwestern portion of the country, after construction of the approximate
404,000-square-foot building on 25
acres. It will replace current facilities located in another part of
Southern California. The facility is
intended to serve existing and future dealerships in the states of Arizona, Nevada, Utah and California.
GM's initial investment is anticipated to be approximately $30 million and when the facility is completed, it is expected to employ
about 200 people.
The Inland Empire Economic Partnership (IEEP) worked
in close collaboration with members from CB Richard Ellis and the
city of Rancho Cucamonga on this
project. IEEP is a private, non-profit economic development company
that engages in business development efforts in Southern California's Inland Empire.
"The city of Rancho Cucamonga is extremely pleased at the
news of this major business attraction, which, when completed will
benefit the entire region," said Bill
Alexander, mayor of Rancho Cucamonga. "The city of Rancho Cucamonga's business friendly spirit
and reputation for attracting high
quality companies were important
factors in GM's decision to locate
here.
"Local and state considerations for support in assisting with
fu nds for employee training and
necessary roadway improvements
were also instrumental in providing
a favorable business base," said
Paul West, GM's general director of
warehousing and distribution. "In
addition, we have maintained a
strong relationship with local and
state government representatives in
California. We look forward to con-

tinuing our strong association with
the people of the Southern California
area."
JEEP and CB Richard Ellis

worked closely with the city of Rancho Cucamonga over the past several months to attract this valuable company to the region. They provided a

number of business development
services, regional workforce devel- .
opment information and shared com-

continued on page 38
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Legal
continued from page 20
ownership. Two ways in which this
happens is through the per capita distribution plans and intertribal revenue
sharing programs, such as the one instituted by tribes signing gaming compacts in California.
"The gaming tribes voluntarily agreed to establish a fund to divide
a percentage of gaming proceeds
among non-compacted tnbes. In California, this amounts to 45 tribes who
will benefit from gaming, but are not
directly involved," Riolo noted, adding
that, ''Tribes that own casinos, like the
Viejas Band, hope that the other tribes
will use this money (which could
amount to more than $1 million a year
for each tribe) to create and build their
own source for economic self-reliance
through tribal government-owned and
privately owned business."
Borrego Springs Bank has
developed a number of models for using compact sharing and other forms
of fmancial partnering in " Indian
Country" to promote business diversification. "We try to work with all of
the group; to improve both the process
and communication of lending within
the unique set of circumstances and
laws that govern Indian reservations.
"Most recently we've been
trying to get to the state to cooperate
with the revenue sharing distribution
and to recognize agreements to use the
revenue sharing allobnent as collateral for loans," he added, pointing out
that, "It's very difficult to get financial
institutions, and governments, states or
federal, to come to grip; with the legal
and practical need to structure programs for tnbal governments uniquely.
"For example, since reservation land is held in trust by the federal
govenunent for the entire tribe, tribal
members cannot, and do not wish to
use their homes as coUateral for a business loan. In many cases, homes are
often passed down from family member to family member, and the home
may be the only housing available on
the reservation for future generations
to occupy."
"Given this history, the upturn
in business ownership is very encouraging and will continue to increase, as
Indians begin to find that doors are
now opening that were formerly

1 Accounting

closed. Owning a bank and learning
about financial institutions and how
the system works is also a progressive
sign. There 's another reason for optimism," Riolo reports. "There's the
great untapped spin-off industry, supplying significant markets for goods
and services created by casinos."

'
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HMO/PPO Supplement

Jared banking programs and specific
services designed to meet the unique
needs of the entrepreneurial growth of
American Indian tribes. The bank has
also been instrumental in assisting
American Indians in developing economic opportunities and in financing
tribal government projects.

The Findley Report of Anaheim, Calif., gave Borrego Springs
Bank a " Premiere Performing Bank"
rating, based on results for the yearended December 31,2000.
The first American Indianowned bank in California, Borrego
Springs Bank has developed and tai-

II
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Medigap Prices Vary Dramatically Despite Standard Plans
continued from page 21
ample, premiums based on "attained-age" pricing, which automatically rise as a policyholder
grows older, are supposed to be
lower in the first year but higher
in future years. By contrast, premiums based on "issue-age" pricing, which are promised never to
rise for an individual unless they
are raised for everyone in a particular group, are supposed to be
higher up front, but less expensive in the long run.
However, in reality some attained-age policies are actually
more expensive than issue-age
policies for the same individual
and the same plan. For example:
A 65-year-old male living in

A 70-year-old male living in
Morrisville, Penn., would be
charged $2,075.80 by Guarantee
Trust Life Insurance Company
for an attained-age Plan C policy,
but only $1,454.76 by Philadelphia American Life Insurance
Company for an issue-age Plan

Dayton, Ohio, would pay
$1,254.38 with Continental General lnsurance Company for Plan
A utilizing attained-age pricing,
but only $771.40 from Nationwide Life Insurance Company
using issue-age pricing. One
would expect the attained-age
policy to be less expensive up
front because of the greater likelihood of future premium hikes,
but it's actually more expensive.
Similarly, in McAllen, Texas,
World Insurance Company
charges $1,911.07 for an attained
age Plan F policy, but C hristian
Fidelity Life Insurance Company
charges only $1,220 for the same
exact Plan Fusing issue-age pricing.

c.
"These examples support our
view that the Medigap marketplace is still very inefficient. In
1992, Congress took the first step
by mandating standard benefit
plans. Now, to follow up, Congress must take steps to ensure
that complete pricing information
is readily available to consumers
so they can comparison shop,"
said Dr. Weiss.

Senior citizens shopping for
the least expensive and safest
Medigap policies can obtain a
Health Insurance Report for Seniors ($49) available from Weiss
Ratings at 1-800-289-9222. The
report, based on each consumer's
individual circumstances, provides customized comparisons of
the actual premium rates offered
in his or her county of residence
for each of the 10 Medigap loans,
along with the Weiss Safety Rating for each carrier. The report
also includes ratings and complaint data on Medicare HMOs,
compiled by the Health Care Financing Admin~tion, and a list
of long-term care insurers with
their ratings.

NEW AQUENT BROKERAGE
continued from page 5

Citizens Business Bank
provides business
checking and investment

fully licensed in 44 states, with individual licenses in 49 states, plus Washington, D.C. It is one of several Aquent businesses dedicated to ensuring the
success of the independent profes-

sionals who make up almost 25 percent of the working population in the
U.S.

Aquent (www.aquent.com) is
the world's largest talent agency for
creative professionals. In its 15-year

history, Aquent has made more than
200,000 matches of independent professionals with client companies
worldwide, and had revenues topping
$200 million last year. Headquartered
in Boston, Aquent leverages both the

Internet and a network of 57 offices in
12 countries to provide independent
professionals access to work, training
- and the same insurance, retirement,
and cash-flow management benefits
enjoyed by traditional W-2 workers.
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CD Placement Program to

get the new espresso machine, then watch my

Vince's SpagheHi in Ontario.
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Fronk Cuccio, Owner
Vince's Spaghetti
Ontario, California

Take care of your team
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1-877-4-CBBANK
www.cbbank.com
·o::or:o'"''"'' Orange and las Angeles Counties
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When your employees suffer an unexpetted oil ness or lll)Ury, 11 can cost
you 11me .md money. They also count on you to arrange good health care
coverage. That's why Blue Sh1eld of Cahforn1a, w1th over 60 years of
expenence Ill helpmg bus messes hkc yours, has made 11 easy to take care of
your team. W1th Blue Shocld's Small Group Access+ HMO PlanE, therc"s a
w1dc range of benefits, oncludmg:

.
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cooper & p nee
. A
gency

Brian D. Bean, CLU, ChFC

Vice President
2131 Elks Dr./P.O. Box 3280

• PreKnptiOns filled at partiCipating pharmac1es at affordable copayments

San Bnnardino, CA 92413·3280

• Scheduled Routine Physical Exams, m"cludong Well Baby, Well Ch1ld
and adult Exams

brianb@acpinsuranc~.com

• An annual routine Well-Woman Exam

CA Lic~nse 10546677

• Pregnancy and Maternity Care
• Emergency room services

CAll ME TODAY
AND FIND OUT MORE

(909) 886-9861
AN AUTHORIZED AGENT FOR
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Data Shows Increase in Business Ownership Among
American Indians and Alaskan Natives
Borrego Springs Bank, majority-owned by the Viejas Band of
Kumeyaay Indians, applauded the
newest infonnation released from the
Census Bureau, showing a sharp increase in small businesses owned by
American Indians and Alaskan Natives.
"We are pleased to see the
steady growth of smaJJ businesses in
the American Indian, as well as the
Hispanic-, African American-, Asian
and Pacific Islander- and womenowned businesses. Borrego Springs
Bank is honored to have played a
small role," said Frank Riolo, president

and CEO.
"One of the bank's priorities
has been to assist and urge American
Indians to go into business. Traditionally, Indians have been at the bottom
of the list of the country 's entrepreneurs, but that is changing. And, one
reason is-Indian tribes have begun to
develop the resources to encourage
and support this growth."
According to the data, there
were 197,300 American Indian-and
Alaskan Native-owned businesses in
1997. This compares with 913,000
Asian and Pacific Islander-owned
businesses.

The Census Bureau estimates
that, excluding C corporations, the
number of American Indian-and
Alaskan Native-owned businesses rose
84 percent, and receipts grew by 179
percent, from 1992 through 1997. During the same period, the total number
of businesses for the general population, other than C corporations, was up
7 percent and total receipts were up 40
percent, according to the Census Bureau.
"Many of the Native-owned
businesses are very mall, as noted in
the census report, five out of six American Indian and Alaskan Native busi-

nesses have no paid employees, with
41 percent reporting receipts of
$10,000 or less," Riolo explained,
adding that American Indians have
many obstacles and barriers to business development, including the fact
that opening a business on a reservation was in the past not an option.
Riolo believes that the success of Indian gaming, operated by
tribal governments on reservations, has
led to an interest in owning and running businesses and expanded entrepreneurial expertise, as well as providing revenue to assist with business

continued on page 8I

Canyon National Bank Announces Plans for New Branch
Canyon National Bank President and CEO Steve Hoffmann today
announced that the bank has closed
escrow on property that will become
the future home of the bank's newest
full-service facility in Palm Desert.
Located on Country Club
Drive near the intersection of Portola
Avenue, the two-and-one-half-acre
parcel will comprise a branch with
drive-up access to a staffed teller window, an A1M, and a night depository.

In addition to traditional depo it products, other bank services offered at
this location will include safe deposit
boxes and commercial, residential ,
and consumer loans. The branch is
anticipated to be opened by December, 2002.
"The 900- square foot branch
we opened at Cook and Country Club
last year is already home to more than
$11 million in deposits," explained
Hoffmann. "We're very pleased with

the respon e by Palm Desert businesses and residents to this branch,
and now it 's time for a larger, fullservice facility to accommodate the
need<> of this growing community."
Canyon National Bank is a
full-service commercial bank with deposits insured by the FDIC. The Palm
Springs branch is located at 1711 East
Palm Canyon Drive inside the Smoke
Tree Village Shopping Center, near
the corner of Sunrise and Palm

Canyon Drive in Palm Springs. The
Palm Desert branch is located at 74998 Country Club Drive, Suite 220,
near the comer of Cook and Country
Club. Shares of the bank's common
stock are currently being traded on the
Over the Counter Bulletin Board
(OTC BB) under the symbol CYNA.
For more information, visit our
Web
site
at HYPERL/NK
http: I /www. CanyonNational. com.

Co Insurance Services Provides Range of Products
CU Insurance Services Wants to
Help l..oca.l Businesses Reduce Risk
and the Cost of Doing Business
CU Insurance Services (CUIS) now
offers high quality and competitively
priced commercial insurance services
to both credit union members and
non-members in the Inland Empire,
thus helping the local businesses to reduce both risk and the cost of doing
business.
CU Insurance Services
(CUIS) is a full-service insurance
agency owned by the largest credit
union in the Inland Empire- Arrowhead Credit Union.
CU Insurance Services has
purchased Cal Bond Insurance
Agency of Corona. Cal Bond, with
more than eight years serving the Inland Empire from its Corona office,
will become the new commercial insurance division of CU Insurance Ser-

vices. They will provide local businesses with a complete range of commercial insurance products and are
dedicated to finding high-quality coverage for the best and most affordable
value, thus helping local businesses reduce risk and their cost of doing business. This option, according to Jim
Estes of Arrowhead Financial Group,
allows Arrowhead Credit Union to
have one-stop shopping for business
loans and business insurance, as well
as 401(k) and benefits, all under one
roof!
A team of experienced professionals handles a variety of commercial insurance needs and offers insurance coverage for worker's compensation, employee benefits and
group health insurance, commercial
property insurance, commercial liability insurance, commercial auto insurance, group life and key person in-

surance, small business package insurance, surety bonds, complete contractors insurance, and risk management services.
The new comprehensive
commercial insurance program is designed to suit the customers' unique
insurance needs through a personalized and highly efficient service and
helps assist customers in choosing the
right coverage for their business.
Among a wide variety of resources available to our customers is
our interactive Web site, which offers
access to free online quotes and customers' insurance accounts and an
ability to submit claims faster, as well
as useful insurance and investment advice.
The agency's customer-oriented and experienced insurance service professionals accommodate a
broad variety of commercial accounts
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encompassing small and large businesses, contractors, retailers, manufacturers, automobile dealers and nonprofit organizations.
We invite you to take advantage of these new services and give us
an opportunity to help you assess your
commercial insurance needs for your
business.
For a free quote and to take advantage of our new commercial insurance services, please contact our insurance specialists at: CU Insurance
Services, 303 E. Vanderbilt Way, Suite
100, San Bernardino, CA 92408, and
now at 400 S. Ramona, Suite 205,
Corona, CA 92879. E-mail: cuinsurance@arrowheadcu. org; phone:
(909) 890-2338; toll-free: (888) 3473296; fax: (909) 890-2498. You can
also visit us on the Web at: www.cuinsagency.com. License #: 0699900;
California residents only

Medigap Prices Vary Dramatically Despite Standard Plans
Market Place Inefficiencies Remain
Despite Federal Standardization
Nearly a decade after Congress standardized the benefits sold

under Medicare supplement insurance (Medigap) policies, annual premiums continue to vary dramatically
for individuals purchasing identical
plans in the same location, according

to Weiss Ratings Inc., the only
provider of customized consumer
shopping guides for Medigap insurance policies. The Weiss Ratings
analysis of 2001 Medigap premiums

Your familys health is our specialty
Choosing the right hospital to care for you and your family may be one of the most important
decisions you will ever m a ke . That's why it's comforting to know that Lorna Linda University
Medical Center has been providing the
community with the best healthcare
possible for over 90 years and recently
voted as the Inland Empire's
Most Preferred Hospital*.
Our services include:

• A hospital dedicated just for kids
• The only Level 1 Trawna Center
in the Inland Empiret
• Transplantation seroices
• ComJJrehensive cancer seroices
and pro~rams
• The only hospital-based Proton
Cancer Treatment Center
• Mental health and chemical
dependency programs
• Cardiac seroices and other
heart-healthy pro~rams
•

Rehabilitation seroices
located at our East Campus Facility

• .
• ...
•
•• •
~
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For more information, call

l-877-LLUMC-4U
(1-877-558-6248)

LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY
MEDICAL CENTER

•A• dctcrmm<-d by J\'t•tlona/ ReS<.-arch
Corpomtionfor clu: )'<"or 2001
tNatwnally Accn~lucd by ACOS
(An~'"can Colklle of 8u'"!!rons)

found numerous examples of extreme
variations in premiums.
A 65-year-old male living in
Ft. Myers, Fla. would pay
$3,667.18 with Physicians Mutual Insurance Company for Plan
J-but only $2,712 with United
Healthcare Insurance Company
through AARP- nearly $1,000
less for an identical policy.
The same gentleman living
in Las Vegas, Nev. would pay
$1,543 for Plan G with United
American Insurance Company,
but about half that ($778) with
USAA Life Insurance Company
for the same policy.
A 75-year-old husband and
wife living in Tucson, Ariz.
would pay a combined rate of
$5,953.20 for Plan F with Reserve National Insurance Company, assuming no spousal discount, but only $3,479,60 with
American Family Mutual Insurance Company. If they had the
necessary pricing information to
compare these identical policies,
they would have saved almost
$2,500 a year.
Martin D. Weiss, Ph.D.,
chairman of Weiss Ratings, commented: "Imagine being charged
one price for a share of stock
with one broker and double that
price by another broker. This is
essentially what's happening with
Medigap Insurance. The policies
are identical, plain-vanilla products that should vary only slightly in price. But it is very difficult
for consumers to get the pricing
information they need to shop for
Medigap policies, making it possible for some insurers to charge
consumers much more than the
average."
Attained-Age Pricing Not Less
Expensive in the First Year
The industry has sometimes
excused the wide price differences in Medigap premiums by
pointing to the different ways it
raises rates for existing policyholders in future years. For example, premiums based on "at-

continued on page 19
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by Steve Cleland, Cfl\
The predicted economic
slowdown is here. And also as predicted, raising corporate capital has
become a huge challenge. Those who
have been so successful in the great
economy we've enjoyed for the past
five years are going to have to learn
to cope in a new environment where
money isn't as easily available. But
we suggest that, before you embark
on an exercise of pounding your head
against the wall looking for capital,
you might look elsewhere. Look inward.
Begin with an effective cash
management plan that predicts the
careful timing of your company's
cash in-flow and out-flow. This includes cash flow projections, timing
of receipts and disbursements and the
efficient handling of any excess cash
through investment or debt service.
There are two levels of cash management: macro (cash flow budgeting)
and micro (collections, disbursements and investing). The following
suggestions for managing cash flow
in these areas may seem overly simple, yet we are continually seeing that
many businesses have neglected these
simple rules over the last few prosperous years.

Cash Flow Budgeting
The entire cash management
process starts with a cash flow budget for the year. It presents the cash
needs on a month-to-month basis. If
your cash flow is tight or you go
through cycles within months, establishing criteria for evaluating cash
flow requirements is essential.
To prepare the budget, you
will need to formulate assumptions
based on recent history and future expectations of sales, purchases, collections, payments and capital requirements for items such as property,
plant and equipment, tax payments
and bonuses. When it comes to collections, keep in mind that other businesses are starting to focus on cash
management, too, now that the economy is tightening. It may take a little
longer or require additional effort to
collect amounts receivable.
Once the budget is complete,
you can look at your expected results
and plan for investment of excess
cash or how to approach any anticipated deficits. Among the options for
covering an expected deficit are traditional and non-traditional financing
or the trimming of expenses.
By planning ahead, you can
discuss with your investors or lender
what your requirements will be. The
last thing you want is to surprise your
lender with an immediate need for

capital. This is the time to reevaluate
your expenses and make necessary
cuts. It is important to review your
cash budget on a regular basis and
keep it current, so that it parallels actual results and any changes in assumptions and circumstances flow
through to the remaining months of
the projection.

Collections
The goal is to reduce the collection cycle - the time between a
sale and your actual cash receipt deposited in the bank. To achieve that
goal, you need to focus on three areas: the invoicing process, the collection process and the bank deposit
function of your business.

Invoicing
Invoices should be processed
and sent out as frequently as possible.
Invoicing timeframes vary greatly
from one industry to the next. In manufacturing, for example, it's normally done daily; however, the service
sector invoices anywhere from weekly to monthly.
Billing terms should encourage payment within the shortest possible time and should be clearly
marked on your invoices. In most circumstances, a small discount to reward early payment is much Jess costly than following up on an unpaid receivable. And an interest penalty for
overdue accounts provides an offset
incentive.

Collections
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EXCHANGE
(The Personal Touch)
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The collection process involves credit policies and procedures
and following up on delinquent accounts. Selling to poor credit risks can
become very expensive, especially in
a market downturn. As discussed
above, many companies may begin to
stretch their payables farther due to
cash constraints. Collecting will likely become more difficult.
Failure to follow up on accounts that become past due will result in a higher ratio of bad debts. As
the months pass, the probability of
successful collection quickly decreases. In the first three months
alone, successful collection of payment is reduced by more than 25 percent; in six months by approximately
60 percent and in the first year, by
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CASH TIGHT
Cash Tight? Look Inward

I

more than 70 percent. So, you can see
why it is important to collect on past
due accounts as quickly and as often
as necessary to ensure payment...or so
we hope.

Deposits
A company should also try to
shorten the period between the time
when the customer writes the check
and when the cash is available for the
business. That means depositing the
day's receipts on a timely basis.
Depending on the size and
volume of checks your business
processes, a useful tool may be a lock
box. Customers can then send all payments to a separate post office box,
which the bank empties several times
a day. That means deposits are
processed more frequently and your
administrative tasks are reduced.

Disbursements
The key to effective cash
management on the disbursement
side is to maximize the disbursement
float - the time between the purchase of and payment for a product or
service. To accomplish this goal, you
need to focus on two areas--the purchasing function and your strategy of
disbursing the funds.

Great
People.
More
BanR.

CASH TIGHT
continued from page 22
mally higher on debt than on lowcost investments and additional fees
are usually not levied for paying debt
down.

Investments
Set an investment policy and
put it in writing. This policy will govern how your company invests idle
cash. It should include your investment objectives, the required liquidity of the investments, the types of
desired investments and the expected
risk and return.

Your Wake-Up Call
Some small businesses effectively manage cash. Unfortunately, for others it takes a downturn to
act as a wake-up call. But cash flow
is something that should be monitored closely no matter what type of
business you're in or how well the
economy is doing.

Getting back to business basics now will protect your business
during slower times, and the increased efficiency will give you a
head start and a competitive edge
when the economy resumes its upswing.

Steve Cleland, CPA is a principal at
RBZ, UP Founded in 1975, RBZ is
a leading accounting and strategic
business consulting firm with offices
in Los Angeles and the Southbay. The
firm offers a comprehensive range of
accounting, tax, consulting, and litigation support services and serves a
wide array of clients in diverse industries, ranging from high net worth
individuals to multi-million dollar international companies. He can bs
reached at (310) 478-4148 or online
at www.rbz.com.

Rhoda Casto

If you're looking for a bank that
understands business. we're the bank
for you. We have flexible products
that meet your needs:

Russ Jackson

• Commercial/residential mnslruction
• SBA Preferred Lender
• Credit lines & term loans
• Flexible checking and savings
• Payroll and courier services*
Paul Palmer

Personalized service is a top priority
at Val ley Independent Bank. We
know our customers by name and
take the time to find out how to
help businesses succeed. Find out
how a true community bank makes
a difference. Call or stop by your
local branch today.

Serving the Business Law Needs of
Southern California's Leading Companies
for Over Twenty-Five Years

Purchasing
If you establish a good control system for disbursing funds, you
can eliminate unnecessary or duplicate purchases, reduce inventory costs
and take advantage of purchase discounts.

Corporate
Securities
Litigation

Disbursements
With good purchasing controls, you can manage your payables,
effectively taking advantage of discounts (if economical) and scheduling the payments so they are made at
the due date.

Intellectual Property

Investing Idle Cash

Public Finance

In many cases, reduction of
debt is the best and most simple use
of idle cash. Interest rates are nor-

01a.

Real Property
Taxation
Public Law

Once excess cash has been
identified in your cash budget, you
need to decide what the best use of
the funds would be. You can either repay debt or invest the funds in an income-producing asset.

Repayment of Debt

Steve Stearman

Estate Planning
Labor & Employment

STRADLING YOCCA CARLSON • RAUTH
AttonwJs 8t Uw
660 Newport C~ter ~Suit~ 1600
Newport liNch, CA 92660-6441
p 949.725.4000
F 949.725.4100

VALLEY INDEPENDENT BANK
www. vibank.com
Coachella
1491 S. Sixth Street
398-5000

Indio
81-790 Hwy 111
775-5658

Palm Desert
42-005 Cook
346·0228

Palm Springs
901 E. Tahquitz Cyn.
320-5110

Rancho Mirage Business Loan Center
39-700 Bob Hope, Suite 100
776-4100

www.sycr.com

continued on page 23
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Redlands
continued from page 9
new technology," Meyers said ''We
need to design programs for 'alums,
we need to give them an update on
their knowledge."
"I look forward to working with
students and businesses throughout
Southern California as they seek the
best possible education for success in
the 21st century," said Meyers. ''This
is a school dedicated to the adult
Ieamer. We are very clear whom we
are serving. All of our students are
adult learners.
"As we build this new school,
one of the biggest cballenges is going
to be to take the wooderful reputation
that the University of Redlands has
for quality education and translate it
into an adult learning program, she
said "Adult learners are more oriented to lrnowtedge that is helpful on the

job.
''We have to be very careful
about making sure the links are made
between theory and practice; making
sure that it is usable theory," she said
"Or, it may be a theory that is practical but you cannot see how unless
somebody explains it to you.
"A classic example would be
economic theory and how it applies
to what Greenspan migbt be saying to
the public," Meyers explains.
"There seems to be in the popular mind this notion that the best quality education program is to be found
on a 'real' campus with 'real' classes
and that you may DOl be getting the
best if it is for the adult learner," she
continues. "'Ibis 'real' class is tbe lecture mode wbere a professor stands in
front of the class lecturing.

''Thi was okay 10 years ago, but
for the adult Ieamer this is not going
to work," she commented. "Today
you need much more interactive
learning situations when you have
adults who are in business and dealing with real business problems
everyday. We need to draw them into
the classroom and learn from those
problems.
"Adult learners need a quality
program that is also time efficient,"
according to Meyers. "It is quite possible in the programs here that you
can get your master 's degree in one
or two years. So you do not have to
go to school part-time for five years
to get your MBA And that is the benefit of how the classes are organized.
"There are some learning cases,
maybe Harvard Business Review cases, maybe cases the professors themselves have written," she said "Then
they move into a phase where students bring in problems from the
workplace. They bring in problems
that have current pertinence for them.
"They begin to apply the theory
that they have learned from those prepared cases," Meyers said. "They do
this individually or in teams. As the
student does his or her analysis the
class gets to give input. So the class
as well as the professor give feedback
to the individual."
The second major challenge is
putting together a business plan that
will position the school well among
its competitors and get the message
across to its prospective students that
it is different and how it is unique.
The students the business will target
include those in the middle management ranks.
"They have never had to do accounting, finance or marketing," according to Meyers. "And frankly they
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do not have time for a Ph.D. in any
one of these fields. These programs
are meant for middle managers. As
you know, middle managers are often
the unsung heroes of an organization.
They are the first ones out the door
when there is reorganization or downsizing. Yet they are the people who
understand the inside, the guts of an
organization and they make things
happen.
"There are entrepreneurs," Meyers said. "They cannot let go of the
details because that is what they are
good at. They need to learn the more
general principals so they have the
confidence to delegate, judge and
guide the people that they are delegating to." The classes help students
learn how to explain what they do.
This helps them to be good supervisors. "I can see us building on the
master of arts in management program to provide entrepreneurs those
supervising skills," Meyers said.
"There are a number of police officers that have a few courses at the
community college level or, an AA
degree. We recently talked with a
group of them to explore a Redlands'
degree program that will get these officers to the bachelor's or master's
level.
"And so we will be working with
them," Meyers commented. "Another group are nurses or physician practitioners who are being moved into
management positions. They have aptitude for it. But, they have no schooling. We could design a program for
them to get them to where they need
to be much faster and more effectively."
Meyers invites these people to
"Come on in and we will put you in
a cohort. Or what is called a cluster.
They will be a group of students that

you walk through the program with .
You will get to know each other very
well (almost like an executive MBA
program). People develop close working relations hips with their classmates. They get to know and appreciate the problems that their classmates are facing in their workplace.
They give input in constructing answers to those problems. The clusters
range from nine to 20.
''We are aiming to get a little bit
bigger for the master of arts in management program," according to
Meyers. ''This is a program that is designed for technical people who are
now moving into managerial positions. They understand the technical
side but need to understand the people side. There, because variety of
viewpoint is so important, faculty are
saying, 'let the classes get a little bit
bigger so we have more viewpoints
from the human side of management
to incorporate into the class."'
Beginning this summer, the
School of Business wiJI be housed in
a newly renovated building on the
campus. The university also operates
centers in Ontario, River ide and
Temecula in the Inland Empire, and
in San Diego, Orange County, Burbank and Torrance.
Many of the centers have been
upgraded recently to include modernized classrooms and technology. Approximately 2,000 students are enrolled in business degree programs.
These programs include: business and management, information
systems, master's degree programs
for the M.B.A., and management and
interactive telecommunications.

Goveraor Seeks OlatsWNiiDg

Seaior WOI'bn, Employers
Nominatiom are being ac-

cepted for the 2002 Governor's Senior
Worker and ExemJ)Iary Employer
Awards, which recognize California's
outstanding workers, age 40 and over,
and tbeir employem.

1be awards honor senior workers
who excel beyond their normal job
duties and employers who demonstrate best practices in hiring and re~
taining senior workers. Members of
the business community nominate all
award winners. This is an opportunity to nominate hardworking employees, or your own business.
The California Chamber is a

sponsor of the awards, along with
AARP, Bentley Manufacturing Co.,
Wells Fargo Bank, K-Mart, Anheuser
Busch, California Department of Aging, California employer Advisory
Council, and the Employment Development Department.
To obtain forms, call the Senior Worker Advocate Office at (916)
654-6502,
or
visit

www.eddca.gov/swaonornin.htm.
Completed forrtl'i must be postmarked
no later than Oct. 26, 2001 and mailed
to: Employment Development Department, Senior Worker Advocate
Office, Governor's Senior Worker and
Exemplary Employer Awards, P.O.
Box 826880, MIC 42, Sacramento,
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KEYS
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Life Financial Corp.
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Modtech Holdings Inc.

MOOT

7.400

9.380
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NASDAQ

National RV Holdings Inc.

NVH
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-25.7
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Month Volume

Stock
HOT Topic Inc.
Watson Pharmaceutical Inc.
Aeetwood Enterprises lnc.
Keystone Automotive Inds. Inc.
CVB Financial Corp.
D&PnEBJ Total Volume Month
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3,491,900
1,243,500
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Duff & Phelps, LLC
One of the nation' leading investment banking and financial advisory
organizations. All stock data on this
page is provided by Duff & Phelps,
LLC from sources deemed reliable.
No recommendation is intended or
implied. (310) 284-8008.

CVB Financial Corp. Declares Cash Dividend

At deadline •••
continued from page 28
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CVB financial Corp. (NASDAQCVBFO, a $2.3 billion in assets financial services holding company, announced a fifteen cents ($0.15) per
share dividend for the third quarter of
200 I. The dividend was approved at
the regularly scheduled board of directors meeting on Sept. 19, 2001. It
wiU be payable on October 18, 200 I
to shareholders of record as of Octo-

ber 3, 2001.
The $0.15 dividend represents an increase of$0.01, or7.14 percent, over the previous quarter dividend of $0.14. It is the 48th consecutive quarterly cash dividend for the
company.
" We are pleased that our financial results allow us to increase our
dividend. This increase in dividends

also reflects our confidence in the future of our company and our appreciation to our shareholders for their support," stated D . Linn Wiley, president
and chief executive officer.
CVB Financial Corp. operates Citizens Bu iness Bank, the
largest bank headquartered in Southem California's Inland Empire region.
The company specializes in serving

business and professional clientele
through 30 offices in 23 cities in the
Inland Empire, Orange County and the
San Gabriel Valley regions of California.
Shares of CVB Financial
Corp. common stock are listed on the
NASDAQ under the ticker symbol of
CVBF. For more information, visit
www.cbbank.com.

Are the Stock Markets Going to Crash?
University of California,
Riverside international banking and
stock market authority, Dr. Sarkis
Joseph Khoury, is a professor of finance and international fmance in the
A. Gary Anderson Graduate School of

Management He i knowledgeable on
the probable effects of the WTC
bombings on the U .S. stock market,
and specifically on foreign exchange
markets. Khoury has written extensively on international banking issues

and on international investing. Visit his
Web site at: www.agsm.ucr.edu/peoplelkhoury.
Peter Chung, associate professor of finance in the A. Gary Anderson School, has specific expertise

in international finance, emerging capital markets and investments. Visit his
Web site at: www.agsm.ucr.edu/people/chung.html.

EDUCATION

EMPLOYERS GROUP

UCR Chemist Honored for Environmental Research
The American Chemical Society
has announced that Roger Atkinson,
professor of atmospheric chemistry at
the University of California, Riverside, will receive the society's National Award for Creative Advances
in Environmental Science and Technology for 2002.
The announcement appeared in
the recent issue of the American
Chemical Society's Journal, Chemical & Engineering News. The award
will be presented at the society's
April, 2002 national meeting in Orlando, Aa.

ConstnJction
Begins on
Digital
Library at
Riverside
Community
College
Douglas E. Barnhart Inc., began construction of a Digital Library and Learning Resource Center for Riverside College.
Barnhart is the general contractor for the $17.5 miJlion 123,291sq.-ft. project The facility is a fourstory concrete and steel-framed
structure. Included features are: low
density insulating conaete, low profile computer access flooring with
receptacles and wiring, multi-media
syste~m, structured Category 6 ~
tical fiber and home-run CA1V
communication cabling systems.
The telecom auditorium features
lecture-style seating. The project
was designed by TBP Architects.
Barnhart team members are:
Henry Amigable, coostructioo manager; Rob DeThoma, project manager, Dave Christiansen, superintendent; Rene Banera, project engineer; and Grace Modino will provide site office support.

It recognizes Atkinson's more
than three decades of research into
how the breakdown of organic compounds react in the atmosphere to
contribute to air pollution, said Walter J. Farmer and Michael Rettig,
chairs respectively of the departments
of Environmental Sciences and
Chemistry at UCR. Organic compounds, commonly found in vehicle
exhaust and plant emissins, are a key
component in the formation of photochemical smog.
Atkinson's research has provided
scientists a better understanding of

how such compounds behave. It has
shed light on their involvement in the
transportation of long-lived compounds to remote parts of the globe
and their possible role in the depletion
of the Earth's protective ozone layer,
Farmer added.
"We're one of maybe a half
dozen major research centers in the
world on this," said Atkinson, who is
the director of the Air Pollution Research Center at UCR.
In addition to groundbreaking research, Atkinson, a UCR professor
since 1972, has developed calcula-

tions for predicting the lifetimes of organic compounds, methods used
widely by industry and regulatory
agencies in the U.S. and Europe.
He was one of a dozen researchers from UCR selected as fellows of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science in 1997,
the second year in which UCR received the most fellowships of any
university in the United States. The
honor is considered one of the most
prestigious in the scientific community.

Recent Changes in
UC Admissions Policies
California has a long tradition
of providing quality, affordable higher education to all qualified students.
The top tier in this higher education
system is the University of California
(UC), which includes some of the
most prestigious public universities in
the nation.
Each November many of the
state's best high school students apply
to enter one of the eight UC campuses across California that admit undergraduates. Traditionally the top 12.5
percent of high school graduating seniors have been eligible for admission.
Who is in that top 12.5 percent is determined by a formula based on
grades in specific courses and admissions test scores. Once determined to
be eligible, students are admitted to a
specific campus, but are not guaranteed their campus of choice.
UC policymakers have recently changed the formula and adopted new admissions policies because
they want to:
• Recognize the many ways students
can achieve:
• Assure that top students from educationally diwivantaged backgrounds
can go to UC, and
• Be better able to predict which applicants will be successful in college.
This parent/student guide desaibes these policy changes. For detailed information on what to do to be
admitted to UC, students should talk

to their high school counselor or administrator.
What high school courses does UC
now require?
To qualify for UC, students
must take 15 one-year college prep
courses, referred to as the "a-f' subjects: (a) two history/social science;
(b) four English; (c) three math; (d)
two laboratory science; (e) two foreign language (same language); (f)
two electives. However, the more
competitive UC campuses want applicants to go beyond the minimum
and take the most advanced coursework offered in their high schools.
For the UC entering class of
2003 and beyond, a new requirement
for advanced visual/performing arts
replaces one of the electives. The remaining elective is labeled "g." Your
high school counselor will have a list
of your school's courses that meet
UC's requirements. Some high
schools list their UC approved courses on the Web: www.ucop.edu/cgibin/sasscd.pl.
What are the new policy chaages?
Beginning in 2001, the top 4
percent of students in the graduating
class of every high school are eligible
for UC if they have completed 11 specific "a-f' courses by the end of their
junior year. (These courses include
one history/social science, three English, three math, one laboratory science, and one foreign language, plus

two other "a-f' courses.) Under this
program, called "Eligibility in the Local Context," students are admitted to
a specific campus, though not necessarily their campus of choice.
A new policy that is expected to start with the UC entering class
of 2003 has the same goal of admitting students with strong grades who
would not otherwise be eligible. "Dual
admissions" gives students who rank
between 4 percent and 12.5 percent at
their high schools provisional admission to a specific UC campus after
first attending a community college.
The students must also have completed any nine "a-f' courses by the end
of the 11th grade. If students successfully complete a two-year transfer program at a California community college, meeting the course and grade requirements for their UC campus and
major-they will be admitted.
For information on transfer
go
to:
requirements,
www.ucop.edu/pathways/infoctr/at/.
The dual admissions policy
gives "students who have excelled academically in disadvantaged high
schools a clear and affordable route to
a UC degree," says UC President
Richard C. Atkinson.
What grades count in detennining
eligibitity?
Only grades in the "a-f' su~
jects taken during sophomore and juncotrtinued on page 29

- Ten Ways to Take the Sting Out of Downsizing
Lee Hecht Harrison study offers
companies guidelines to ease transition
While downsizing is always
a traumatic event for both those terminated and those who remain, there
are 10 actions organizations should
take to mitigate the negative impact,
according to "Please Go/Please Stay:
The New Rules of Downsizing & Retention," a new research report by
global outplacement and career services firm Lee Hecht Harrison.
After the last wave of widespread downsizings in the mid-1900s,
many companies found they had cutback too much; not planned for the
long-term; communicated poorly and
alienated remaining employee . " In
many ways, the retention problems
organizations struggled with in the
last several years were a direct result
of the downsizings that preceded
them," says Bob Kuehn, vice president of business development and
manager in Lee Hecht Harrison's
Riverside office. "As organizations
face the prospect of large-scale layoffs going forward, they should take
steps to ease the transition of employees and ultimately the organizations themselves."
Kuehn cites the e 10 elements of a successful transition that
emerged from LHH research:
• Keep track of employee skills and
always consider redeployment.
One mistake many organizations continue to make is laying off
employees who are no longer needed
in their current function, but who

IRCOIPOIIJIIJ NOW
You can now incorporate in any
state, including name reservation,

by phone, fax, or Internet. Think
of it. In less than 7 minutes, your
small business can be enjoying
big business benefits. Call now.

50 State Incorporations
• Complete Services
• Low-Cost Guarantee
• Guaranteed Workmanship

Laughlin Global, Inc
www.laughlin-global.com

sssn70-0400

have skill that are needed in another
position or area of the bu iness. Too
often, organizations do not spend sufficient time assessing employees'
skills and try to match them with
what the organization needs in the
short- and long-term.

"As organizations face the
prospect of large-scale layoffs going fonvard, they
should take steps to ease
the transition of employees
and ultimately the organizations themselves."
• Plan for all phases of the downsizing.
Naturally, the organization
needs to determine who will be terminated, why, how and when. Equally important, management must develop strategies for communicating
the news; what the overall message
will be, and what steps they will take
throughout the process to ease the
survivors' transition. Once the process
gets underway, it ' too late to tart
planning. There is no time to be
thoughtful about what's next without
further jeopardizing survivors' morale
and trust in management.
• Use straight talk and use it often.
Frank communication about
the organization and the industry in

general should be ongoing-rather
than something that only happens
when a downsizing is about to occur.
E-mail and corporate Intranets have
made consistent, wide-reaching communication more feasible. By capitalizing on the e technologies, companies can and should keep employees
up-to-date on the status of the organization; what is happening in the industry; changes in technology, and
other relevant business developments.
This will reduce the surprise of job
eliminations and build trust in the organization.
• Communicate why the downsizing is both necessary and good for
the organization.
Regardless of the impetus for
the downsizing, it is crucial that employees view it as both necessary for
the organization's health and designed
to strengthen its future prospects. For
example, in organizations where fi-

nancial trouble led to the downsizing,
survivors want to feel confident that
management has a plan in place to
turn the business around. By the same
token, profitable companies that implement layoffs should make sure
survivors do not think people were let
go just to increase hort-term investor
earnings. Organizations should also
show financial restraint in the months
immediately following layoffs so survivors don't feel employees are the
only re ource that i expendable.
• Prepare managers for what is
ahead.
The way managers handle
the aftermath of downsizing has a
major effect on survivor reactions and
the organization' long-term health.
Therefore, pecial care needs to be
taken to fully inform managers of the
impending layoffs and the rationale
behind them . They should also be
trained in transition management be-

continued on page 28
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Ten Ways to Take the Sting Out of
Downsizing
continued from page 27
fore they have to convey the news to
their subordinates.

• Support the managers delivering
the message.
Human resource executives
have long advocated that training
managers deliver the news about job
eliminations and manage remaining
employees in the aftermath. However, many of the executives in the
study believe that the need to offer
these managers special support
around the process, has been overlooked . It seems it has been assumed
that this group just knows what to do
and can do it and move on. This is a
tremendously stressful job and managers responsible for termination notifications are at significant risk of
leaving if training and support are not
in place.

Help survivors adapt to the
changes.
Providing severance and outplacement for terminated employees
is important-not only for them, but
also as a vital part of restoring remaining employees' positive feelings
toward the organization. But it is not
enough. For the most part, survivors
form impressions of what life will be
like in the organization based on how

well the organization helps them adjust and how well it helps them to
help themselves. Organizations
should focus remaining employees on
actions they can take to directly ease
the near to mid-term transition period, such as developing new teams to
not only get the work done, but to
build bonds with other survivors.

• Manage the downsizing in a way
that is consistent with the organization's future.
Survivor reactions are generally more positive when the downsizing is carried out in a way that is consistent with the organization's corporate culture. What actions the organization needs to or should take to help
survivors can often be determined by
what employees have come to expect.
At a time when so much is changing,
it is important for the organization to
maintain that which is familiar as
much as ~ible.

• Re-engineer the work that remains.
Organizations have learned
the hard way that cutting staff without having a strategy for getting the
necessary work done leads to decreased productivity, low morale and
often the need to refill eliminated po-

OCfOBER 2001
sitions. As one HR executive interviewed noted, " If you don't get at the
work and do it differently, then you
just wind up rehiring. It 's a very expensive turnover that makes no sense
in this marketpla~."
Kuehn stresses that letting
people go under any circumstances
will never be easy for those who deliver the news, for those asked to
leave, or for those who remain. "But
if organizations implement the actions
discussed above when they let people
go, they will have a better chance at
retaining the talent they need to move
forward."
Quantitative data in Please

Go/Please Stay: The New Rules of
Downsizing & Retention is based on
a survey commissioned by Lee Hecht
Harrison and carried out by New
York research firm Global Strategy
Group. Uniform telephone interviews
were conducted with a representative
sample of 450 U.S. executives with a
title of Vice President or Director of
Human Resources. Organizations
were screened on the basis of having
downsized at least once the past three
years. Quotas w:~re implemented to
guarantee a statistically relevant sample of large, medium and small businesses across the U.S. The survey has
an overall margin of error of 4.6 percent at the 95 percent confidence level.

Keep t~e Hiring Process Legal
continued from page 44
tions. Companies in all sectors commonly use personality tests to measure traits, temperaments, and dispositions. As long as you consistently
test all candidates--and as long as
they aren't designed to discriminate
because of race, color, religion, sex,
disability, or national origirr-you're
probably in the clear. Make sure your
tests have been vigorously checked
for validity.
If you wish to hire an applicant, check his or her references.
Limit questions· for the applicant's
former employers to job functions,
quality and quantity of work, and attendance. Under no circumstances
can you ask the applicant's former
employer for compensation history.
Many employers have adopted a po-

sition-and-da~es~of-employment-only

Make the Right Decision

stance, so you might not get much
feedback. If the position requires the
employee to handle cash or deal with
sensitive information, run an employee background check.

The search for qualified
workers is a daunting task. Navigating labor laws is tricky. But if you establish clear standards and follow the
law, your dealership can safely hire
great employees.

Offer the Position
This is the final-and easiest-stage of the hiring process. If
the applicant meets all the job requirements and you determine that he
or she is qualified, make an offer.
You can make the offer contingent on
a job-related physical examination,
but you can't require a medical exam
before you make the applicant an offer. Drug tests are not medical exams,
and therefore are permitted before or
after a job offer. Your HR staff should
separate all medical information from
the general personnel files.

~eprinted from the July/August issue of Dealer Insights, published by
Michael L. Cox & Associates, Certified Public Accountants, 5050 Palo
Verde, Ste. 213, Montclair, C4 91763.
Tel: 909-482-4374; fax: 909-4824379, or visit www.mlccpa.com.
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At deadline ...
continued from page 1
Park, and Festival 2001 at the Epicenter, to name a few. Voluuteer
positions can vary with each event.
Some programs may require ushers, others youth supervisors, and
still others booth attendants. The
number of volunteers needed for
each event can also vary depending on the size of the programfrom as few as one or two--to as
many as 50.
That is why CSD is introducing a volunteer partnering project with local businesses. This project will help those businesses and
employees that wish to be part of
community-wide service projects,
and at the same time fulfill the
city's need for using qualified volunteers.
If you are interested in becoming part of a service project
partnership and would like further
information, please call either Jeff
Nimeshein or Toni Cova at (909)
4772780, or inquire by mail to:
City of Rancho Cucamonga,
9791 Arrow Route, Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 91730, or Fax
to (909) 4772781.
U.S. Department of Education Announces Grant to Inland
Empire
The U.S. Department of
Education announced a three-year
$288,962 grant to the San
Bernardino City Unified School
District. Funds from this grant will
allow the implementation of drug
prevention and school safety programs. lpe funds are being received under the Middle School
Drug Prevention and School Safety Program through the Safe and
Drug-Free Schools Program.
Congressman Joe Baca
stated, "Implementing drug pre~
vention programs at our schools
wiJl help us show that in San
Bernardino, it is Red Ribbon Week
year-round"
continued on page 24
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Calico Gh~st Town Is a Living History Lesson
by Tessa Goodrich
" It's the lifestyle we enjoy. It's
more than just the business. It's the
historic presence of this town. We
want to be here."
-Steve and Sandy Gilbert
Calico-Although today's Calico is known as a ghost town, this hot,
dusty canyon attract almost half a
million visitors from all over the
world each year.
Calico Ghost Town, located I 0
mi les northeast of Barstow a few
miles from lnterstate 15. has only seven residents, but the town's businesses are as busy these days as they were
in the 1880s when the town prospered.
Dozens of shops, several of them
housed in original adobe buildings
from the 1880s, thrive. The town 's
shops are privately-owned businesses leased o ut to individuals by the
County of San Bernardi no, which
owns and operates Calico Ghost
Town a a regio nal park.
Named after the desert calico
wildflower, Calico wa founded in
188 1 to serve ilver and borax miners
in the area. Tucked into a canyon in the
colorful Calico Mountains, the town
was home to hundreds of prospectors
in search of wealth and glory.
Business thrived in this mining
town with about I ,000 residents then.
A stagecoach ran each day from the
nearby town of Dagget. The town

G unfight at Calico... Somebody is about to ''bite t he dust," you reckon?
published a four-page daily newspaper. Twenty-two saloons were busy
with people celebrating their mining
successes or drowning their failures
in whi key. Calico produced $86 million in silver and $45 million in borax
from more than 500 mines.
Calico nourished for about 20
years before it was mostJy abandoned
by 1900 when gold became the
worldwide monetary tandard. Calico and other silver mining towns be-

Welcome to Calico Ghost Town. Founded in 1881, Calico supported local
si lver and borax miners.

carne ghost towns a the price of silver dropped drastically. All that remained by 1907 were a few residents,
old ore dump and hundreds of abandoned shafts and tunnels cut through
solid rock.
But Calico was re ilient, and in
1950, Walter Knott, owner of Knott's
Berry Farm, a Buena Park amu ement park, bought the old ghost town
from the Zenda Mining Company.
Knott wanted to preserve and restore

Jill and Bill Cook own the Be t in the
West Photography Studio where they
photograph customers in western garb.

what he recognized a a spectacular
heirloom to the Old West mining
days. Most other old mining camps
throughout the western United States
had been destroyed.
Knott also had personal ties to the
area. His uncle John C. King had
been sheriff of San Bernardino County from 1879 to 1882 and Calico
overlooked land that was owned by

cominued on page 56

Rochelle Kornegay and her family
are long-time owners of businesses in
Calico. She is now the owner of
Gramrny's Calico Crafts.
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Legal 1 Accounting
World Trade Finance Inc.
Imagine you have just received the largest export purchase order in your company's history. It has
taken you more than a year to secure
this order. You need $500,(XX) of working capital to build and ship the order.
Sounds great. However, this
has been a tough year for your company. Cash flow is tight and you are
barely breaking even. You visit your

Q

local banker and are met with friendly
conservatism that leaves you out in the
cold How can you complete this order
and acquire additional capital to purchase the raw materials and labor you
need?
A small, Los Angeles-based,
defense contractor was faced with the
same set of circumstances. They were
highly leveraged with less than two

World Trade Finance Inc.
Export Financing Specialists

Worki,

0
rvice.,;

LcH~r of crejit and purc/1as ~ ord,rr financing

(

Tel (323) 660-1277 'Fax (323) 660-1470
875 N. Virgil Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90029
www.wtfinc.com

years in business. The principals, however, had a trong background in their
industry. They knew their products and
markets well, and had a purchase order backed by a Letter of Credit issued
through a reputable bank in the buyer 's country. With the combined experience of the seller, strength of the buyer, and a state issued Working Capital
Guarantee, World Trade Finance was
able to make the loan.
World Trade Finance (WTF)
is dedicated to helping small- and
medium-s ized companies obtain the
financing they need to compete in the
growing international marketplace.

WTF utilizes programs available from
three government agencies to guarantee it loans - CEFO, SBA-EWCP,
and the Ex-Im Bank.
WTF has Delegated Authority with the Ex-Im Bank and the SBAEWCP, therefore cutting the time to
obtain the loan guarantee to ju t a few
days. WTF can assist its customers
with all the necessary steps involved in
carrying out their international transactions.
For further information, please call
WJF at (323) 660-1277 to see what
can be done to help you realize your
global opportunities.

Jerry Young

tions ' building and grounds (also related to funding), because many are
incomplete campuses; and finallyresource development. Young believes
that community colleges must seek alternative sources of funding, because
it is unrealistic to think they will ever
receive the funding they need to prosper and grow without an innovative
approach.

Former Chaffey College
President Runs for Board
Jerry W. Young, former president of Chaffey College, believes that
the three most important issues facing
community colleges are: inadequate
funding; improvement of the institu-
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HMO/ .PPO Supplement
Mechanical heart pump can reverse heart failure
Left ventricular assist devices, or LVADs, used to mechanically pump blood through the hearts
of individuals with heart failure as
they await transplantation, can also

reverse reduced heart muscle performance, researchers report in Circulation: Journal of the American
Heart Association.
This finding sheds new light

v nti 8 .htin

on the commonly held theory that
heart failure is an end-stage disease,
with the only option for patients being a heart transplant, say the study
researchers.
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The study was among the
first to look at beta-adrenergic receptor density and inotropic responsiveness to beta-adrenergic stimulationthe mechanisms that control the
heart 's ability to contract in times
of stress. In individuals with heart
failure, both functions are blunted.
Researchers found that with
the aid of an LVAD, these hallmarks of heart failure are reversible.
An LVAD is a mechanical
pump-type device that is surgically implanted to augment the heart's
pumping ability. It can "buy time"
for an individual waiting for a heart
transplant and is often referred to
as a ''bridge to transplant."
Researchers obtained nonfailing human hearts from 15 organ
donors whose hearts were unsuitable for transplantation but who
had no history of cardiac disease.
They obtained failing human hearts
from 23 transplant patients who
had not been supported with an
LVAD and 19 patients who had
been supported with a LVAD. The
researchers used two methods in
the study. They dissected muscle
tissue from the hearts to compare
cardiac muscle contractility at
baseline and after stimulation by
the drug isoproterenol. They also
measured the density of betaadrenergic receptors in non-failing
human hearts and failing human
hearts with or without LVAD. Results showed a significant increase
in the response to beta-adrenergic
stimulation after LVAD and an increased density of beta-adrenergic
receptors, which indicate improved
muscle performance.
Nearly five million Americans are living with heart failure.
There are about 550,(XX) new cases diagnosed each year while the
number of heart donors remains
unchanged, according to the researchers. They say that more studies need to be done in order to determine whether the LVAD or other medical or surgical therapies
could replace the need for heart
transplants.
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Long Distance Companies Serving the Inland Empire

Copier, Fax and Business Equipment Retailers in the Inland Empire

/ .1\/t•tf llplwhl'timllr
'\~

II Emplo)ees:
I.E.
Company,. ide

Address

Cit)ISillte/Zip

A1aa t:SA
2151 E.Con•enoonCmtC"r'll-·a).
~- 207 Ea,q Wtog
Onlano. CA 9176-1

AT&T (large Business)
455 W 2nd I
Sao lkmardtno. CA 92401

II Of1iCI'S:
I.E.
Total

l..ocul Conlllcts:
R..,_jdential
Business
Repair

Senice \real
Calling Areas

5

I

19

J

1909) 937-1:'.00
(9091 <)37-1200
1909)917-1:'.00

Conuncotal
USA

1151 E. Convenuon Center Way.
Ste. 2C17
Ontario. CA 91764

(800) 222-0300
1800) 2220400
(800) 222-3000

Worldwtde

455 w 2nd St
an lkmanltno
CA 92401

250
325.000

DWI.- Sene LLC

A

I
15

567C11 ~ Gold Dr.
Yocca Valley. CA 9::!28-1

GSf Telecom California, Inc.
430 N Vineyanl A•e .. te . 150
Omano. CA 9176-1

N/A
(888) 483-4020

60
1.000

MPvwtr
3400 lnl.nl EmJ'IR' Blvd
Orono. CA 9176-1

3
31

(909) 605-5734

I

(909) 455-1000
(909) 455-1000
(909) 455-1000

6

tttel Communications, Inc.
30 I E. Oeean Blvd.. Ste 2000
Long Beach. CA 90802

II
3.000

r.c-w.a~IIIC.

26
400

One Pbinle Dr, '100
Brca. CA 9282 I

I

140

2
14

(800) Ne~tel9
(909) 222-3300
(909) 222-3300
(800) PAC-WEST
(714) 671-3735
(800) PAC-WEST

Rem/..('(/ by Salt•' \i1/ume 1000

omce \l~r in I.E.

Top Local E'~uti\e

lit);>

'IItle

Cali forma

Mike Petrillo
Pre:.tdent
(909) 937-12W9J7-I ~IO
tnfo@allcom com

Alie(e Gbion

OtTtce Man3ger

Ken l..ang\>asser
Sale.-. MJ!lagcr
(909) 381-78<XY.l 1-7829
Roo

56707 Desert Gold Dr.
Yucea Vlllley
CA92284

780 S Mtlltlen A'c. te. E
Ontano
CA91761

Xerox Corporation -:-

2.

s,n.
1100 N. Haven, Stte. 210
Oarario. CA 91764
\uizoo

I

na

100+

(888) 483-402(\1889-9269
djm@dtalton.:;cn.tees.com
Bill Thckennan
Sale.-. MJnager
(909) 605-5734/456-3650

Bill Thckennan
Area Manager

Keith Short

Dinx.1or. Sales
(909) 455-IIXXY455-0005

1650 Spruce Street. Ste. 102
Rtver..tde
CA92507

Andrea

Branch Manager

15
55.000

I
500

75
102.000

One GTE Place
Thousand Oaks. CA 91361

w...wa..

(800) 877-4646
(909) 484-8000
(800) 877-4020

Worldwide

(800) 483-3737
(909) 944-6096
(800) 483 3715

Worldwtde

20
50.000+

701 N. Haven A•-e- ~. 2.'i0
Olurio, CA 91764

Ontano
CA91764

Worklwidc

Dina Mazzocco
Office Admtnt51r.ltor

Kathleen Smith

Sales Manager
(800) 500-53001(909) 937-8230

800 N. Havt.-n. Src.210
Ontano
CA91764
3633 E. Inland Emptre Bl•d
Ontano
CA 91764

PauiFmmao
Brtlnl-b Manager
(909) 484-800

Mike Sherburn
V.I'JGencral Manager
(562) 483-62621483-6126

Joe Schlegel
Sales Manager.
Engtneenng

701 N. Haven A1e.. Ste 250
Ontano
CA 91764

William Cran'flor
Branch Manager

IBOO> 266-005011909> 945 6m

=
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Wireless Telephony Companies in the Inland Empire
Number of
Subscribers

Company Name
A dress

Number of
Offices in the
Inland Empire

City, State, Zip
~eew.r

I.

2.

3 Plrlt Plaza. P.O. Box 19707
Irvine, CA 91/,23-9707
AT & T Wireless
12900 Park Plaza Dr.
Cerrito~. CA 90703-8573

WND

WND

4

4

NEXTEL~

:3.

1650 Spruce SL. Suite 102
Ri\'et'Sidc. CA 92.S07

Top Local Executive
Title
Phone/Fax
Mlcbael J. F1nley
Regional President
(949)221-0iffi

David Kuhlman
Director
(562) 924-00X>
Chris Duggan

WND

General Manager
(619) 718-36111718-3688

NlA=Not Appbcahlt! WND= l'thuld Not Dm·lost' na:not avmwhll' The mfomllJtllm abort' was obwmed fmm the cellular phonI! compatue.s /wed. To the best of our lattJidedfle, the mformtllum wpp/ietln accurtlle as of
While e 1·uy ejfon "modi' w 1nsu" the accuracy and thomu~:lmes.r of thl' liS/, OIIUni.ISilJIIJ and f\pogroplumlerrors occur J>fet~~e !elld correctum\ or tukbtums to. 111c Inland Emptrc Bu\tiiC'-" Joumal, 8560
Viflr)arri A>·t'. , Suae 306. Rancho Cuwmonga. CA 91730-4352 Re1can hed b1 Jem. ~tmuss. Cop_wxht 2001. IEBJ

P"SS /1/nL.

Thl· Book of

J.j.,t-,

Cl\ailahll· on J>i.,k.

Caii'JU'J-.tH~-'J76:'

$34 million

$23 million

IKON Oftlce Solutiom, South. Calif.
S. 2023 Chicago Ave., Stc. B I
Riverside. CA 92507

$22.5 million

6.

or l>o\\nload '\o\\ fn11n \\\\\\ . To )Li.,t.l·om

Burtronics Business System~
216 S. Arrowhead Ave. P.O. Box 1170
San Bernard mo. CA 92402

Emplo) ees ((E)
Companywide

Products/
Lines

5
400
Stanford. CT/1961

220
88,<XXl

Mulu-functional Product'>, Copter<.. Fax. La.o;er
Printer.., Sy~tem Reproduction Supplies,
Color Digilal Equip., Sales, Service

2

74
211

Sharp Copter<., Pnnter;.
Fax, Color Cop1cr,,
HP Pnnter<.

8.

Title

Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address
Cbaries Sinnen
Region Manager
(909) 386-6147/386-6171

Jon Fehnnan
Vice Pre"denL Sales
(800) 769-2679/(900) 476-2406

I

31

3
Las Vegas, NV/1997

110

Toshiba Cop1er... Fa~im1hes,
Color & Digilal Corrected Copier<.,
LCD Projectors & Lapt~

Peter Reynolds
General Manager
(900) 778-47001778-4711

I

102
661

Canon Copter,. Fax. Color ~r Copter<.,
lnfonnatton Management
Sy'>lem'>. Supplies, Serv1ce'

Mark Hix
Branch On-ector
(900) 484-6700/484-6775

95
Sffi

Copien.. Fax. Htgh Volume Duplicator...
Color GraphiC!., Networking Spcctali.,ts.
Lg. f'onnat, Canon, Ricoh, Sharp. Occ. Xerox

82
82

Multtfun ttonal Product\, Coptcn., Fax, Microfilm,
Dtgnal Duplicator,, Printer:., Print on Demand,
IBM. Compaq. HP. Networking Spcetali\ts

5
Gardena/1974
I

17
lrvinc/1974
$16 million

Top Local Exec.

2
2

San Bernardino/1891

Brucel'kus
VICC Pn..-sidenL Sales
(800) 800-1014/(949) 862-2630

Tom Thompson
Pre"dent
(900) 885-75761885-7416
tthom (N)n@ bu nron te,.com

Joe LaGreca

$11.9 million

2
34
New Jcn.cy/1972

75
na

Minolta Copiers. Color Copier:,, Fax,
Digttal Document Imaging

Advanced Copy Systems, lnc.
571 E. Redlands Blvd.
San Bernardino, CA 92408

$5.1 million

I
I

24
24

Sharp Copter>. Fac,tmilie.,, ~r, &
Computers. Xerox Engmccnng Copier;,
Rtcoh Duplicators

Walter G. Ferguson
President
(900} 889-40061889-3ffi2

FISher Business S}'!ltems ~Calif., Inc.

$4.1 million

I
I
Palm Descrt/1996

7

7

Xerox Copiers, Fac!>imile Equtpment,
Digital Printer<.,
Color Copiers

Randall W. Fisher
President
(7ffi) 345-61!891345-3109

Minolta Business Systam

7.

(909) 222-3300
Midled SuDua

2151 Con,enfion Center Dr.. ~IDB

Toshiba Business SolutioiL'l/Skipco, Inc.

Offices(lE)
Companywide
Headquarters/Yr. EsL (IE)

6
Victorvi lie/ 1977

Canon Business Solutions, Inc.
10608 Tr.~demark Partway onh
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

4.

(714) 671-3735/671-3790

Worklwtde

$44 million

Riverside, CA 92507

Mitchell

Sales Manager

All
California

(800) 500-5300
(800) 500-5300

MWB Business Systems, Inc.
8577 Haven Ave .. Stc. 110
Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91730

3. 2038 Iowa Ave., Ste. 110

9.
22

$58 million

650 E. Ho<.pttality Lane, Ste. 500
San Bernardino, CA 92408

1.

msunnaa@pacwest.com

Qwest LCI
2151 ConventiOn Center Way, Ste. 2208
Ontano. CA 91764

2000

CI>-Owner

LA .. Orange.
3400 Inland Emptre Blvci
Rn-e~. Sao Benwdtno.
Onurio
San Otego Counties
CA 91764
afionwtde

s,.tetman

Sales Vol urne

Company rune
Address
City, SUite, Zip

Phone/Fa\
E-Muil Address

1831 Commercenter West
San Bernardino. CA 92408

San Bernardmo/1978

77-530 Enfield Ln .. Bid. I, Ste. I
Palm Desert. CA 92211

Branch General Manager
(909)824-20Q(W88K-1819

Jack R. Freeman
President
(900) 387-1108/386-7407
www.frcemanofficeproducts.com

J.R. Freeman Co., lnc.
10. 123 S. "D" St.
San Bernardino, CA 9240 I

$3.8 million

3
3
San Bernardino/1967

18
18

16M Typcwntcr,. extel Busine\\ Phone!>.
Computer Supplies, Fax,
Xerox Supplie~. Office Supplie~ and Equipment

Desert Bulilne!ls Mat:biDes, Inc.
II. 42-471 Ritter Circle
Palm Del.ert, CA 9"..211

$3.5 million

I
I
Palm Desert/1973

22
22

Savin, Kyoccra Copiers, Xcroll, Fax,
Lex mart Pnnter.. & Typewriters.
Neopost Mailing Equipment, Computer.. & Networks

Wayue D. Cemle
President
(7ffi) 346-11241346-1944
info@desenbil.com

I

20
200

Copters, Fa~.
Laser Printer,,
Office Stattoncry, Supplie\

Keith Dudziak
Branch Manager
(900) 947.{)55Y>47-8952
kctthd @sclcctnow.com

3
3
Temcculall989

8

8

Authorized Canon Copier & Fax Dealer,
Computers & Networking SySiems,
Digital Copiers

I

23
23

Canon, Ricoh, Savin. Okidata. Brother,
Xerox, De,troy-lt,
Computer Suppltc.\

$3 million

Select Office Solutions
12. 209 1 Del Rio
Ontario, CA 91761

5
lrwindalc/1991

Temecula Copiers
13. 41892 Enterprise Cir. S.. fiF
Temecula, CA 92590

$1.6 million

Reliable Otrtce Solutions
14. 3570 14th St.
Riverside. CA 92501

WND

Acadedl
IS. 2881 Samj)(IOII Ave.
Corona, CA 92879

WND

Action Business Machines
16. I0722 Arrow Rte., Ste. 218
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

WND

Lanier Worttlwide
17. 1932 E. Deere Ave.• Ste. 120
Santa Ana, CA 92705

WND

Pitney Bowes, Inc.
18. 1023 South Moun! Vernon, St.e. 100
Cohon, CA 92324

WND

Ollkel)epot
19. 3900-B Tyler St.
Riverside, CA 92504

WND

2
Riverside
I
I
Corona/1986

Sales, Service & Supplies for
Fax, Printers, Computers, Copier..

President
(909} 676-88851296-2675
Jeff Eshelman
Prc~ident

(900) 682-88001682-0110
Jeff@ faxoutlct.com

ScoU Kalrer
President
<909> 2794979m9-7092
sale!;@accutechusa.com

Paul Wills

I

5

5

5

Stiver Reed, Sharp. Pan~ntc. Murata.
lBM, T}pewntcrs. Copters. Fax.
Calculators, Dictation

I
1,800 (intemalional)
Atlanta. GA/1934

45
7,00>

Dictation,
Optical Storage.

.leremyAMa

Digital~

(9491851-IOSMSl-0871

I

45
24,000

Fax, Cop1er, Mruhng Sy~tem!>, Addresstng
System\ Foldmg/lnscnmg Sy<,tcms
Shipping/Logi!>tic\ Management Systems

100
19.000

Xerox Copiers & Printers,
Canon Fax, Copiers & Printers,
Bmth.-r Fax & Printers

Rancho Cuc:unonga/1980

95
Stamford. Cl'/1960

3
fm
Boca Raloo, AJ1987

=

5
5

KeviD W. Heitritter

Owner
(909) 980-6989m9-3279

District Manager
Steve Engelgau
D1\llict Director
(800) 322-8000

Jeff Lyon
Di.~'t Manager

(909) 343·27001(858) 672-2181

=

NIA =Not Appltcahle WND Would Not Disclose tllJ 1101 available. Thl' mfomlliiiOitl'lthe c•bm·e lt.11 1n~~ ohtamedfmm the campwue\ h.ltt!d To tht' he.\/ of our l.nowlt!dge thl' 11tjomwtwn 114pf>lled 1.\ accurate t~<
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Telecommunications Supplement
by Christina Jackson
Along the way to the dot-com
gold rush, many of us didn't forget the
fundamentaJ component to economic
succe s: a solid business model built
around a well-designed and marketed
product. Sound<> logical, but it's amazing how many businesses were established without one in tow. For many of
them, it was more about the vehicle of
delivery-the Internet-than the product itself.
For those bu ·inesses that didn't forget, the vehicle of delivery was
relegated to its appropriate role and the
focus was squarely on the qualities of
the products and the way those qualities were communicated to their appropriate audience. Maybe these businesses had their priorities in the right
place, because they were vi ionaries
who took the time to look back a'> they
were planning their future.

Both now and then, the lessons of the past reveal the common
thread that is woven into the business
cycle-from product development to
market entry: good design. For the
busines1.es that have recognited the
value and contribution~ of design, the
reward< have been significant.
Where are the les ons of the

"In this global economy, where manufacturing shifts to the lowest
cost provider and products become generic so
quickly, the one differentiating characteristic
of added value is based
on design. "
-Ric Grefe

past? A good example is the enduring,
curvaceous Volkswagen, The "bug" offer. a classic case study of good de~ign ... from product de~ign to the way
in which thi!> car was visually presented via the fan1ous ''Think Small'' campaign. The simple, self-deprecating advertisements launched in 1960 were a
departure from the glitzy car ad~ of the
time but, most importantly, they sold
cars.
In recent years. Target department stores have achieved financial
growth through a re-branding effort
that was supported by the introduction
of new designer, Michael Graves, on
household items ranging from teapots
to toasters. To communicate Target's
brand image of "hip but affordable,"
they enlisted the services of the Minneapolis agency, Peterson Milia Hooks.
The results were golden for
the brand and the business. The retro
"Bull's-Eye World'' scored big, with

$35.3 billion in sales la<;t year, becoming the fourth largest general merchandise retailer.
With the emergence of the
Web, we now have the ability to a~se~s
the impact of design in a variety of
way~-and much fa'iter than traditional print media. If the way in which
companies present and connect consumers with goods and services online
isn't effective, it's apparent much
faster. Businesses get instant and direct
feedback and can make adjustments
quickly to remove barriers to trcUlsaction . In the end, good ite design succes fully brcUlds a company and generates revenue.
So, if design plays such an
important role in the business proce s,
who are the de. ign profe sionalc, and
how do they contribute? Ric Grefe, executive director of the American lnsti-

Pacer Technology Announces Agreement to
Sell Its California Chemical Product Line
Pacer Technology (Nasdaq:
PTCH), recently reported that it has
entered into an agreement that provides for the sale of it California
Chemical product line, which consists
primarily of bulk liquids and powders
for the sculptured acrylic finger nail
processes, to Esschem Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation and a major supplier of raw materials to Pacer for thi
product line.
The sales price payable by
Esschem to Pacer consists of
$500,000 cash plus the transfer by Esschem to Pacer of 145,000 shares of

business, we will continue to devote
re ources to further develop o ur private label professional and retail nail
adhe ives product lines."
Henry "Tac" Justi, chief executive officer of Esschem, observed,
" Eschem's acquisition of the California Chemical product line will now
allow us to provide, directly to an important group of manufacturer/marketers serving the professional nail industry, the same level of high-quality,
finished acrylics and proprietary product innovation that has been our hallmark in this indu try for more than

two decade!>."

Pacer Technology (Nasdaq: PTCH)
is a manufacturing, packaging and
discr..ibution company engaged in
marketing advanced technology adhesives, sealants, and other related
products, as well as num icure implements fo r consumer markets on a
world-wide basis. It is the provider of
SUPER GLUE, ZAp®. Pro SEAL®,
Cook
Bates®,
Diamond
Deb®!Kurlash® and Gem®, and
other well-known branded products.

Interconnect/Telecommunications Firms Serving the Inland Empire
UanAt•d hy \ umh1·r of hnp/o\'1'<'' iu tiJI' f ulaml l :mpin ·

Company Name
Address
City, State, Zip
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Largest Pager Vendors

Pacer common stock owned by Esschem, which represents approximately 4.5 percent of the outstanding
common tock of Pacer. Rick Kay,
Pacer's chairman of the board, had
the following comments: " After an
evaluation of our various product
lines, we determined that the California Chemical product line no longer
fits into our longer term plans. While
we see a consolidating industry, Esschem is buying an opportunity to
work directly with our customers."
Kay added, "Although we are selling
the liquids and powders portion of our

1.

Rtmked hy .\ 'umber of'l;uh\criptiom iuthe lulmul/:'mpire

Verizon
3633 Inland Empire Blvd., Ste. 600
Ontario, CA 91764

Employees:
Inland Empire
Companywide

Year
Established in
Inland Empire

Offices:
Inland Empire
Companywide

Major Brands
Carried

2.600
25,000

1952

5
3 Headquarter.;

Northern Telcom.
Fujitsu Bu~iness Comm.

Top Local Executive
Title
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address
Mike Sberbam
Generol Manager. Branch Op;.

(562) 483-62621483-6126

' ol

Compan) Name
Address
City, State, Zip.

L

2.

!'<umber of Sub<.criptions
I.E.
Companywide

Headquarters

Ardl WlrfJfs
IOS3S Foodlill Blvd~ See. 100
llMcbo Cucamonga, CA 91730

.55.000+
7.3 million+

Ridgefield Park,
New Jersey

Metrocall
1392 W. Seventh St.
Upland, CA 91786

32,000+
6.7 million

E11tr COIQIIII•nicadons

3.

.DtY., Extmsive Entftprises

11,1!00
WND

Alexandria,
Virgima

Rivcr.ide,
California

702b Magnolia Ave.
River..ide. CA 92506
4.

5.

6.

N/A

Lazer Communications
Systems, Inc.
6833 Magnolia Ave.
River.ide, CA 92506

9,568
17,439

Mllp MoiJie ~
17208 Beach Blvd.
HWitington Beach, CA 9"..647

WND

Verizon Wireless
2401 E. Ka1ella Ave.. #150
Anaheim, CA 92806

WND

Rlver.lde.
Cal1fornia

Chesapeake,

Virginia
Dallas,
Texa.\

Additional Services Provided

Top Local Executi~e
Title
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address

Alphanumeric and Di~play Paging. Voice Mail,
Service and Equipment &Mail Access. Nationwide
Paging, New~ Updat.!s. Wrreless &Mail Device.
lf2 Way. Full 2-Way Paging, Advance Messaging

Cathy Wllsoo
Branch Manager,
(909)~245/~262

Vo1ce Mail, Data Services. ews Update~.
Dl\play and Alphanumeric Text Messagmg, 2-Way Paging,
DSL, Cellular Phone\, Sy\tem Solutions.
DcdicaiCd Med1cal Team. Mobile Internet Access

Donna Moore
Market Manager
(909) 920-5300/920-5315
moored@metrocall.com

Sales of Pager., Cellukr Fhone\ and PCS Serv1ce.~.
Numeric. Alpha anu • oice Mail Services,
Prepaid Cellular Phon~ Canh and Accessories.
Authori1.ed Pager Rep:ur Center

Michael POiiQualino
Regwnal Manager
(909) 222-2022/222-0253

2.

Lucent Technologies
3120 Chicago Ave., Ste. I00
Riverside, CA 92507

3.

4.

(909) 788-tiOOOnBR-6145

Answering Service
Alphanumeric
Free Beeping

Robert Moulder
District Sales Manager
(714) 375-9942137.5-0952

Local. Regional & Nauonal Coverage, Numenc &
Alphanumenc Pager., Vo1cemail. A1rTouch America,
PageSaver, Assured Messagmg. 2-Way Messagmg,
A1rTouch cw'>Cast. Cellular Phones. Internet Pagmg

Arthur Rosen
General Manager
(714) 938-08881938-2944

8.

= Not Applicobk WNIJ = ~111/d Not Disclose m1 = m1t mYJiUJhle. 1M mfof'lfi(IJlfm in tht· uhme IJ.1t ~<tLI obtainetffrom tlw companie1 luted. To the best of our l.nowledge, tht• info17TUJtion lUpplied ;, tu·-

Wh1le eury ejfon is madt to l'niUfl' the Cll'CUrtM-y wuJ thamuglmes.\ ofth~·li.1t, ominions ami ryf'(lgruphical ermn .wmermu:1 occur. Pleu.1e 1nul corl't'ction.\ or cuJdllimLr on n>mpan1·
fnkrlrMJ to: The Inland EmpiTI' BuriM.IS Joumii. 8560 ~'ine.Hinf Ave. Sulle 106. Rmu·ho Cuctlltllmxa. 0\ 91730-1152. Re1wrr'iwd by Jary Strau\.1. Copyril(ht20011nkuul F.mpirF Busines.\ Journal.

I'Jll' Boo!.. of J.i.,h a\ailahlt.· on l>i.,k. Call 1)09--'X-'-976.:' or· l>o\\nload :\o\\

fn1111 " " " ·

l'o >l.i .. t.t·om

Busine9s Telecommunk:ations s~ Inc.
549 W. Bateman Circle
Corona, CA 92880

40
N/A

1981

Pac-West Telecomm, Inc.
One Pointe Dr., #100
Brea, CA 92821

26
400

1999

TritGa Clwnw.....,....., Inc.
5. 663 Brea Canyon Rd., Suite 4
Walnut. CA 91789

Bob Green

CIIIVIe as ofpreu ti~M.

1983

3
na

2
14

Lucent
Products &
Service:.

Taylor Gershman
Sales Manager
(909 ) 320-724 1/320-7250
gen.hman @lucent. com

Inter-Tel,
Toshiba, Tadiran
Active-Voice, CISC

Larry LaYorgna
President
(909) 272-3 11»'493-3033

Toshiba
MiteI

Michael Sunnaa
Branch Manager
(714) 67 1-3735/ 671-3790
m~unnaa@ pacwest.com

Business Phone System<,
Voice Ma1l Systems
Computer Winng

President

70
na

17
19

1982

10
240

1982

Phoae Systems Plus
7. 42145 Lyndie Ln., Ste. 128
Temecula, CA 9259 I

6
24

1986

Inter-Tel Technologies.
1667 Batavia
Orange, CA 92867

2
990

6.

Quintron Telephone Systems Inc.
500 Hanington St., Ste. C-2
Corona, CA 91720

Nitsuko
2

I
3

Comdial

VIto M. n..lli
President
(909) 594-5895/598-2832

Prime NEC Dealer
BMC/Call Processing/Voice Mail
Syst , Simon by Quintron

JerT.Y Fox
District Manager
(909) 736-67901736-6793

lwat.~

Nitsuk.o Americ:a,

2

Micro!loft,

Novell
1982

0
32

Inter-Tel
AVT, Active V01ce,
Toshiba, Mitel

a-Kal
President
(888) 552-2600'(858) 679-3910
Steve Muse
General Manager
(714) 283-1600/ 283-2600

NIA '"' Not Applicable WND r MbuJd Not DiM/Qu no a 11ot amilabk. Tlte infonnaliolt in 1M ~ list ..w obtainUfrom tit# t'tlfii/KIIWS limd. To 1M ~SI if OIU' ~Jil'. 1M Uifomtatim supplw is tJCC111V1r 111 of
prus titrv. Wlllk n>ery qfon is~ 10 ntSJUr 1M accuracy and thotr~~~~~ltNSJ of1M lis~ omissiMs and typo~ruphiCIJI errors~ omu: Pktw smd <'Ont'Ctinru or adtlilioll.t 011 rompati,Y ~ 10: 7Jw IIIIDnd
Empire Bus/N$$ Jt111rno/, 8$60 \otneyardAve. Sullt! ~ RDN:ho Cucamonga, CA 9/l.f(J-4352. Rest!DI'Cited by Jel'f')' StnliLfs Copyrixhl200J lllioNI Empi~ Busiftess Jt-L
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Internet Service Providers Serving the I. E.
Rauli.t'd . \fplwhl'timlly
Compan) Name
Address
City, State. Zip.

E-mail Address
Web!.ite ( http://"'"~-

# , ubscriben. I.E.
Year Founded I.E.

coWillued 1111 !lUge 30

Th ree
l\1ajor
Services

Top Local Executhe
Title
Phone/Fax

Allcom USA, loc.
2151 E. Convention Cu-. Way. Ste. 2f17, East Wing
Ontario, CA 91764

ispmfo@allcom.com
allcom.corn

500+
1991

56K Dial-Up, Tl lntemetAccess
Web Site J::>es1gn & Hosting
Web E-Mail Service

JobnCheney
Director
(909) 937-1200/937- 1210

Beacon Internet Specialist
122A E. Foothill Blvd., # 121
Arcad.Ja, CA 91 006

mfo@beaconisp.com
beacomsp.com

N/A
1997

Web J::>esign, Web Hosting.
Internet Consultauon

Nan Wang
Manager
(626) 614-1061/447-3651

sales@moonglobal.com
WebUniver.;e.com

500+
1995

Unlimited Dial-Up, ISDN, DSL, Tim
Voice Over IP, Full-Service Web Design
and Web Hosting. E-Commcrcc, Databa-.c,
Co-Location and Busines.' Card CO's

David Padilla
VP. Sales and Marketing

Dial-Up, Web Ho,t!Wcb
Design. E-Commcrcc.
Internet Markeung

Renee Belleville
Owner/Manager
(760) 956-9104/956-3637

ClubNet,Inc.. A Moon Globell
WebUniverse Comp.oy
335 Maple Ave.
Torrance, CA 90503

(3 10) 781- 1140/(3 10)-320-7657

Compu-AD Information Net"ork
P.O. Box 403375
Hesperia, CA 92340

-.alcs@compu-ad.net
compu-ad.net

WND

Cnamet
215 E. Orangethorpe Ave.. Ste. 333
Fullerton, CA 92832

webma.ster@cruznet.net
cruznet.net

WND
1994

sales@dataframe.net
dataframe.net

500
1990

Internet Access,Web Hosting,
DSL, T-1 Leased Lines,
Networlc Consulting

Sean Huang
Vice President
(909) 598-9997/598-0987

info@dis.net
dis. net

WND
1997

High Speed Business Class Internet
Solutions. Broadband Wireless Access
Services, Co-Location & Web Hosting

Rod Vandeubos
Executive V~ce President

Datarrame Logistics, Inc.

20451 E. Valley Blvd.
Walnut, CA 91789

Dlfllc.llnteraet Services Carp.
74-785 Hwy. Ill, Sac.. 100
IDdiao Wells. CA 92210

Unlimited Time 56K Dial-Up and ISDN
Sbabram Manigbalam
Service, Full Service Web Hosting and Design, Director Networlc Operations
E-Commerce. High Speed Corp. Access
(714) 680-660016804241
Services: T-1. T-3 Leased Lines

Digital Odyssey & Communications, Inc.
3700 Wilshire Blvd.• Ste. 640
Los Angeles. CA 900 I0

webman@odc.net
odc.net

300
1995

Web Des1gn & Programming.
(+Database), Web Hosting,
Computer Networks

Dllcoftt Net
826 Brookside Ave.
Redlaods, CA 92373

info@discover.net
discover.net

WND
1995

Premier Internet Access.
High-Speed Leased Line.~.
Web Hosting & Server Co-Location

info@easyfeed.com
info@local.net

6,000
1979

E-Comrnerce,
Web Hosting,
DSL. T-1 Access

sales@idyllwild.com
idyllwildcorn

500
1997

V-90 Dial-In, Web
Host/Design, E-Mail

Easyfeed.comiLocal.net
80-126 Hwy. Ill , #5
Indio, CA 9220 I

...,.....Oal..iae
P.O. Box 1111

Idyllwild. CA 92549

-------------------

Inland Internet
27 192-A Sun City Blvd.
Sun City, CA 92586

.......
c
'='*"'·-10427 SID Sevaiae Way, S.C. A

Mint...,_,

Keyway laternet Services
124E. F St.
Ontano, CA 91764

info@keyway.net
keyway. net

..........

..... bCarp.
2555 E Cllapmla Ave.
PaDaton. CA 92831

admin@netwebb.com
netwebb.com

........

104 E. SUtc St. Sle. G

3,000
1995

DSL & Dial-Up, Frame
Relay, Web Site Hosting,
ISDN Co-Location

Johann Hart
Vice Pres1dent. Sales
(909) 933-3650033-3660

1:111

Frame-Relay, ATM
ISDN, E-Mail, Web Host

Ala Bradley
President
(714) 93~3950039-3940

Internet Access, Web Hosting,
Web Design. Shopping Can
for E-Comrnerce

sales@pdc.net
pdc.net

NIA
1993

Dial-Up Service.
Web Hosting

mfo@pe.net
pe.net

9,000
1995

Web Hosung, Dial-Up,
DSL& Frame
Relay Services

clierdJrcd-fusion.com
rcd-fusion.com

100+ (clients)
1999
(Web division)

Integrated Marketing.
Web Design and Content,
H~1ing CNo Dial-Up)

.Redlallds. CA 92373
Subnet
5225 Canyon Crest Dr., Ste. 71 -347
Riverside, CA 92507

Jeff Risdal
Owner

DSLJHi-Cap Service,
Dial-Up Service,
Web Page Hosting

700
1997

------------------

PE.net
3512 14th St.
Riverside. CA 9250 I

Lenny Caprino
President
(760) 347-70721347-5973

IO,IXX>
1993

OriDp. CA 92868
NetWebb.com

Nea Abeynayake
Dir. Nctworlc Ops.
(909) 335-1209

Unlimited D1ai-Up Access,
Web Design & Hosting,
Business/Personal Accounts

199S

1e an-.,-wood"""Ave.. tUM

9605 Arrow Rte., Ste. S
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

Alan Pavlosky
Marketing
(909) 393-2498

N/A
1995

CA 91752

=

=

N/A
1995

Nancy Kiren
ISP Manager
(909) 672-6624

Jolla .....,_..
VPIGeneral Manaser
(909) 727-5005

Anis Haywood
President
(909) 980-2695/980-5105
ADdyKim
Vice President
(714) 44~9408/(213) 487-8221
Paul McAfee
Operations Manager
(877) 438-7363

Molly 8UJ"'f:SS
General Manager
(909) 798-7092

Internet ConJ.ulting;
Rebecca Taylor
Internet Video System!>,
Vice Pres1dent
E-Commerce Development
(909) 342-0024/342-0025
WA • NiiiApplit:dM WND lt.ld Not Dilclo# na 110tllWliltJIM. 7ht ilfonrratiott in the obtNt liiiiiiWif oblaitttdftrJm the componiu liMd. To the lxst rf0111' ~~. the infomtation S11pp1ift1 is at:tiS tfpta~lliw. W111t nery (fort is wrodt to tiiiiiiP the acctii01:Y llfld ~ rfthe lill. OIIIWiolu and typof1rlpNcoJ errors somttintts occur. Plb:w JDtd corm:tiotu or additions on cotlffJt1IIY
ldlttiiMitiiD: 1711 btltal&ptr IJIGinns .lolllnal, &560 ~Alit. Sllilr JQS. Rllllcho c.c-,r,. C4 917»4352. RnN1rlttd byhrry Sl1rMss. CcpyriR~ft 200/ Inland E:mpi~ llu.siMJS JOIIIJIIIL

""*

mfo@subnet.org
subnet.org
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WolfeTech Powers Up on PI:
Faster Speeds and New Pricing Plan Unveiled
The new developments included in PI ensure that wireless
browsing and direct Internet access
are both fast and cost effective
through faster processing and unlimited pricing. WolfeTech's development team has boosted the
speed of PI by improving serverside processing, making PI 200
percent faster today than on its
original release date of May 15,
2001. Because all development
improvements have been made
server-side, all PI users will benefit from the improved technology
utilized in PI now... without having
to download a new version of the

software.
PI pricing plans begin at
$4.95 per month . The unlimited
pricing plan includes unlimited usage for $19.95 per month . PI's
new pricirtg plans are currently
available.
The PI application features
a full HTML browser that supports
cookies, frames, and page caching.
With PI, users can seamlessly submit forms and follow links on any
H1MLsite while pages load, making each page a seamless browsing
experience. Forms and data are intuitively remembered and can be
utilized through use of " back" and

" forward" butto ns, as commonly
found on desktop browsers. The PI
application also utilizes superior
compression technology, increasing speed and optimizing network
bandwidth usage.
"Our clients told us they
loved PI," said Surya Jayaweera,
CEO of WolfeTech. ''When clients
indicate that they like our product,
we make it a practice to continue
to improve that product."
PI is available for download from the WolfeTech Web site
at http://www.wolfetech.com. For
more information about the application, please visit the company's

Web site.

WolfeTech Development Corporation of Claremont, a closely-held
private company, is a leader in developing software applications for
wireless devices. The company was
founded in 1997 with the objective
of providing mobile business professionals with wireless solutions
to their everyday needs. Wolfe Tech
provides both consumer applications and custom wireless enterprise solutions.

Ease into heart-healthy eating with fat-chasing tips

(760)77~76H0076

(909)65~9844165~389

info@ inland. net
inland.net
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Shifting into heart-healthy
eating habits doesn 't require elaborate
meal planning and complicated
recipes. Skillful substitutions can steer
you in the right direction.
The American Heart Association points out good eating habits are
key in decreasing ris k factors linked
to heart disease and stroke. In fact,
eating healthy and exercising can
greatly reduce your risk, offsetting factors you cannot control, like age and
heredity.
Today, there are a wide variety of low-fat and non-fat products
that make it easy to replace the trad.itional American high-fat diet with
foods low in saturated fat and cholesterol. And it's not hard to develop a
taste for fresh fruits and vegetables in
place of fat-laden snacks like chips
and sweets.
There's a handy reference
guide - 365 Ways to Get OuJ the Fat
- that offers tips for that healthy transition. Available at your favorite bookstore, it is a time-saver, condensing the
fat and cholesterol-cutting wisdom of
the American Heart Association's
best-selling library of cookbooks and
health guides into a pocket-size reference.
lbere is a suggestion for each
day of the year to help trim excess fat
out of your d.iet. Among the 365 steps
to a healthier d.iet are simple insights
and clever suggestions to help devel-

op new eating habits. They include:
# 2 Upper Crust, Lower Fat
A raisin bran muffin has 10
grams of fat and 30 milligrams of cholesterol; one slice of raisin bread has
only 2 1/2 grams of fat and no cholesterol.

# 10 Hamburger Helper
Buy the deepest color ground
beef you can find. The darker the red,
the less fat it contains.

# 39 Fresh is Best
Buy the finest and freshest
ingredients so that your food will taste
delicious and natural-without adding
fat.
# 62 The Scoop on Yogurt
Custard-style yogurt contains 6 to 8 grams of fat per 1 cup
serving compared with 0 to 4 grams
in nonfat and low-fat yogurts.
# 85 A New Angle on Meat
Slice meat on an angle and
fan it out on the plate to make a small
portion look twice as large.

#180 Heart-Smart Tomato Sauce
Buy canned crushed tomatoes. Simmer with minced onion,
plenty of garlic, black pepper, and
classic Italian herbs, such as basil,
oregano, and rosemary.
#198 Cashing in Your Chips
Substitute
raisins
and
chopped dried fruit for chocolate chips
in baking.

#208 Low Fat Egg Salad?
Yes! Combine chopped
cooked egg whites, light mayonnaise,
chopped celery and red bell pepper, a
dash of dry mustard and freshly
ground black pepper.
#276 A Fungus Among Us
Grilled portabello mushrooms remind many people of steak
and are terrific served on a bun!

#318 Advance Planning
Decide what you' re going to
have before you get to the restaurant.
That way, you 'II be less tempted by
fat-filled choices.

#365 Short Stack
At the salad, taco or potato
bar, use a smaller plate so you can' t
stack as much food on it. This can
help limit the fat and calories that end
up on your plate.

Business
Inland Empire }
Jouma
~com
.
William J. Anthony
Publisher &Producer

williamj@busjoumal.com
Ingrid Anthony

Managing Editor
ingrid@busjoumal.com
Editor

#1.29 Baking Wldl Your Heart in MDI
For each egg in any baking
recipe, substitute 1/4 cup applesauce
or canned pumpkin, or half of a
mashed banana. You' ll get the same
amount of moisture without the fat.

#335 Hot Potato
A luscious, low-fat potato
topping is three tablespoons of non-fat
yogurt and one tablespoon of pimiento cheese.

iebj@busjoumal.com
or visit our Web site at

busjournal.com
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Telecommunications Supplement
DESIGNING THE NEW ECONOMY
continued from page 34

tute of Graphic Arts (AlGA), describes
how the designer influences and works
within the business landscape.
" In this global economy,
where manufacturing hifts to the lowest cost provider and products become
generic so quickly, the one differentiating characteri tic of added value is
based on design. Effective design asures that communication is clear or
function is made easier. Yet design is
not a skill, so much as it is a way of
thinking, dependent upon people who
are able to solve problems by considering the ways real people deal with
communication and objects."
As all of these areas of design
have achieved greater recognition for
their successful role in business, compensation for designers has also increased. In the recently published 200 I

AlGA/Aquent salary survey, the national mean average for designers'
salaries has increased. Just between
1999 and 2<XXl, the art director position
has increased 14 percent (to $62,500)
and the designer position has increased
five percent (to $40,<XX>). Designers focused on the Web increa<;ed 16 percent
during this same time period.
1be news is mixed for freelancers. Freelance designers earned, on
average, 20 percent more ($36 per
hour) in 2000 then they did in 1999.
However, freelance Web designers'
earnings averaged two percent less
($54 per hour). Why the decrease for
Web designers?
As a company that works
with, in an average year, approximately 22,000 designers and more than
40,000 managers who hire designers,
Aquent is in a good position to track

design positions. The demand for Web

oo igners was far greater than the "supply" between 1997 and 1999. This was
evidenced in the pay rates. In 1997, the
average hourly rate for Web designers
was $4 higher than their print counterparts. The disparity was only $3 in
1998 and $2 in 1999.
Senior de igners have fared
better than junior designers, salary-wise,
between 1999 and 2000. In particular,
Seattle and the Baltimore/Washington
area seem to have upped their salary
levels for senior designers, while Minneapolis/St. Paul and Miami have lost
some alary footage at that level. Regionally, senior designers are paid the
highest salaries and hourly rates in Los
Angeles, New York and San Francisco.
While increased salarie are
only one indication of the increased value of design, it"s also evidenced by busi-

ness leaders who are clearly preaching
the gospel of good design. In the Jan.
24, 2(XX) issue of Fortune magazine,
Steve Jobs, CEO of Apple Computer,
comibuted the following thought! , "In
most people's vocabularies, de ign

means veneer ... but to me, nothing can
be further from the meaning of design.
Design is the fundamental oul of a
man-made creation that ends up ex~ itself in successive outer layers
of the product or service."
Perhaps Tom Watson Jr., formec president of IBM, aid it best.
"Good design is good business."
Ms.. Jackson is the director of design
evangelism at Aquent, the world's
largest talent agency for creative professWnals and the Official Talent
Agency of the American Institute of
Graphic Artists.

General Motors Service/P~rts Operations Announces Plans
to Build a Distribution Center in Rancho Cucamonga
continued from page 17

parative data on the state and the region to explore ways to off-set startup costs.
Teri Oorns, JEEP president
and CEO, stated, '"The Inland Empire,

because of our skilled workforce,
available land and superior infrastructure, continues to attract major
corporations." Ms. Ooms predicted
that, " In the near future, additional
Fortune 500 companies will call the
Inland Empire home."

It i anticipated that the start
of construction will commence in November of 200 I - with completion
and move-in expected to take place in
January of 2003.

Miggins, vice president economic development, or Jon Dittmer, Business
Development, JEEP, 310 E. Vanderbih Way, Suite 100, San Bemardino,
CA 92408; (909)890-1090; (909)8901088fax; www.ieep.com.

For more infonnation, contact: Sarah

Internet Service Providers Serving the I. E.
, ,,, •• ,,, 1, ,/ • 1 ,, 1,

TSTOnRamp
351 S. Thoma.\ St.
Pomona, CA 91766

ken @Lstonramp.com
tstonrarnp.com

7.000
1995

illfo4Juia.net
aia.Dc:f

11,800
1996

fscott@wareforce.com
wareforce.com

N/A
1985

tJIIIIIIMe ......... ~ ...
p14 S. IDdiln Hill BML
C11Rmoat. CA 91711

Wareforce
2361 Rosecrans Ave.
El Segundo. CA 90245

......
·--·-webvisioo.com
webvisioo.com

Webmion
21250 Hawthorne Blvd.
Torrance, CA 90503

~llcrrr'la-

W'ClMIIdlcn-

s.~

1997
6,000+
1990
NJA
1997

Re~1denuaVCommercial

Internet Service,
DSL, T· l, E-Business
Development & Hosting

Dial-Up Acres,,. High Speed
Access + DSL,
Web Design & Hosting
Electronic Commerce.
Computer Solutions,
Computer Support

KmAllison

President
(909) 62()..7724/62()..8174

IIIIJMaaton
Pmident
~)482-16341625-3167

Orie Recbtman
CEO

(800) 777-9309/(310) 725-5590

Web Site Hosting,
Wdl Site Design
ATM Backbone 1.5 mbs - 2.48 gbs,
Data Center Hosting.
Secunty & E·Commerce

PocketGenie Clnfonnalion fo- Wuelell
Devices), PI (Full HTML Browser-),
Integrated Solutions for lnlemet
Databases and lntranees

DoacCabeD
Die. of Research & Development

..,....,......

(310)~2568/543· 1223

Cll)

(100)965-3383/(909) 931-5122

NIA =Not Applic"abk WND = I4!:JWd Not Disc/oM no= not availabk. 1M informoJion in the above list was obtamedfrom the companies listed. To the best if our hrtM-kdg~ the information supplied is ac·
curaN as ofpress time. Whik ~ry q[ort is made to ensure the accuracy and thoroughness ofthe list, omissions and typographical emm sometimes occur. P~ ~corrections ?r additwns on company
lnterlwxi to: 1M lnlond Empire BusinL.u Joumol. 8560 Vineyard A~-e. SuiJe 306. Rancho Cucamonga, CA 917304352. Researrhed b~ Jerry Strauss. Copyn'glrt 1JXJI/nlond £mp1re Bus1Til's:, Joumnl.
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Aircraft maintenence is paramount
at SCLA. This
baby is primed and
ready to go!
continued from page 1

tics Airport (SClA) as one of the premier aircraft maintenance facil ities in
the world A press conference was held
on Sept. 24, announcing a $12 million
lease agreement for two hangers and
office space for BAE systems. The facility will house commercial modification, maintenance repair and overhaul services. "To provide excellence
to our customers we require excellent
facilities and an excellent professional
work force," explained Jim Modig,
president of BAE Systems Flight Systems.
Dougall Agan, principal of Stirling
Airports International, the master developer of SClA, noted that, "Southern California Logistics Airport is rapidly becoming one of the premier aviation maintenance facil ities in the
world BAE Systems is a global leader
and it speaks volumes that they chose
SCLA for this major undertaking."
Southern California Logistics Airport,

Group Calls Bill
'The End' for the
Salton Sea
continued from page 1
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timated at $1 billion. Under the terms
of the transfer agreement, liD committed no more that $15 million to mitigation. The July 6 editorial of The Imperial Valley Press took the liD board
to task for not having considered "environmental and other ramifications-before signing the agreement."
"More and more," the editorial
reads, "it appears that the water transfer with SDCWA will either devastate
the Salton Sea, devastate the Imperial
Valley or devastate both."
The article referenced a letter from
liD to SDCWA officials warning that
costs for the transfer would likely exceed $15 million.
"What liD is saying," the editorial continues, "is it is not willing to
pay beyond the $15 million for the environmental measures, that another
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the former George Air Force Base, is
a 5,000-acre multi-modal business
complex that integrates manufacturing,
industrial and office facilities with a
dedicated international airport. BAE
Systems designs and manufactures
civil and military aircraft, surface
ships, submarines, space systems,
radar, avionics, communications, electronics, guided weapon systems and a
range of other defense and commercial
products.
Southern California Logistics Airport (SClA) is jointly managed by the
Southern California Logistics Airport
Authority (SCl.AA) and Stirling Airports International, a Laguna Hillsbased full-service airport development
company specializing in master plan-

rting and major land redevelopment In
a long-term contract signed between
BAE Systems and the Southern California Logistics Airport Authority

(SCl.AA), BAE Systems agreed to
lease two large hangars and their associated office space suitable for a broad
base of commercial aircraft applications. This will create up to 2,000 jobs
at the airport over the next few years.
Jon Roberts, Victorville city manager,
serves as executive director of the
Southern California Logistics Airport
Authority (SCLAA). Roberts believes
BAE Systems joining the SClA family elevates the airport's worldwide status. BAE Systems is truly a global systems, defense and aerospace company.
They are one of the world's largest
aerospace and defense companies with

headquarters in London. This is the
first and only commercial modification, maintenance, repair, and overhaul
services branch in the United States.
They do have a similar operation that
focuses on defense aircraft in Mojave,
Calif. So, this facility will focus on
commercial aircraft, but it will be similar to the Mojave operation. The Vi<r
!orville branch will provide a fu1J range
of commercial aviation maintenance,
refurbishment, modification and conversion services. It will become a major North American maintenance hub
for commercial passenger aircraft. It is
a $12 million lease over 22 years.

agency will have to carry that cost, and
that is something the folks in San
Diego will have to start mulling seriously ... soon."
Horvitz, who is the Salton Sea
Recreation Area superintendent, but is
waging battle as an individual, said the
liD's solution was to solicit legislation
from Congressman Hunter that forces
the secretary of the interior to accept
the draft habitat conservation plan as
mitigation and "make an end run
around the Endangered Species Act."
"But for the fact of this legislation," said Horvitz, "they are doing
something that is illegal."
The bill allocates $60 million to
create habitat for endangered species
around the sea if a restoration plan is
adopted by 2007. Still far short of the
$1 billion estimated cost; it does not
consider the larger body of water or the
elimination of the sea's recreational attributes. In late June, the Salton Sea
Authority Board, by a 4-2 vote, adopted a resolution supporting the proposed Colorado River Quantification
Settlement Facilitation Act.

Not long thereafter, Hortvitz of Indio, Norm Niver of Salton City, Bill
Karr of Placerville, Robert Wiesner of
Los Osos and Ralph Bosse of Anaheim founded Save Our Sean, self-described as "a citizens group dedicated
to securing a healthy Salton Basin
ecosystem by educating the public
about the Salton Sea and promoting
solutions that will lead to its restoration through litigation, legislation, cooperation and, most importantly, public support."
The idea, Hortvitz said, was to
"develop a vehicle to be more effective
in supporting solutions and working
against proposals that will harm the
Salton Sea." Because a full 87 percent
of Salton Sea visitors come from the
Los Angeles area, SOSII is working
toward establishing a field office in
Los Angeles to join the Indio headquarters and field offices in San Diego
and Orange County.
Meanwhile, Save Our Sea is waging a letter-writing campaign through
its
Website:
HYPERLINK
http://www.SOSII.com. The group it-

self has written to Rep. Hunter and the
California Congressional Delegates.
U.S. Rep. Mary Bono (R-Calif.),
a strong advocate for restoration of the
Salton Sea, opposes H.R. 2764.
"It's sort of like treating a patient
by cutting off his arm," she has stated
"It's not surprising no one wants
to be liable for damages when the
Salton Sea dries up-and it will if
these transfers are allowed-because
the damages will be extensive," said
Nichols. "We' re talking about environmental and economic destruction
and the endangerment of public health.
"A lot of people have devoted
time, energy and other resources into
saving the Salton Sea," added Nichols.
" It can all be thrown away with the
stroke of a pen- and that would be a
tragedy for everyone."
For more infonnation, write: Save
Our Sea II, P.O. Box 1437, Indio, CA
92202-1437 or send an e-mail to
info@SOSII.com.
The Cabazon Circle, Sept., 2001 issue

((To provide excellence to
our customers we require
excellent facilities and an
excellent professional
work force. "
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Introducing: High Desert Briefs
by Tessa Goodrich
For more information regarding business opportunities in the High
Desert, please contact the appropriate chamber of commerce:

Marine Corps Base
Gets New Colonel
MCLB--Col. Ingrid F. Bergman assumed command of the Marine Corps
Logistics Base near Barstow.
Bergman, the ba<;e 's first female commander, is replacing Col. Mark A.
Costa, who is now the commanding
officer of the Naval Reserve Training
Corps at Norwich University in Norwich, Vt., after serving as MCLB
commander
since
1998.
A native of Geneva, N.Y, Bergman
comes to MCLB from her assignment
as chief of joint training and exercise
command at the U.S. European Command Base in Stuttgart, Germany.

Chambers of Commerce
Barstow Area Chamber of Commerce
409 E. Fredericks
(760)256-8617
Hesperia Chamber of Commerce
16367 Main
(760)244-2135

Adelanto Chamber of Commerce
11600 Air Base Rd.
(760)246-5711

Apple Valley Chamber of Commerce
17874 Highway 18
(760)242-2753

Please call Tessa Goodrich at (760)
252-4855 or e-mail her at tjgoodrich@earthlink.net, with business news for t}te High Desert.

three-story facility, an indoor swimming pool and exercise facilities .
Geared specifically for the business
traveler, the hotel will feature conference facilities and a business center,
said owner Mike Patel.
Construction also began in May

Hesperia-A new $4.5 million Holiday Inn Express is underway in the
city of Hesperia. The hotel on Key
Pointe Drive just off Main Street,
should be completed in six months
and will feature 100 rooms in the

Victorville Chamber of Commerce
14174 Green Tree Blvd.
(760)245-6506

on Little Sister's Truck Wash. The
20,000-square-foot building will have
six enclosed wash bays, a customer
waiting lounge, restroorns and private
showers. Little Sister's plans to bring
50 full-time jobs to the city. The company, which also has locations m

Barstow and Thousand Palms, started in 1990 in Eloy, Arizona.
Barstow--Construction was slated to
begin on a Der Weinerschnitzel drivethrough restaurant on Eas t Main St.
The 1,700-square-foot facility received a conditional use permit and
development permit from the planning commission in March.
An Extreme Marine boat sales
business will open on Victor St., off
East Main St. Bob Johnson has received approval for a conditional use
permit. An existing 10,000-squarefoot building will be used for boat
sales and service.
New owner Mohan Harshadrai
reopened the Sands Motel after approximately $50,000 in renovations
that included a new roof, parking lot
resurfacing and room remodeling.
The motel is located at 924 E. Main
Street on original Route 66.

REAL ESTATE NOTES
MHE Enterprises, Inc., based in
Tarzana, has continued its move into
the lnJand Empire apartment market
with the acquisition of 112 units in
West Covina for $9.2 million. MHE
plans to invest an additional $900,00
to upgrade the property and has renamed the 1960's style complex the
Sunset Plaza Apartments. B & R
Property Management manages the
property for MHE. The acquisition,
MilE's fourth in the Inland Empire

in recent years, brings its total units in
the county to nearly 1,000 and its
West Coast total to 1,500 units... Marcus & Millichap Real Estate Investment Brokerage, the nation 's
largest real estate investment brokerage, has announced the sale of a
98,483-square-foot neighborhood retail center m Riverside for
Sl0,950,<XX>. The Chicago Plaza was
purchased by a St. Louis, Missouribased limited partnership in a 1031
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~ Free Delivery on all Products
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L.A. & Inlond Empire
2125 Wright Ave., Suite C-8
La Verne, CA 91750
(909) 392-4707
fAJ((909)392-4712
877-95-AMERI

exchange. Alan Krueger of Marcus
& Millichap's Ontario office had the
exclusive listing to market the center.
Krueger is a member of Marcus &
Millichap's National Retail Group,
a division of the firm focused exclusively on the brokering of retail investment properties. In the past year,
Krueger has closed more than $105
million in retail properties on the West
Coast...The sale of Summerwood
Court was announced today by
Kevin Assef, regional manager for
the Ontario office of Marcus & Millichap Real Estate lnvesbnent Brokerage Company. The property sold
for $4,995,000. John Stephens of
Marcus & MiUichap's Ontario office
represented the principals. The property is a 63-unit apartment complex
located at 60 Summerwood Court,
Corona ... Marcus & Millichap sells
Carl's
Jr.
Restaurant
for
Sl,600,<XX>.The sale was announced
today by Stephen D. Stein, regional
manager for the Loo Angeles office of
Marcus & Millicbap Real Estate
Investment Brokerage Company.
The property was sold to Mr. & Mn.

Edwin Estes. CJ Enterprises, the
seller, has owned the property since
1995. Chris Maling and David MaJing from Marcus & Millichap's Los
Angeles office represented the seller
in this transaction. The Carl's Jr.
Restaurant is a 2,541-square-foot
property located at 3880 Grand Ave.
in Chino ...The sale of Palos Verdes
Village was announced today by
Kevin Assef, of Marcus & Millichap Real Estate Investment Brokerage Company. The property sold
for $3,587,500. The principals were
represented by Alex Mogharebi of
Marcus & Millichap's Ontario office. The property is a 54-unit apartment complex located at 2424824254 Dracaea and 24247-24293 Atwood, Moreno Valley...The sale of the
Tamarind Apartments was announced today by Kevin Assef. The
property sold for $1,050,000. The
)>rincipals were represented by Cray
Carlson and Kevin Struve of Marcus & Millichap's Ontario office.
The property is a 23-unit apartment
complex located at 8538-8540
Tamarind Avenue, Fontana.

Anton Barbato Named
Sales Manager of the Year
Antun Barbato has been
named the Inland Empire
Sales Manager of the year
by the Diamond Bar office
of the Building Industry
Association
Antun Barbato hru. recently been
recognited by the Building Industry
Associatio n as the Inland Empire
Sale~ Manager of the Year. This 200 I
Laure l Award, presented by the Diamond Bar office of the B.f. A., \\a~
ba~ed on accumulative sales volumes
of h ome~. ~ale" approach creati\ 1ty
and perso nnel trai ning crite ria. La\t
year. Barbato \\a~ honored as the
desert\ Marketing Manager of the
Year by the Coachella Valle) Chapter
of the B. f. A. He'" the recent and upcommg president of the Sales and
Marketing Counci l of the low desert\
B.f. A.
Barbato is the vice presidentdesert d ivision. for Prudenti al ew
Ho mes Real Estate. currently managing the sales of I 0 communities in the
dec,crt, one new development in Beaumont and o ne project in Banning.
He resides in Palm Desert with
his wife , Lisa, and 17-mo nth -old
twins, C handler and Jillian. He received his bache lor 's degree in psychology from the University of Californi a at Santa Barbara in June 1992.
In July of 1992, he fo unded Developer Sales Network in Palm Desert
with his brother, Vince, to market
new home projects.
Barbato commented, " I majored
in psychology to help people. Real estate gave me the opportunity to
achieve my goals." Developer Sales
Network rapidly became involved
with sales for numerous new home
communities offering a wide range of
choices . In February 1999, Prudential
New Homes Real Estate acquired Developer Sales Network with the provision that Barbato wonld continue to
manage the marketing for Prudential
in the desert.
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Conservative Business
Model Helps
Internet Company Reach
lOth Anniversary
"Old Ecooomy" practices help
SpedraCom evolve to successful
doLcom
SpectraCom Inc. recently
celebrated its lOth anniversary, making it unique in the Internet world
Few dot.coms have been around for
a decade, and even fewer are thriving
in today 's market.
SpectraCom was launched in
June, 1991 as a market research company. By 1994, the company expanded into interactive marketing and research with a specialization in the Internet.
While many of the company 's bigger competitors have struggled with layoffs and office closures,
SpectraCom continues to grow at an
average of 50 percent a year.
"We have shown that a conservative business model can succeed
in the Internet economy," said Jorian
Clarke, company president and
founder. "By not taking venture cap-

ital money or rushing to an IPO, and
growing based only on our revenues,
we have provided our clients with
stability that is rare in this industry."
For a detailed history of the
company and a comparison with what
was happening on the Internet at that
same time, click (http://www.spectracom.com/company_ history.shtrnl.
SpectraCom helps organizations combine strategy, technology
and creativity to reach customers, distributors, vendors andemployees. Established in 1991 as a market research
fJ.JTD, SpectraCom is a full-service interactive agency providing strategic
planning and research; Internet, Intranet, Extranet and wireless devel opment; e-commerce development;
electronic marketing and public relations; Web hosting and site content
management. Clients include the National Football League, Pfizer, Master Lock and KOHLER.
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Publisher Bill Anthony and 1V news anchor Joe Lyons regularly visit
some of the nicest restaurants in Southern California.

You read all about it in the Inland Empire Business Journal
But you may not always agree.
Send a card or letter. We may select you to join us on an upcoming restaurant review.

Write: Restaurant Review
c/o Inland Empire Business Journal, 8560 Vineyard Ave., Ste. 306
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

Or call: (909) 484-9765
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Caution urged in research
with angiogenesis therapy
Using gene therapy to spur new
blood vessel growth and improve
blood flow is a promising treatment
for clogged arteries leading to the
heart or leg..c;. However, the technique,
called angiogenesis, should be pursued with caution, researchers write
in a "Current Perspective" article in
Circulation: Journal of the American
Heart Association.
"We are optimistic that ultimately
angiogenesis therapy will prove effective and safe," the researchers write.
However, researchers "need to be
aware of the biological effects of each
angiogenic agent being proposed for
clinical studies and accept the likelihood that complications will occur."
Angiogenesis was essentially unknown just a decade ago, the authors
write, and today there is great excitement about the major impact it may
have on the treatment of clogged arteries.
But for all the promise of angio-

genesis, there are inherent, potentially serious side effects that have not
been discussed in-depth in the medical community.
Triggering growth in abnormal
tissue or of abnormal blood vessels,
increasing the growth of artery-clogging plaque and stimulating the inflammatory response are among potential complications.
The authors say these possible
complications may not occur in the
clinical setting, and they are hopeful
that angiogenesis ultimately will live
up to its promise. But they also emphasize that researchers must be
aware that there are complications
that can occur.
The review was founded in part
by the National Institutes of Health.
Article supplied by Stephen E. Epstein, M.D., executive director, Cardiovascular Research Institution
(CR/) and director, Vasculor Biology
Laboratory at CRJ, Washington, D.C.

Springboard, a non-profit
consumer ~re~it m_anagement orgamzahon, tS ho ting a seminar entitled " Road Map to
Financial Freedom" on Tues., Oct. 16
from 7-8 p.m. Move beyond personal
debt and achieve financial security by
learning how to manage expenses and
balance your checkbook. The seminar
is free; please arrive early as seats are
limited. The seminar will be held at
Springboard, 6370 Magnolia Avenue,
on the 2nd floor. For more information,
please contact Springboard at (909)
781-0114, ext. 749.

16

"Friend Raising - The
Master Key to Fund Raising," presented by popular
author and speaker Robert Davis, will
be the topic of the Breakfast Bytes
meeting at the Resource Center for
Nonprofit Management, 4505 Allstate
Dr., Ste. 223 in Riverside. Time: 7:309:30a.m. Cost is $25. For more information, call (909) 686-2890.

16

fore making the decision
to declare bankruptcy, find
out if it is in your best interest by educating yourself on what
bankruptcy really entails and what its
long-term effects could be. Springboard, a non-profit consumer credit
management organization, is hosting a
seminar entitled "Bankruptcy" on
Wed. , Oct. 17 from 7-8 p.m. The seminar is free, please arrive early as seats
are limited. The seminar will be held at
Springboard, 6370 Magnolia Avenue,
on the 2nd floor. For more information,
please contact Springboard at (909)
781-0114, ext. 749.

1t:.

Supervisor as ManagerRiverside, UCR Extension
Center, 1200 University
Avenue, Thursdays, 9 a.m.- 4 p.m., fee:
$125. For information contact UCR
Extension at (909) 787-4 105 or tollfree (800) 442-4990.

18

Scholars from across the
United States are scheduled
to come to the University
of California, Riverside, Oct. 19 and
20, to discuss the roots and driving
forces behind modem Black arts. The
free, public conference is titled "The
Black Aesthetic: 1%0 to 2001." The
conference begins Friday, Oct. 19 at the
UCR/California Museum of Photography, with a reception and exhibit of the
Huey P. Newton collection and performance by the jazz-performance art
duet, Cultural Odyssey, at 7:30 p.m.
Contact Laura Lara at the Center for
Ideas and Society, (909) 787-3987 ext.
1555, to confmn the time and location
of conference events. The gathering
moves to the Riverside Convention
Center on Saturday, Oct. 20, for roundtable discussions.

19

2a

nland Empire Women in
ocusTM Empowerment
Conference for Women
and Teen Girls; from 8 a.m.-3 p.m. at
Cal State San Bernardino. "Celebrating the transitional woman as the phenomenal woman!" Women's and
teens' workshops. Adults-$40; youth12 to 17-$30; one parent, one child$60; students-$30, and PWR members-$30. Cost includes lunch, workshops, entertainment, keynote speeches, and self-help resources. Call Jonnetta Chambers at 909-873-5055 for
more information, or visit: itchambers@earthlink. net.
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REGULARLY~CHEDULEDEVENT~:

•

Business Builders of Rancho Cucamonga, weekly, 7 a.m. at Socorro's
Mexican Restaurant, I 0276 Foothill
Blvd., Rancho Cucamonga. Membership: $25. Contact: Dawn Grey,
(909) 484-5244; Shirley Patrick,
(909) 625-2386.

•

Personal Break Through/ Networking, weekly, 7 a.m. at 7385
Carnelian St., Rancho Cucamonga.
The club meets to discuss maximizing business and personal leverage, Contact: Warren Hawkins,
(909) 626-2681 or (909) 51 7-0220
(pager).

•

Toastmasters Oub 6836, the Inland
Valley Earlybirds of Upland, weekly 6:45 a.m. at Denny's, northwest
comer of Seventh Street and Mountain Avenue in Upland. Info: Nancy
Couch, (909) 621-4147.

•

The Institute of Management
Accountants Inland Empire Olapcer,
the fourth Wednesday of the month,
6:30 a.m. at the Mission Inn, 3649
Seventh St., Riverside. Contact: Ester Jamora (818) 305-7200 Ext. 106.

•

The Rancho Cucamonga Women's
Olapcer of Ali Lassen's Leads Club,
weekly, 7:15a.m. at Mimi's Cafe,
370 N. Mountain Avenue. Info: Patricia Brookings, (909) 981-4159 or
(909) 594-5159.

TUESDAY
•

Business Network International, Inland Valley Olapter, weekly, 7 to 8:30
a.m. at Mimi's Cafe, 10909 Foothill
Blvd., Rancho Cucamonga. Contact:
Michael Bailey, (909) 948-7650.

•

26

Ali Lassen's Leads Club, Diamond
Ranch Chapter, breakfast meeting
weekly, $8 for visitors, 7:15 - 8:30
a.m. at the Diamond Bar Country
Oub, 22751 E. Golden Springs Dr.,
Diamond Bar. Contact: Kim Gully
(909) 606-4423 or Leads Club Regional Office: (800) 767-7337.

WEDNESDAY
•

Business Network International, Victor Valley Olapcer, weekly, 7 a.m. at
Marie Callenders, 12180 Mariposa
Rd., Victorville. Visitors welcome.
Contact: Jo Wollard (7fiJ) 2A 1-1633.

•

Business Network International,
Chino Valley Chapter, weekly, 7
a.m. at Mimi's Cafe, Spectrum
Marketplace, 3890 Grand Ave.,
Chino. Contact: (909) 591-0992.

•
I
I
I
I

THURSDAY
•

Business Network International,
Victor Valley Chapter, meets every
Thursday at 7 a.m. at the Ramada
Inn, Interstate 15 and Palmdale
Road in Victorville. Visitors are weicome. For more information, call
Rodney Sanders at (760) 953-7297.

Ali Lassen's Leads Club, Claremont
Chapter, weekly, 7:15 a.m. at the
Claremont Inn, 555 W. Foothill Blvd.,
Claremont. Contact: (909) 981-1720.
Regional office: (800) 767-7337.

•

-28 Women's Wellness
v.:eekend in the Mountams--a retreat for women
of all ages in the mountains of Big Bear
Lake; sponsored by the California
Chapter of the non-profit Women of
WISdom Foundation. Workshops, meditation, yoga, Tai Chi, powerful
keynote speakers and much more. For
more information, visit the Women of
Wisdom
Web
site
at
www.womenofwisdomCA.com, or
call 909-585-6188.

Calendar events may be submitted through press releases, phone or e-mail.
MAIL: 8560 Vineyard Ave., Suite 306, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730-4352
PHONE: (909) 484-9765
E-MAIL: iebj@busjournal.com

camonga. Contact: Michael Cunerty, (909) 467-9612.

MONDAY

Business Network International ,
Rancho Cucamonga Olapter, weekly, 7 a.m. at Plum Tree Restaurant,
1170 W. Foothill Blvd., Rancho Cu-

I
I
I

1

I

1
I
1
I
I
I
1

Business Network International, I
I
Corona Hills Chapter meets every I
Thursday 7 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. at the I
Mimi's Cafe located at 2230 Griffin I
I
Way, Corona (#91 Fwy at McKin- I
ley). Visitors are always welcome. I
Information: Laurie (909) 780-3176 I
I
or Wayne (909) 279-2870.

•

SUNDAY
•

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Claremont Master Motivators Toastmasters Club, weekly, 6 to 7:30 p.m.
in the Jagels Building at Claremont
Graduate School, 165 E. I Oth St.,
Claremont. Contact: Chuck or Do- :
lores Week, (909) 982-3430.
1
I

Also, the Corona Chapter of Ali
Lassen's Leads Club meets weekly at
7:15 a.m. at Carrow's on Main SL
and Rincon in Corona. Contact
Kathleen Moon at (909) 279-1133 or
the National Headquarters at: (800)
783-3761.

:
1

I
1
I
1

I
:
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Water Wars Wear Thin in Inland Empire

Keep the Hiring Process Legal
What dealerships should
know about recruiting
The U.S. Department of Labor strictly regulates hiring practices.
If your human resources (HR) department engages in improper hiring
practices, your dealership can be held
liable for its mistakes. The best way
to be certain your HR department i
foUowing the applicable labor laws is
to educate yourself. Here's a brief
overview of the hiring process and
the rules every company should follow.
Establish Qualifications
The first step in the hiring
process is to write a job description
stating applicant qualifications, such
as: education, technical or professional skills, work experience, and
physical and mental standards. Qualifications that screen out the disabled

must be job-related and consi ·tent
with business necessity.
For instance, if you're hiring
an auto mechanic, list qualifications
such as the ability to use tool and lift
a designated weight. Again, selection
criteria cannot exclude a disability if
it's unrelated to the essential job
functions. Thus, a wheelchair-bound
car salesman can still sell cars if he
or she otherwise qualifies.
Screen Candidates
Whether you place an ad in
a local paper or use an employment
agency, clearly state your applicants'
preferred qualifications. This will
help screen out unqualified applicants. Also, identify your company as
an equal opportunity employer. By
law you cannot discriminate on the
basis of race, religion, color, sex, national origin or disability.
Invite the most promising

applicants to come in for an interview. before meeting with them, ask
applicants to complete a written application. The U.S. Department of
Labor specifically bar some questions, including:
• Are you married?
• Do you have children?
• Has a psychiatrist or psychologist
ever treated you?
• Have you ever been treated for
drug addiction or alcoholism?
• Have you ever filed for workers '
compensation insurance?
If the applicant has a disability, no matter how apparent, focus your interview questions on his
or her abilities, rather than the disability. It's illegal to ask about a disability's nature, severity or prognosis.
On the flip side of the coin,
labor laws also protect employers.
You may ask:
• Can you perform the essential and
marginal functions of the job, with or

continued from page 43

without reasonable accommodations?
• Can you meet the standard allendance requirements?
• How many days leave did you take
last year?
• Are you currently using any illegal
drugs?
Carefully consider the answers to these questions. So-called
reduced efficiency doesn't justify not
hiring an applicant unless it will
probably cause you hardship.
Don't limit questions only to
essential job functions. Inquire about
how the candidate would handle any
of the position's essential and marginal aspects. Consider prioritizing
weights to the various requirements
to simplify decision-making.
Conduct Tests and Check References
Any tests must directly relate to the job opening. You can also
administer personality tests to help
match candidates to specific posicontinued on page 28
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"Laws were made to be broken"
Christopher North, May, 1830
"Had laws not been, we never had been blam 'd; for
not to know we sinn 'd is innocence"
Sir William Davenant
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Woodbury made it clear in his Sept. 7
reply, how the district would play this
out in the public relations campaign
both sides now find themselves in.
"Both of your applications indicate a desire to make water stored
behind Seven Oaks Dam available for
export and sales," wrote Woodbury,
"whereas the Water Conservation District's application as.sures such water is
retained for local use."
Then, Woodbury pressed
home the point, while offering an olive
branch.
"Although it seems that
Muni 's actions are aimed at a water
rights fight to secure the option of exporting water that the Water Conservation district currently retains for use
in the valley, I believe discussion toward·resolution among public agencies
is always preferable to publicly-financed conflicts. Therefore, once
again, I offer to meet with you."
Putting it another way, the
district would prefer to settle the differences hort of a court battle and
avoid the specter of two public agencies spending taxpayers' money to see
who's top dog.
Perhaps the biggest irony in
the entire, expensive affair is that ultimately neither agency may get what it
wants.
First, as many as 14 other water agencies have an interest in, and
claims to, Santa Ana River water. The
Orange County Water District has
even gone so far as to file an application for the "new" water behind Seven Oaks Dam, just as Muni and the
district have.
Second, the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers isn't sure that much water will ever exist to be distributed. Remember, both Muni and the district
seek 200,000- and 174,000-acre feet of
water, respectively, each year from behind Seven Oaks Dam. Yet a Corps of
Engineers cost-benefit analysis of the
water storage at the dam conducted in
1995-96 determined that in an average
water year, local agencies could expect
just 16,000-acre feet of water to be
stored. That's a fraction of what either
agency wants, and obviously would
satisfy the demands of neither.
When all is said and done, it
will be the state of California that has
the final say. The State Water Re-

sources Control Board is now in the
process of considering applications for
the additional water behind Seven
Oaks Dam, although it 's yet to determine just how much water there will
be. The San Bernardino Valley Municipal Water District is doing its best
to get the San Bernardino Valley Conservation District knocked out of con-

sideration, while the conservation district is threatening to withhold the municipal district's planning money for
expansion, if it doesn't get co-operation.
The State hasn't given a time
frame for its deliberations, nor has it
provided a schedule of hearings for the
public to weigh in on the dispute, not

that many average taxpayers understand the complicated legal nuances of
water rights law.
But one thing is certain, your
tax dollars are financing the squabble,
as is a portion of each month's water
bill.
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Convention Center

The best of everything you want and need to host a great conference or convention is in Riverside. The Convention Center
~rovides ~ou_ with 45,000 square feet of flexible, ~door meeting and banquet space: large enough for your tradeshows and expositions, yet ~timate enough for yow small, ~clustve ~onferences. The well-lit, canopy-<:overed 24,700 sq. ft. open air plaza is ideal
for yow uruque theme events. The catering ts exceptional and we offer both on site and off-site service. Located only 20 minutes
from the new Ontario International Airport makes arrangements easy for all your attendees. Call us today to find out more
about how we can make your next convention a success.

3443 Orange Street • Riverside, CA 92501 • 909-787-7950 • fax 909-222-4706
email- riversidecb@linkline.com visit our website at www.riversidecb.com
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lVIANAGER'S BOOKSHELF

Statler's Best Bets
Statler :S Best Entertainment Bets- S. Earl Statler is the Inland Empire Busine Journal entertainment critic and reporter and
has be~n the entertainment editor of the "Inland Empire TV News " for the last five years. He has reported the In land Empire
ente~t~mment scene for more than 30 years and is also an accomplished stage and TV actor, as well as an internationally-known
magtcwn and mentalist. Check out his entertainment Website at www.StatlerTV.com or www.traveltrends. ws.

Management In Print
''The Essential Drucker: Selections from the Management
Works of Pete~}'. Drucker," by Peter F. Drucker; Harper-

2001 Fall Theatre Season Starts
As summer tum to fall and there
is a nip in the evening air. you can
count on one thing - you can find a
plethora of professional theatre, from
the de ert to the ea and for young
and old a like in good old Southern
California!

Something for the Youngsters -

"The Lion KING'S"
2ND YEAR
Starting its econd year at the
palatial theatre palace, the Pantageous
lbeatre, you' 11 find Sir Elton John and
Tim Rice's 'The Lion King ." The
Pantageous theatre is a fitting location
for the staging of Di ney's Broadway
touring stage spectacle because of its
overwhelming costuming and scenery.
The show is the world' greatest puppet how sans actors and dancers.
Julie Taymor, who also designed the
show' costume. and masks, directs
the musical.
' The Lion King" is a mu icaJ tory that will appeal to audiences young
and old - a tale of the responsibilities of growing up. A in the film,
there are cenes dealing with Mufasa 's (Simba's father) death, which
parents might want to discuss with
their younger children. However, this
production doe not fall into the category of "children's theatre."
The performers utilize a wide array of mask and puppet techniques to
portray the story's 13 principal characters, as well as dozens of other animals.
The audience can ee the actor's
face as well as the mask or puppet.
The production has a completely original design and is not an attempt to
recreate the "look" of the animated
feature ftlm .
'The Lion King" features I 5
songs - five which were presented
in the animated film. It has garnered
almost every theatrical award, including: the Tony Award for Best Musical and N.Y. Drama Critics Award.
Tickets: Pantageous Box Office. $12

Kristina Garnett and Christopher Massey from the Los Angeles production of Disney's ''The Lion King."
-Photo by Craig Schwartz
- $77; TtcketMaster 213-365-5555 or
7 14-703-25 10.

Adult Ballet Aficionados -

Try the Ahmanson!
Matthew Bourne's "The Car
Man" opened Sept. 6 and will play
through Oct. 28, at the Ahmanson
Theatre at the Los Angeles County
Music Center. It came to Los Angeles
direct from London and is the American premiere engagement.
The ballet master storyteller, director and choreographer, Matthew
Bourne returns to the Ahmanson with
hi s new work, 'The Car Man. " Inspired by the passionate music of
Bizet's "Carmen," Matthew Bourne
has created a new love story set in a
midwestern American town garage

and night club. It's a gritty and edgy
portrait of a drifter embroiled in a
love triangle. I aw it opening night
and it has all of Bournes' predictable

homo-erotic overtone .
The ballet has many clever and
hu morous moments that keep the
sometime slow-moving repetitive
ftrst act plowing forward.
Matthew Bourne burst into the
theatrical potlight with hi electrifying production of ··swan Lake" in
London . The American premiere at
the Ahmanson was a srna h hit in
1997, and "Swan Lake" on Broadway
garnered two major Tony Awards.
Ahmanson audiences again saw the
1999 American premiere of his highly original rendering of another favorite classic, "Cinderella."
'"The Car Man" contains adult
themes and brief nudity. It is recommended for audiences over 15. I enjoyed thi new Bourne work and find
hi choreography clever and innovative. His use of space and movement
brings impact to what sometimes puts
me to leep. His usc of a •·gay" subtheme used time-after-time. ballet-after-ballet is running thin ... get over it
Matt! It'. good to ee new work - a
ballet like this! Don 't miss "The Car
Man'"
The ballet is performed Tue. thru
Fri. evenings at 8 p.m., Sun. evenings
at 7:30 p.m. and Thur . matinee at 2
p.m. Ticket prices: $70- $250; performance length: two hours, one intermission . Full orche tra.

continued on page 48

· Ewan Wardrop and Saranne Curtin in
Car Man." Above: Performers in the
"Fabulous Palm Springs Follies" are from age 57 to 88!
-Photos by Bill Cooper

Collins; New York, New York; 20()1; 349 pages; $30.00
There are several reason why
Peter Drucker remains an unusual resource. First, in I 970 he correctly predicted the direction business would
take for the remainder of the 20th
century. Second, he rose from bu iness reporter to become the foremost
consultant to Fortune 500 companies.
At the height of hi career he consulted to half the industrializing nations on the planet.
Finally, just three of Drucker's
many books: "The Effective Executive," '"The Age of Discontinuity" and
"Management: Tasks, Responsibilities, Practices" are classic books for
business. They were not only brilliantly conceived, they were written
with a touch of genius. Not bad for a
man whose native language wasn't
English and who still peaks with a
distinct Austrian accent.
Now 92 years old, Drucker provided hands-on direction to several
editors for the compilation of "The
Essential Drucker." Far more than a
retrospective, this work s(ri ng together his books and featur~ articles
to provide a core of the business practices he helped formulate for more
than three-quarter of a century.
One example of both Drucker'
writing style and sound advice was
originally published in 1974. Too bad
the process-driven people who founded most of the "dot-com" companies
didn 't keep this bit of advice in mind.
" Because its purpose is to create a
customer, the business enterprise has
two-and only these two-ba ic
functions: marketing and innovations.
For what consumerism demands of
business is actually based on progressive marketing. rt demands that business start out with the needs, and the
realities, the values of the customers.
"It demands that business define
its goal as the satisfaction of customer
needs. It demands that business base
its reward on its contribution to the
customer."
By 1990, there was little doubt
that innovation, spurred by the growth

of personal computing, was moving
ahead at a breakneck pace. To get the
money to pay for developing innovation, business owners began to confuse actual customers with venture
capital sources and equity markets.
Generating capital, not sales, became
an end in itself. Driven by institutional and private investors eager to hit a
financial home run with the "new,
new thing," the nearest thing to longterm planning wa preparing the annual business plan.
Customers became an afterthought, and sometimes an inconvenience. In one incredible case, a com-

pany that had never actually sold anything was purchased by an aggressive
investment group for several billion
dollars.
Because Drucker saw innovation
at the heart of every succes ful business, he continually investigated how
innovation took place. He divided innovation into two types: one that
came ·uddenly and unplanned, and
the other that was organized and developed. In 1985 he wrote: "There
are innovators who are "kissed by the
Muse ,"and whose innovations are
the result of a 'Oash of genius' rather
than of hard, organized, purposeful
work. But such innovation cannot be
replicated. They cannot be taught and
they cannot be learned. There is no
known way to teach omeone how to
be a geniu .

"The purpo. eful innovation resulting from analysis, sy tem, and
hard work is all that can be presented
as the practice of innovation. But this
i all that need be pre!>ented since it
surely covers at least 90 percent of all
effective innovations."
Peter Drucker has been one of the
mo t inOuential business figures of
the past century. Even at his advanced
age, his mind is sharp and he retain
the ability to identify which business
issues are important and which are
window dre sing.
If you've never read him before,
"The Essential Drucker" is an ideal
way to get some of the best busine s
advice you've ever een in print.

- Henry Holt:)1um

Best-selling Business Books
Here are the current top 10 best-selling books for business. The list is compiled based on information received from retail
bookstores throughout the U.S.A:

J.

Fish! A Remarkable Way to Boost Morale and Improve Results , by S. Lundin, J. Christiansen, H. Paul
(Hyperion ...$19.95)(1)* Putting fun and games back into daily work.

2.

Who Moved My Cheese? by Spencer Johnson (Putnam ...$19.95)***(2) A way to deal with change at work and away
from it.

3.

Rich Dad, Poor Dad: What the Rich Teach Their Kids About Money That the Poor and Middle
Class Do Not, by Robert T. Kiyo aki and Sharon L. Lechter (Warner Books...$15.95)'!**(3) It lakes know-how about
using money to become rich.

4.

First, Break All the Ru les, by Marcus Buckingham and Curt Coffman (Simon & Schu ter.. .$25.00) (5)***
managers break the conventional management rules.

5.

The Myth of Excellence, by Fred Crawford and Ryan Matthew~ (Crown Publi. hing ...$27.50) (8) Why focus is the
reason great companies excel.

6.

Brand Warfare: 10 Rules for Building the Killer Brand, by David D' Ale. sandro (McGraw-Hill...$24.95)
(5) Identity depends on connecting with real customer problems.

7.

Speed Is Life, by Bob Davis (Doubleday...$24.95) (6) How Bob Davis achieved the meteoric tise ofLycos.

8.

High Five: The Magic of Working Together, by Ken Blanchard and Sheldon Bowles (Morrow, Williams &
Co ...$20.00) (7) Why and how teamwork achieves results in sports and business.

9.

Getting Things Done: The Art of Stress-Free Productivity, by David Allen (Viking Penguin ...$24.95)**
Why productivity depends on relaxation, not hyperactivity.

Great

10. The Customer Revolution: How to Thrive When Customers Are in Control, by Patricia B. Seybold
(Crown Business...$27.50) (9) Why customers are in control and how to capitali7.e on it.
*(3)-lndicaJes a books pmoiou.~ posilion on thR list.
**- lndicaJes a book's first appearance on the lisr.
*** -Indicates a book prt\•iously on thR list is back on it.
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Cucamonga Valley Established as Viticultural Area
It bas been well-known to
wine aficionados for decades. California's original "Wine Country" is
right here in our own backyard, and
our wineries produce some of the best
wines in the country. Now it's official.

'Cucamonga Valley' Recognized
The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms and the Department of the Treasury have approved
the designation of "Viticultural Area"
for "Cucamonga Valley," which consists of approximately 109,400 acres
from Ontario east to Fontana and from
the base of the San Gabriel Mountains
southwan:J to the Jurupa Hills in Riverside County. The establishment of viticultural areas and subsequent use of
viticultural area names as appellations
of origin in wine labeling and adver-

tising allow wineries to designate the
specific areas where the wine grapes
were grown and enables consumers to
better identify the wines they purchase.
The petition for this sanction
was filed by Gino L. Filippi of J. Filippi Vintage Co., and co-signed by
Philo Biane of Rancho de Philo Wmery, Rene Biane of Guasti Plaza, Don
Galleano of Galleano Winery, Paul
Hofer III of Hofer Ranch, LeAnn
Smothers of the City of Rancho Cucamonga, and Jeff Wt.lson of Inland Empire West Resource Conservation District. ATF received newspaper clippings and 15 letters from local business owners, consumers and government officials supporting the petition.
Area Historically Significant

The recognition was long

overdue for an area which has produced wine grapes since 1839 in one
of the first large plantings of grapes in
California. In the 1920s, in the little
village of Guasti, more than 6,000 acres
of vines between Archibald and Haven
Avenues made it the largest continuous
vineyard in the world at that time. In
1939, the area had 41 bonded wineries,
13 brandy distiUeries and a storage capacity of 13 million plus gallons of
wine. Vineyard acreage was approximately 30,000.
The wine industry 'n the Cucamonga Valley reached its peak during the 1940s and 1950s, with over 60
wineries producing from approximately 35,000 acres. As early as 1941, a
publication named The Wine Review
recognized the local wine industry. It
read, in part, "Boasting the world's
largest vineyard (5,000 continuous

acres in Guasti) and California's oldest
winery (Thomas Winery), the Cucamonga district qualifies as one of the
nation's great wine-producing areas."
In 1962, Cucamonga area
wines accounted for 98 percent of the
95 million gallons (3.9 million cases)
of wine produced in the Southern California wine district, which included the
LA, Riverside, San Diego and Santa
Barbara counties.
Small But Mighty Industry
Today, in most part because of
encroaching urbanization, there are
only three producing, award-winning
wineries with 2,000 acres planted to
wine grapes: the J. Filippi Winery in
Rancho Cucamonga, the Galleano
Wmery in Mira Lorna, and the Rancho
de Philo Winery in Alta Lorna.

Seniors Strut 1beir Stuff at tbe

"Follies"
If you are looking for one surefire evening of solid fun-packed entertainment, you have to see the
''Fabulous Palm Springs Follies." The
"Follies" i!! a three-hour, song and
dance vaudeville-style extravaganza
showcasing the music and dance of
the '30s and '40s. Each of the professional cast members is 57 to 88
years young! And that's what makes
the show FABULOUS! The show is
made up of senior citizens who show
the audiences- night after night-that
there is plenty of talent left in them
there bones!

The "Follies" features internationally renowned guest stars, hilarious and awe-inspiring variety acts,
and among the greatest names in
show business today. This season 's
headliners include: Anna Maria Albegetti (Nov. 6- Dec. 31, 2001); Jo
Ann Castle (Jan. 6-20, and April 2,
2002); Barbara McNair (Jan. 23 March 23), and The Four Aces,
(March 13 - May 26, 2002).
The "Follies" is the creation of
impresario and compeer, Riff Markowitz, a former television producer,
who took over the then-vacant, historic Plaza Theatre and turned it into
the home of one of the most successful shows of its kind in the world, in
continued on page 56

#The Winegrowers of the
Cucamonga Valley"

Galleano Winery
Wine Tasting Daily
Tours Every Sat. & Sun.
Private Labeling
Custom Baskets & Mail Orders Available
4231 Wineville Rd., Mira Loma, CA 91752
(909) 685-5376
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Healthcare

Our doctors practice on
Main Street, not Wall Street.

Shouldn't yours?

in the
Inland

2001 Fall Theatre Season Starts
continued from page 46
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Wine Selection
& Best Rated

Old Wine Cellar
1999 Grenache Rose .............$7.00
Iowa, Vin Rose Wine
Shale Ridg'!
1999 Chardonnay ................. $10.00
Monterey, California
VanRoekel
2000 Gewurztraminer .........$11.00
Temecula, California
1998 Zinfandel... ..................... $11.00
Temecula, C.llifornia

Washington Hills
1999 Merlot ............................$12.00
Columbia Valley, Washington

Windsor
1998 Carignane.......................$17.00
Oat VaJiey Vineyards, Alexander
Valley, California, Private Reserve
1997 Cabernet Sauvignon.....$21.00
River West Vmeyard, Russian River
Valley, California, Private Reserve

by Bill Anthony
Windsor
1998 Cabernet Sauvignon....$12.00
Pa<iO Robles, Central Coast, California
1997 Cabemet Sauvignon......$27.00
Sonoma County, California, Stockhausen Signature Series
NV Cream Sherry...................$12.00
California
1997 Pinot Noir .....................$17.00
Russian River Valley, California
Private Reserve
NV Port..................................$16.00
California, Private Reserve

Wyndham Estate
1999 SerniJlon...........................$9.00
South Eastern, Australia, Bin 277
NV Tawny Port.......................$11.00
South Eastern, Australia, George
Wyndham

Empire
Since
1984
Affiliated
with
Riverside
Co 111111 unity
Hospital
Ri\Crside Physician
\ et\\ork is an
Independent Practice
\ssm:iatinn (IP.\l

• Physician-owned local network focused solely on
meeting your health care needs
• Choose your own family doctor
• Over 200 local physicians to serve you
• Most major commercial and senior health plans accepted

Call us to find an RPN doctor near you (877) 776-8066
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Boo of Lists

BUSINESS INFORMATION RESOURCES
WEB SITES
Aviastar Communications, Inc•..............www.aviastar.net
Agricultural Export Program (AEP), Calif. Dept. of Food and Agriculture
....................................................................www.atinet.org/aep
Best Bets of Things to do.com
....................................................................searlstatler.com
Business Bank of California
....................................................................www.businessbank.com
California State Government Home Page
.............................................................. www.ca.gov
Center for International Trade Development
....................................................................www.resources4u.com/citd/
City Business Guide CITIVU Rancho Cucamonga
.................................................................... www.citivu.com
Columbia Chino Valley Medical Center
....................................................................hwww.cvmc.com
First Federal Savings of San Gabriel Valley
....................................................................www.firstfederalsgv.com
PFF Bank & 'Ihlst .................................. www.pffbank.com
I.E. Small Business Dev. Ctr ....................www.iesbdc.org
Marriage & Family Therapist ................ www.claremontcounseling.com
SmaiJ Business Developm. Center ..........www.iesbdc.org
U.S. President ............................................ www.whitehouse.gov

{f)/j)

(j)llff!t;.
TopList Allows You To:

0
0
0
0

0

Print mailing labels and
follow-up reports.
Create exportable text files.
Load and use over 30 additional "Book of Lists."
Plus more!

TopList Is:

0
0
0

Self-installing and menu prompted.
Available for IBM/PC or computers
Also available in ACf!-ready formats.
It's Easy To Order. For fastest service,

www.toplist.com
or call (909) 484-9765 ext. 27
T~@ $125 00 aa./add 7 5'!1.

saa-

E-MAIL ADDRESSES
Bill Leonard ..............................................senator.leonard@sen.ca.gov
California Center for Health Improvement
....................................................................cchimail@aol.com
Inland Empire International Business Association
....................................................................ieibatrade@aol.com
U.S. Government Printing Office, GPO Access
....................................................................gpoaccess@gpo.gov
U.S. President ............................................president@whitehouse.gov

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS

Whv aren't YOU amember of
Apple Vallev Chamber of Commerce;a
Year competitors ARE!
Apple Valley Chamber membership adds
• Status to your business
• Political clout
• Networtdng opportunities
• Educational seminars
• And more!
Just call the Apple
Valley Chamber and we
can sign your business
up for membership!
Phone 760.242-2753
or email
avchamber@aol.com

WISE ABOUf MAIL
Fh-c )..,.,.. "'I" our eagle ,.....
born Into a el'"'· butlllmplc JlOMal
~-.tcm . He lca~d ....).. ID llpCcd
up mAil, and ,., cut throuah .-.I
n:gulall<lna 1D malu: an caccth-.:
mailing.
Many .-aJ changca biter, our
eagle Is sUit gmwtng In ..1edom.
Often times, smarter then the Poet
Office.
lf you need help "1lh a mall·
lng from 6,000 ID 6 tnllhon plccca,
we can sc·n-c you

~
?

•

ONE WEEK

SAME DAY

'rtu rua.Qx.a1y blS1ess mal WI be pD<ed ~ by cniier
lWICE a day em harxj cEivered oo w next rot.te.
~AM

• same Day Delivery

• Couriers
• Tailorad Delivery Systems
• Parcel DeiYary

___,JLP.

---

For Service in the Inland Empire call:

1 • 800 • GO • 4 • ICBM
Serving all of Southern California

mazA:

·--------------------------------,
CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM

10661 Business Dr., Fontana, 92337

(909) 829-1949

FAX (M9) 829-1959

FAX 909-391-3160
F A

o

X

r

M

A

L

DISPLAY RATES: S70/inch; I" min. UNE RATES: $11 .65/lme, 6 lanes mm. Avg. 10 characters/Jane. Frequency da'>count~ avaalablc for BOTH daspla} & lane. CONFIDENTIAL
BOX CHARGE: $25/a nsertaon. Box II will be assagncd by the pubh,hcr. Bu,mc\s card ads
can be purchased at a Oat rate of S 150. Fall out form hclov. m full U-.c adda llonal .,hect of
paper for ad copy af needed. Type "or print clc.:arly. All ad' mu'>t he prc-paad - no exceptions. Send check, M 0 ., VISA, or M/C. Deadlines· 20th of ahc month prccccdang date of i-.sue.

CategcJiY:

--~~--------------

Ad Copy: - -- -- - -- - - - -- - - - - - - -

"THAN\(
"OlJFOR
HOLOINC"

. .. hello?

r.--------------------------------~

LIST YOUR BULLETIN BOARD

lll&lildud«
• Special Messenger
• Bag Exchanges
• OYernigtt L.stter SeMoe

' ·- A
... '

Information as subject to change without notice and some operators may charge fees.
Alice's Wonderland: Amateur radio, Psaon and Renegade suppon, CD-ROM, No Ratios, On-line games,
actave message bases; (909) 597-4469.
Apple Elite II: Networked messagang, on-hne games, transfers for Apple II and Mac, 14.4 baud; (909) 3595338
The~~ Place BBS: CAD-plotting servace; drop "DWG'' Auto-CAD files. zipped and text file in CAD
hbrary, 14.4 baud; (3 I0) 595-5088.
Mine and Yours BBS: WWIV Networks, Large File, MSG Base, Games, Internet e-mail and L..ocaJ Echas,
Fees free; (760) 244-0826.
Ebix- Business: Business management, labor Jaws, CPA assues, human resources, employee benefits,
14.4 baud, 24 hours; (7 14) 239-6864.
lnvestorUnk: Stock. commodaty prices, real estate, daily news. personal finance, mutual funds, 28.8 baud;
(818) 331-4611
Mommadillo's BBS & Breakfast: WwavNet, E-mail. Trade Wards, Lord Scrabble On-line, 14.4 baud; (310)
432-2423.
PC-Windowmaker BBS- A.U.G.I.E.: Computer user group club BBS. supporting IBM, Atari and Mac
downloads, on-hne games. RIP menus, 28.8 baud (909) 637-I274.

~~-

We •111 hclp.-tthrough
ol.-aJ n:cuJauan..to
.,.., you the m- money .-uJc.
We acn-e I•IAI...._.. that mAil
nc-a-.lcU.cra, mapzlnca, t>mmOA,
aclfmallcn~, ca~ or any other
type of mail. Our cualDmer-. l>cncOt
from CliJlCrkna: '"" ha\"C obtaine d
from v."Orkinc v.1th the l"oet OOI.:c
Let our v.1edom hdp ynu ...-ork
IW\aJ1.cr not hamer.

the

... ~ Sout/Urn California
~ lJJin.tkry & 9rl'!_ifing Inc.

BULLETIN BOARD SERVICES (BBS)

coUIUER sEIMCE
TWO WEEKS
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hlx/shtpptng and handling $3 50/next busoness day ($8 50)

A new Web site, launched by the U, S. Small Business Administration (SBA) will
increase procurement and networking opportunities to women-owned businesses by
pklcing all contracting assistance information at a single online site. WomenBiLgov
will provide women-owned businesses with direct access to the federal acquisition tools
and government networks to tap into the $2()() billion federal marketplace. The site will
serve as the official gateway to more than 100 procurement and acquisition sites hosted by various federal agencies.
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Name of board - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - -

Date(s) of lnsertion: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ ___:~-------Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone n u m b e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -

0
0

General interest

Q>roduct support

Modem speed

Specaalty: - - - - - - - - - - - - _ . . : . ._ _ _ _ _ __

E-mail services - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Fe~es----------------------------------------------
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Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City, State: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Credtt Card#: - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - Phone:- - - - - - - -- - - - - - Exp. 0 ae:_______
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F or m Send to

INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL
8560 V i neyard Ave., Suite 306
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Phone orders a l so accepted - Call (909) 484-9765

Your company may not leave callers 'on-hold' this long .....
But l.!lY l!llK 'on-hold' can seem like an eterruty. unlc:~ you
prov1de thern with valyable jnformalion that can help them
make tnforn::ed dc:c1sions about doang husl.lless with your
company.

Little Bear Enterprises
1-714-899-9310
Contact Teddy
"Helping people create a better future"
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RESOURCE DIRECTORY ....- - Complaints... Praise! Suggestions? E-Mail us @

iebj@busjournal.com

SHUTTLE

Door To Door
ShuH/e

W:r.lii;(OjfA·i·\1'1
SINCE 1981
PSC4077 Tef'l077S

10U.FREE

• I:!:I:A!l(!:« t-1•1•1

kil
E

e LOW RATES
909-626-6599
ON nME SERVICE
inlandexpress.com

• Free Airport Shuttle
• Deluxe Continental
Breakfast
• Local Phone Calls
• Sparkling Outdoor
Pool/Jacuzzi

• Meeti ng Room
• One King or Two
Queen
• Non-Smoking Rooms
Available

.909-986-8898

4 . I wanted them to let light in. They didn't.
5. I didn 't measure correcti~They were five
inches short.
6. I thought I could install them myself.
Yeah, sure.
7. I got cheap rods and hanging hardware.
I couldn't open or close my drapes.
They fell down. During my party.
8. The company I bought them from is out of
• business. So much for those matching pillows.
9. My neighbors draperies look a lot nicer than
mine.They went to Express Blinds & Draperies

Robert Parker & Son,
25723 Edgemont Dr., San
Bernardino, CA 92404-3075,
Dale Parker
Rode Tree Co .. , 13541 New
Haven Dr., Moreno Valley,
CA 92553-3408, David
Shaw

Rolling Cash, 36936 Hidden Trail Ct., Winchester,
CA 92596-9226, Rosemarie
Bouchard
Roses Nail, 22400 Barton
Rd ., Ste. 10, Grand Terrace,
CA 92313-5027, Baoloc Le

We'll help you avoid
these common mistakes
when buying draperies:

3. I wanted them to keep light out.
They didn't.

Robert Ortiz Concrete
Pumping, 865 W. Rosewood St., Rialto, CA 923764819, Robert Ortiz

Rojelio Drenning-Manrrlquez, 650 S. E St., Ste. H,
San Bernardino, CA 924081946, Rojelio Drenning

1655 E. Fourth
Ontario, CA 91764

2. I selected a lovely pattern from a small
swatch. In full-sized draperies, it was
deadly.

Robert Lewis Raupp,
14318 California Ave., Ste.
200, Victorville, CA 923922327, Robert Raupp

Roeder Computer Consulting, 1411 S. Barton Rd .,
Colton, CA 92324-4900,
Joshua Roeder

just 2 rmlcs from the
011tano Airport'

1. I chose a color I thought matched my
furniture. It didn't

Roadmax, P.O. Box 2537,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91729-2537 , Peter Sobiecki

Roses Nail Boutique, 5632
Van Buren Blvd., Riverside,
CA 92503-2080 , Thu Dong

~~~12~SI()~S
()()lJI2 "I= T CA J~l?l~fJ
FOR ALL YOUR CORPORATE CATERING NEEDS

FEATURING
• Executive Lunches • Company Picnics • Box Lunches/Mixers •
Continental Breakfast ·'Grand Openings • Delivery/Full Service

(909) 923-8030 • Fax (909) 923-8620

Remember...
You never get a second chance
to make a first
impression

Royal Thai Restaurant,
4200 Chino Hills Pkwy., Ste.
120, Chino Hills, CA 917093783, Pakom Thanatham
Royal Touch, 5004 Windhill
Dr. , Riverside, CA 925075962, Johnny Gomez
Roys Auto Repair, 8955
Central Ave ., Montclair, CA
91763-1620, Khosrow
Noorahani
Au El Entertainment,
1531 2 Swarens Ct. , Moreno
Valley, CA 92551-4028,
William Bryant Jr.
Rubidoux Discount Outlet,
5553 Mission Blvd., Riverside, CA 92509-4503, Peter
Yi
Rufouts Extremewear,
7465 Newcomb St., San
Bernardino, CA 92410-4361,
Steven Hynes
Russian Big Bear Cabins,
P.O. Box 1992, Big Bear
City, CA 92314-1992,
Tetyana Komisaruk

S. & A Accessories, 1042
N. Mountain Ave., #482, Upland, CA 91786-3695, Sandra Hernandez
S & E Sandblasting, 34764
Juniper Ave .• Yucaipa, CA
92399-2923, Davin Jaracz
S & L Property Sales,
415291vy St., Munieta, CA
92562-9457, Gregory Sorah
S & N Sign Co .., 362 Revere St., Upland, CA 917841365, Scotti W inetsky
S & S Wood Works, 1778
W. Virginia St., San
Bernardino, CA 92411-1612,
Maria Sanchez
S J Roofing Contractor,
3090 Shadow Canyon Cir.,
Norco, CA92860-1150,
Samuel Jones
S K Furniture, 27230 Madison Ave., Ste. C, Temecula,
CA 92590-5639, Kim Do
S L Repair Mobile Air,
12173 10th St., #C , Yucaipa,
CA 92399-2008, Steven
Hulsey
S 0 Gear, 3993 Orange St.,
#203, Riverside, CA 925013610, Jason McQueen
S 0 S Water Systems &
Svc., 14121 Chaparral Ave.,
Fontana, CA 92337-2720,
Francisco Acosta
S P B Associates, P.O. Box
4770 , Rancho Cucamonga,
CA 91729-4770, Henry
Stickney
S P Kustomz, 2524 York
Ct., San Bernardino, CA
92408-4129, David Hammer
S SA, 4420 Holt Blvd.,
Montclair, CA 91763-4115,
San Bernardino, Aquatic
Outfitters
S W Y Marketing, 3598 Arlington Ave., Riverside, CA
92506-3936, Ken White
Saavedra Realty, 1911
Commercenter E, Ste. 200,
San Bernardino, CA 924083417, Josephine Savedra
Saddle Sore Eatery & Saloon, 343 6th St., Ste. A,
Norco, CA 92860-1784,
Randy Ratliff
Saepas Enterprises, 66725
Flora Ave., Desert Hot
Springs, CA 92240-4652,
Ethan Autry Stout

Satetech Security System,
P.O. Box 557, Colton, CA
92324-0557, Rigoberto Bravo

Safety Net, 1741 N. Solano
Ave., Ontario, CA 917641657, Tanya VanDamme
Sage Coach Transportation, 39951 Ravenna Ln ..
Hemet, CA 92544-9050,
Marc Campbell

Screaming Eagle Trucking,
46707 Pala Rd., Temecula,
CA 92592-2913, David Garcia

SeU Fast Product Liquidators, 26510 Murrieta Rd., Sun
City, CA 92585-9463, Oscar
Fuhrmann

Screens Today, 2220 AIhambra St., Norco, CA
92860-1105, Gordon Blair

Sellers Automotive, 35720
Sellers Rd., Wildomar, CA

Scrolls of Sirinait, 6877 Mendocino Pl. , Alta Lorna, CA
91701-7532, Kristen Schmidt

Setvesters Cleaning Svc.,
242 S. Yale St. , #504, Hemet,
CA 92544-4810, Kathy
Selvester

Salas Construction Co.,
P.O. Box 208, Fontana, CA
92334-0208, Saturinino
Salas
Samuraipearls Com, 41692
Valor St., Murrieta, CA
92562-2202, Jean-Louis Bilbault
San & Son Advertising
Agency, 8729 9th St., Rancho Cucamonga, CA 917304312, Bardomiano Sanchez

92595-8162, Andrew Sellers

Scrollworks Press, P.O.
Box 9615 , San Bernardino,
CA 92427-0615, Denise
Walker
Secret Santa, 15202 Melody
Ln., Victorville, CA 923947375, San Bernardino, Lin
Baker

Sanchez & Son Trucking
#1, 22108 San Jacinto Ave.,
Penis, CA 92570-8554,
Agustin Sanchez

Secured Collateral Management & Recovery,
19130 Marmalade Ct., Riverside, CA 92508-6226, Tim
Williams

Sanco Harvest, 4345
Northcroft Rd., Riverside,
CA 92509-0938, Robert
Santigo

Sedco Motor Sports, 32920
Mountain View Ave., Lake
Elsinore, CA 92530-4613,
James Wright II

Sandstorm Designs, 7562
Paisley Ave., Hesperia, CA
92345-7331 , Lance Schaub
Sarah Wholesale, 12264
Sandy Creek Dr., Riverside,
CA 92503-0525, Hwida
Saman

Senior CitizenS Golf Program, 41687 Avenida De La
Reina, Temecula, CA 925925418, Andrew Thorpe

Service Auto Center, 8781
Grove Ave.• Rancho Cucamonga, CA91730-5015, John
Coppini

Service Software Management Systems, 43300 Busi-

ness Park Dr., Ste. A 105,
Temecula, CA 92590-3660,
Chris Drake
Seven Spirits Gourd Art,
34945 Shadow Wood Dr. , Yucaipa, CA 92399-3310, Robert
Riker

Coming Soon

Sat Capital Education
Group, 10700 Jersey Blvd.,
Ste. 160, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730-5127, Peter
Lee
Satellite Services Direct,
10251 Cook Ave., Riverside,
CA 92503-2819, Michael Tarrice
Save Our Children, 5585
Royal Hill Dr., Riverside, CA
92506-3456, Ernestine Dew
Savory Chinese Restaurant, 9799 Baseline Rd., Ste.
D, Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730-1443, Connie Tsang
Scanco, 44781 Calle Banuelos, Temecula, CA 925921167, Kim Jensen
Scentual Soap Co.., 35157
Ravencrest Ct., Yucaipa, CA
92399-2936, Patricia Zupan
School Facility A.dvisors,
10681 Foothill Blvd., Ste.
340, Rancho Cucamonga,
CA 91730-3832, Urban AdviSOlS Inc.
Scotts Professional Caretaking, P.O. Box 211 2, Idyllwild, CA 92549-2112, Scott
Corbett

tnber Issue
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•Is your company oo OllR Ust? It
should be!! U you think your company
qualifies to be included oo any ol the
Octob« ~ and you ha"l'e not receiwd

SPACE RESERVATION

DEADLINE
Sept. 20

• simple questionnaire from lnltuod EMpirt Busillrss }o1U111JI, pleaw c:oot.ct:

For information call:

(909) 484-9765

(909) 484-9765 ext. 26
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Shady Past, 9569 Briarwood Ave., Fontana, CA
92335-5604, Jacquelyn Clif-

ford
SMnefle, 863 Richland St.,
#6, Upland, CA 917866891, Shanelle Burgos
ShMr Realty, 15545 Bear
Valley Rd., Hesperia, CA
92345-1703, Rebecca
Otwell

Sheerhoney, 11321
Jacaranda Cir., Fontana,
CA 92337-1 401 , Frederick

Navarro
Shelves That Slide & Cablnet Acceuortes, 40485
Murrieta Hot Springs Rd.,
#190, Murrieta, CA 925636406, Carol Bare

Shipe, 416 w. 22nd St.,
Robert Tango, Upland, CA
91784-1420,

Simpson lmprusions,
10700 Jersey Blvd., Ste.
340, Rancho Cucamonga,
CA91730-5131 , Rodney
Simpson
Sima Pilot Svc., 39 Corte
Madera, lake Elsinore, CA
92532-Q200, Yvonne Sims

Slnbeds Aoor Restorationa, 5005 Lamart Dr., Ste.
10085, Riverside, CA
92507-5994, S &A Golden
Touch Inc.
Sldn Care Plus, 521 N.
Mountain Ave., Ste. G, Upland, CA91786-8517,
Essence Ventures Enterprises Inc.

Sky Nails, 6114 Van Buren
Blvd., Riverside, CA 925038003, Kelley Ta
Skymar Jet Svc., 16074
Grand Ave., lake Elsinore,
CA 92530-1418, Irene Caty

Shop N Go, 10110 Foothill
Blvd., Rancho Cucamonga,
CA 91730-3723, Abrtlam

ment Svc., 834 Vine St.,

Seder

San Bernardino, CA92410-

Sibille Group, 6312 Moonstone Ave., Alta L..oma, CA
91701-3315, Moshe Sibille •

3026, Michelle Richardson

Sierra eon.tructlon, 320
Muscatel Ave., Ontario, CA
91764-3829, Manuel Esquibel

Sigllljlp, 1080 s. Mount
Vernon Ave., NA4, Colton,
CA 92324-4205, Jae Kang
Slght8 And Splrtta, P.O.
Box 912, Big Bear Lake, CA
92315-0912, Bessie Caldwell

Slgnl19 USA, 29123 Gifford Ave., Moreno Valley,
CA 92555-8318, Juan Rodriguez

Sllvw Une AMity &

u.n., 2900 Adams St.,
Bldg. C10J, Riverside, CA
92504-4335, Roberta Ayala

Sllveratone ANI eat.te
Svc., 9398 Old Post Dr.,
Rancho Cucamonga. CA
91730-5766, Donna Bryan
Simple Stude Com, 2849
Irving St., Riverside, CA

Slowyne Adult Entertain-

Smartltt Medical, 12402 Industrial Blvd., Ste. 86, VICtorville, CA 92392-5889,
Roger Moushaber MD

Smllecare, 40620 Winchester Rd., NB, Temecula, CA
92591-5504, Rob Mathuny
SmiUya Structanl Svc.,
27811 Antelope Rd., Sun
City, CA92585-8943, Robert
Smith Jr.
SmiUya Trucking, 2337 S.
Walker Ave., Ontario, CA
91761-8307, Jeremy Smith

Smog Wlzer TMt Only

eant.r, 323 W. Valley Blvd. ,
Ste. B, Rialto, CA 923767734, Theodore Rivers
Snack N T1me Vending
Svc., 4527 Brookview Ct.,
Chino Hills, CA 91709-2728,
Adam Ramirez

Snow Flower T1le Co.,
28090 Aspenwood Way,
Menifee, CA 92584-8710,
Gayla Young

So Cal Clothing Co., 28583

92504-4203, Bradley Gar-

River Glen Ct., Menifee, CA

rett

92584-8987, Ryan Romero

Simply,.., 30445 s.
Fork Dr., Canyon Lake, CA
92587-n12, Usa Purdie

Simply Unlouchllblea, 8lfl
N. Pepper Ave., Rialto, CA
92378-4526, Brandon
Ramirez

a ...

~
~cs. 10040 Arlington Ave., Riverside, CA
92503-1021' Antonio Maquera

s...nn.

Soccer
Promotiona, 109 w. Holt 81\id.,
Ontario, CA 91762-3823,
Gaoba Inc.

Sofa & Beds 4 Less,
15986 Main St. , Hesperia,
CA 92345-3525, Larry Morgan
Software Angel, 5693
Sagebrush St., Chino Hills,
CA 91709-6327, Michellean
Jewett
Sol Screen Printing,
12510 Magnolia Ave., Ste.
H, Riverside, CA 925034716, Feliciano Mejia
Solid Concept Enterprises,P.O . Box 296, Bryn
Mawr, CA 92318-0296, Walter Copeland
Solid Rock Mgmnt,77558
Alcot Cir. ,I,Stephen,Bell,
Palm Desert, CA 922116214, Riverside,
1/24/2001 ,58,

Southern California M~
torsports, 1273 S. Althea
Ave.,P,Jose,Lizarrage, Rialto, CA 92376-7478, 909 an
4115, ,San Bernardino,
1/1 0/2001 '73,

Spectrum Playsystems,6185 Magnolia Ave. #
326,1,Sara,Mack, Riverside,
CA 92506-2524, 909 772
8525, ,Riverside,
1/02/2001 ,85,

Southern California Systems,7524 Windsor
Ave.,P,Shawn,Delano, Hesperia, CA 92345-7349, San
Bernardino, 1/31/2001,24,

Speedy Pumping, 18495
Darin Dr.,H,Rudy,Abbott,
Perris, CA 92570-9187, 909
943 8687, ,Riverside,
1/31 /2001 ,95,

Southland Business Sol~
tlons,41188 Mountain Pride
Dr.,P,Mike,Ashworth, Murrieta, CA 92562-2040, Riverside, 1/11/2001,88,

Spirit Of The Moon,22500
Town Cir. Ste.
21 02,H,Jay,Laskowsky,
Moreno Valley, CA 925537517, Riverside,
1/05/2001,27,

Southland Energy Sol~
tlons, 18225 Cedar
St.,I,Gary,Hulbert, Perris,
CA 92570-7485, Riverside,
1/23/2001 ,25,

6178 Daisy Ave.,I,W.
Wayne,Thompson, Twentynine Palms, CA922n1906, San Bernardino,
1/22/2001,78,

Southwest Optical Supply,
10207 Juniper
Ave.,C,Southwest Distributing,lnc., Yucaipa, CA
92399-2906, 909 790 1272,
,San Bernardino,
1/31 /2001,07,

Soto Attorney Svc., P.O .
Box 1812,1,Gerardo,Soto,
Chino, CA 91708-1 812, 909
590 8684, ,San Bernardino,
1/02/2000,12,

Southwestern Pool Svc.,
30160 Spray Dr.,I,James
C,Smith, Canyon Lake, CA
92587-7436, 909 244 7548,
,Riverside, 1/24/2001,60,

Soto Records, 1700 Hamner Ave. Ste. 107,1,Jose
M ,Soto, Norco, CA 928602962, 909 662 5514, ,Riverside, 1/08/2001,32,

Spa Care,P.O. Box 795,1,R
Craig,Sabo, Cedar Glen,
CA 92321-{)795, 909 337
8350, ,San Bernardino,
1/ 10/2001 ,95,

Soul KJtchen,2372 Sterling
Ave. ,I,Ralph E,Green, San
Bernardino, CA 924044676, 909 886 4409, ,San
Bernardino, 1/11/2001,99,

Sparkle Creatlons,999 N.
Waterman Ave.,I,Frederick
W.,Dawson, San Bernardino, CA92410-3801, 909
754 0168, ,San Bernardino,
1/31/2001,99,

Son Wen Gifts Of Quality,

South Coast Landscape,44830 Via
Pino,C ,Rama Landscape
Inc., ,Temecula, CA 925903318, Riverside,
1/05/2001,30,

South Coast Steel,4150
Schaefer Ave. Unit
22,C,Husebo Corporation,
,Chino, CA 91710-5460,
909 772 7689, ,San
Bernardino, 1/22/2001,22,
Southcoast Striping,14741
Jenny St. ,P,John M,Lucas,
Hesperia, CA 92345-4892,
760 956 7873, ,San
Bernardino, 1/09/2001,41,
Southern California Judiclal Recovery, 12345 Mountain Ave. N N214,P,Gregory,Pilon, Chino, CA 917102783, San Bernardino,
1/2412001 ,99,

Sparks Are Protectlon, 13465 Daffodil
Way,I,Aibert W.,Sparl<s Jr.,
Chino, CA 9171 0-5008, 909
590 7307, ,San Bernardino,
1/09/2001 ,65,
Specialty Concrete
Svc., 17333 Valley BIW. Spc
138,l,Bryanne V,Hannah,
Fontana, CA 92335-6887,
San Bernardino,
1/05/2001,38,
Spectrum Communlcatlons Network Svc.,226 N.
Uncoln Ave.,C,Pierre,Pendergrass, Corona, CA
92882-1 893, 909 371 0549,
,Riverside, 1/19/2001,26,
Spectrum Entertainment
Svc., 17898 Seaforth
St.,I,Todd R ,Swaffield, ..,_
peria, CA 92345-7366, 780
947 2957, ,San Bernardino,
1/17/2001,98,

Sponge Alms,323 W. 11th
St. Apt. 15,1,Les,Shepherd,
Upland, CA91786-4657,
909 985 7050, ,San
Bernardino, 1/10/2001 ,1 5,
Sprinter, 1408 E 6th
St.,I,Stephen A ,George, Ontario, CA91764-2111 , 909
986 6896, ,San Bernardino,
1/16/2001 ,08,
St Michael Collectlon,24725 Alessandro
Blvd.,I,Makram H,Morkos,
Moreno Valley, CA 925533941, 909 243 8733, ,Riverside, 1/19/2001 ,25,
Stallion Data Systems,212
W. Caroline Ct.,I,Donald
A,Cavallo, Ontario, CA
91762-1322, San Bernardino, 1/25/2001,12,
Stan The Steamer,9785
Baseline Rd. #
164,H,Stan,Schubert, Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730-1408, San Bernardino, 1/09/2001,85,
Star Office Stafftng,P.O.
Box 10222,C,J C S. Ventures Inc., ,San Bernardino,
CA 92423-{)222, 909 783
3505, ,San Bernardino,
1/03/2001,22,
Star Rock Co.,26177 Grant
Ave.,I,Brian J,Thurston,
Hemet, CA 92544-6727,
Riverside, 1/09/2001,77,
Star Svc.,P.O. Box
7203,l,Lilian,Fiores, San
Bernardino, CA924110203, San Bernardino,
1/19/2001,03,
Startln Products,4301 La
Sierra Ave.,I,Unell
M ,Starnes, RiverSide, CA
92505-2951 , 909 817 0101 ,
,Riverside, 1/17L2001 ,99,
Starr Billing, 10451 N. Lynn
Cir. Apt. H,I,Aiice F,Garlington, Mira Loma, CA 917521344, 909 360 0333, ,Riverside, 1/23/2001 ,80,

N IE~
State Of The Art Dance
Academy,26661 Pierce
Cir.,I,Sandra,Touw, Murrieta,
CA 92562-7024, 909 721
2725, ,Riverside,
1/02/2001 ,61 '
Step By Step Carpet Janitoril,7903 Elm Ave. Apt.
65,1,Ciaudia,Calderon, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 917306870, San Bernardino,
1/09/2001 ,65,
Step Of Faith Janitor!al,1034 N. Encina
Ave.,P,Yolanda M,King, Rialto, CA 92376-4573, 909 838
9792, ,San Bernardino,
1/23/2001 ,34,
Steve Dee Enterprises,2139 E 4th St. Spc
188,1,Steve M ,Dee, Ontario,
CA 91764-2688, 909 980
5605, ,San Bernardino,
1/09/2001 ,38,
Stockdale & Associates,25770 Mariposa
St. ,I,Scott,Stockdale, Loma
Linda, CA 92354-3913, San
Bernardino, 1/08/2001 ,70,
Stop Shop & Relax, 700 E
Washington St. Spc
4,1 ,Christie,Grimsby, Colton,
CA 92324-4168, 909 825
4045, ,San Bernardino,
1/11/2001,04,
Storm Tight Rooflng,4265
Gird Ave.,I,William D ,Nickell,
Chino Hills, CA 91709-3095,
909 978 217, ,San Bernardino, 1/29/2001,65,
Strickly Dish,26720 Silverleaf Ln.,I,Danny,Pritchard ,
Hemet, CA 92544-7641 ,
Riverside, 1/30/2001 ,20,

I831U§ITJMJE§§

Striggs lnvestment,7825
Celeste Ave.,I,John M,Striggs, Fontana, CA 923362402, 909 829 8763, ,San
Bernardino, 1/24/2001 ,25,

Sunbow Nails,10036 Sierra
Ave.,I,Steven N.,Nguyen,
Fontana, CA 92335-6723,
909 355 0803, ,San
Bernardino, 1/ 17/2001 ,36,

Superior Energy Solutions,354961vy Ave. ,I,Uoyd
A ,Rogers, Yucaipa, CA
92399-3201 , San Bernard ino, 1/23/2001 ,96,

Sub Q Tattoo & Plercing, 165 W. Hospitality
Ln.,P,Eelisha L,Koskela, San
Bernardino, CA 92408-3334,
909 888 0111 , ,San
Bernardino, 1/23/2001 ,99,

Sun bow Nails, 16962 Bear
Valley Rd .,I,Sok,Nancy, Victorville, CA 92392-5816,
San Bernardino,
1/ 18/2001 ,62,

Superslice Pizza,15070
Palmdale Rd.,I,Mtanos
T,Hawara, Victorville, CA
92392-2546, 909 843 1971 '
,San Bernardino,
1/03/2001 ,70,

Subway # 19673,1090 Ontario Mills Dr.,H,Chris A,Baker, Ontario, CA 91764-5244,
San Bernardino,
1/18/2001 ,99,
Subway# 2627,298 S.
Mountain Ave. #
A12,C,Sandhu Fast Food
Inc., ,Upland, CA917867000, 909 843 5569, ,San
Bernardino, 1/17/2001,98,
Sultans Restaurant,779 W.
Blaine St. ,I,Abdul M,Shukurallah, Riverside, CA 925073940, 098 543 257, ,Riverside, 1/03/2001 ,79,
Summit Merchandising,5423 Wagon Way,I,Patricia G,Bautista, Fontana, CA
92336-0173, 909 463 0194,
,San Bernardino,
1/16/2001 ,23,
Sun City Barber
Shop,26912 Cherry Hills
Blvd.,I,Douglas E,Reed, Sun
City, CA 92586-2574, 909
679 2511, ,Riverside,
1/25/2001 '12,
Sun N. Shine Rentals,700
W. Main St.,I,John C,Hickman, Barstow, CA 923112650, 760 253 2766, ,San
Bernardino, 1/11/2001 ,00,

Sunny Glen Farm,2361 0
De Anza Rd.,I,Robert
A ,Hicks, Temecula, CA
92590-4182, Riverside,
1/16/2001 ' 10,
Sunset Pools & Spa
Svc.,6347 N. Wisteria
Ave.,I,Danny,Ramirez, San
Bernardino, CA 92407-4019,
909 880 2030, ,San
Bernardino, 1/23/2001 ,47 ,

juice that most places use.
Truth to tell, eggs-in-a-bucket is

Swim While I Maintaln,2939 Winifred St.,I,AIbert,Perez, Riverside, CA
92503-5417, Riverside,
1/16/2001 ,39,

Sunshine Cleaning
Svc., 12427 Waterloo
Dr. ,I,Veronica N.,Barroso,
Chino, CA 9171 0-2765, San
Bernardino, 1/17/2001 ,27,

Swingmasterplus,35348
Avenue D ,I,Donald E,Cur1,
Yucaipa, CA 92399-4455,
909 797 0012, ,San
Bernardino, 1/19/2001 ,48,

Sunshine Home,28080 Mahogany Ln.,C,Laura M ,Bell,
Romoland, CA 92585-9506,
909 928 7720, ,Riverside,
1/18/2001 ,80,

Swith & Blbsby,1031 N.
Perris Blvd.,I,Jamiah,Anderson, Perris, CA 92571-0827,
Riverside, 1/10/2001 ,31,
Sylcon Funding
Group,11780 Central Ave.
Ste. 209b,C,Sylcon Enterprises Inc., ,Chino, CA
91710-6499, San Bernardino, 1/18/2001 ,92,

Super lmage,5546 W. Mission Blvd.,H,Angei,Hsiung,
Ontario, CA 91762-4622,
San Bernardino,
1/18/2001,46,

Systems M D,38239 Clear
Creek St.,I,Angelito T,Valdez,
Murrieta, CA 92562-9353,
909 461 0288, ,Riverside,
1/04/2001 ,39,

get to pick from a variety of items to
go with the eggs. I have been noticing
that salsa is becoming the condiment
of choice at more and more brunches.

a convenience for large facilities

Even the coffee is better up at
Woody's, but again, the altitude could

cater to a large, impatient crowd. At

be a factor.
To that end it must be pointed out

that a three-egg omelet should never

that if Woody's Boathouse was in,

have more than three eggs, and no

say, downtown San Bernardino, it

milk or water. That's what was mak-

might just be another place to eat. Up

ing mine look brown at home.

As with most such buffets, you

in the piney woods of the mountains,
it is something very special indeed.

T 3 Publishing,6160 Bluffwood Dr.,I,Thomas
A ,Sanders Iii, Riverside, CA
92506-4604, Riverside,
1/ 12/2001 ,60,
T C B News,P.O. Box
293028,1,Regina M ,Newkirk,
Phelan, CA 92329-3028,
760 868 1170, ,San
Bernardino, 1/19/2001 ,28,
T Cs Air Conditioning &
Heating,24633 Angella
Way,I,Timothy W.,Cherney,
Moreno Valley, CA 925517414, 909 815 7628, ,Riverside, 1/18/2001 ,33,
T D C Construction,3045
S. Archibald Ave. #
H335,1,Thomas K,Dettman,
Ontario, CA 91761-9001 ,
909 947 8418, ,San
Bernardino, 1/ 19/2001 ,99,

Super 99,2049 E Washington St. Ste. 2d ,I,Sua,Vo,
Colton, CA 92324-4710,
San Bernardino,
1/26/2001 ,24,

down here on the ground who have to
Woody' , the chef is there to prove

Surrell Net Information Solutions,32146 Camino
Seneco,I,Joseph T,Surrell,
Temecula, CA 92592-4300,
619 300 2296, ,Riverside,
1/19/2001 ,46,

Sunset Video, 1760 E Lugonia Ave. # 105,l,Jack L,Parrino, Redlands, CA 923742735, San Bernardino,
1/23/2001 ,60,

A Chilly Night at Woody's in
Lake Arrowhead
continued from page 49

Supreme Car, 16411 Bodart
St. ,H ,Marithza E,Molina,
Hesperia, CA 92345-5810,
San Bernardino,
1/19/2001 ' 11 '

T & H Uquor & Deli Market, 1630 W. 6th St. #
102,l,Farid M ,Badwan, Corona, CA 92882-2952, 909 737
2322, ,Riverside,
1/11/2001,30,

T E C Consultant,2436 S.
Raymond PI. ,I,Theodore
E,Carr, Ontario, CA 917616128, 909 947 7422, ,San
Bernardino, 1/12/2001,36,
T J Han In Vldeo,9667
Baseline Rd. ,I,Heon Y,Yoo,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730-1314, 909 987 9500,
,San Bernardino,
1/23/2001 ,67,
T J Hawk Enterprlses,30705 Pauba Rd.,J,Timothy,Hawk, Temecula, CA
92592-6207, Riverside,
1/12/2001 ,05,

How to.Measure
Your ''GEIQ''
Is your company truly global?
If you have offices in several different
countries, you may think the answer is
an automatic ''yes." But, in reality globalization is not synonymous with location. If each manager thinks domestically and never communicates with his
or her counterparts in other countries,
then you're simply a multi-national cor-

The key to success, says
Stephen Rhinesmith, executive coach

and founding rartner of CDR International, may be summed up in three
words:

Global Emotional Intelligence.

"Globalization is not where you do

business, but how you do business," he
said "Generally, the leaders who succeed are the ones who understand and

poration. You are a global corporation

develop their GEIQ-their Global

only if you can work effectively and

Emotional Intelligence Quotient"

productively across borders.

and named after King. Knott had also
worked at an old mill at the foot of
the mountains and had fond memories of the area.
After spending a decade restoring
Calico from old photographs, Knott
donated the town to San Bernardino
County in 1966. The county employs
about 30 people, including ma int enance and administrative employees,
entertainers and the gunfighters who
put on several how each day of the
year except for Christmas, the one
day Calico is closed.
The private business owners o perate their shops - a general tore,
needlecraft shop, leatherwork..<> store,
woodworking shop, restaurants, a
train ride, an ice cream shop, and others- much like concession stands at
an amusement park.
Calico business owners work together like a big family and some
have owned businesses in the town
for decades, said Rochelle Kornegay.
Kornegay owned one of the restaurants and an ice cream parlor, with her
parents, for 24 years. She now owns
Granny's Calico Crafts exclusively,
although her mother helps make some
of the crafts.
She describes the business as successful, although not as busy as it was

in the early 1990:.. " I meet people
from all over the world here," said
Kornegay, who is originally from the
San Fernando Valley and now lives in
Barstow.
Abo ut 450,000 people from all
over the world visit Calico each year,
said Liz Mauk, who handles community relations for the town.
"This i by far the easiest bu. iness I've ever owned," said Bill
Cook, who owns Best in the West
Pho tography Studio with his wife,
Jill.
" We deal with almost 100 percent
• tourisL'i here, the same a<; at an amusement park, even thoug h we don 't like
to think of Calico as o ne."
Bill, an entrepreneur who has
started and sold many small and large
busine~ es, discovered Calico seven
years ago while pursuing his hobby of
exploring old mining towns.
·'I was attracted to Calico because
it was a working ghost town," said .
Cook, who was also a manager at a
Buena Park theme park from 1977 to
1988. He moved from Long Beach
and started the wood shop. Three
years ago, Jill bought the photography
studio, where they take and sell photograph of customers dressed up in
western garb from the late 1900s.
Bill and Jill met while working at
Calico. W hen they got married, Bill
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Calico Ghost Town Is a Living History Lesson
continued from page 29
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sold hi:. woodworking sho p and the
couple now runs the photo studio together. Bill 's parents also used to own
the spice shop, which burned down in
a recent fire. T he Cooks, who live
ncar Calico in an area known as Calico He ights, also buy and sell Westem antiques.
Steve and Sandy Gilbert bought
the woodworking shop two years ago
from Bill. The Gilberts, who owned a
craft business in ew York, were one
of Cook's major 'iuppliers. When they
learned he was selling the shop, they
bought it. Steve cuts and Sandy paints
about two-third'i o f th e crafts sold in
the :.hop. The Gilbert<; now live in C.alico. " It 's the lifestyle we enjoy," Sandy
Gilbert sa id. " It 's mo re than just the
business. It 's the historic presence of
this town. We want to he here."
Visitors to Calico pay a daily admissio n fee to explore the town and
visit the stores. Calico offers three free
walking tours with the town historian
every day. Visi tors can also watch
gunfighter stunt shows throughout the
day, pan for gold, visit the town's oneroom schoolhou..<;e, cemetery, and museums, or take a trip down a mine.
In addition to leasing the buildings to retailers, San Bernardino
County also rents out 261 full hookup campsites, six cabins and a
bunkhouse for group campi ng . The
county also hosts weddings and other special events at Calico.
The town holds several annual
events that can draw up to 10,000
people a day, Mauk said. Calico
Days, which is held in early October,
relive the town's glory days of the
1880s with a wild west parade, National Gunfight Stunt Exhibition, and
an old prospector 's burro run.
The town also holds a Civil War

Reenactment in February; a Spring
Festival on Mother's Day weekend; a
Ghost Haunt in October; a Heritage
Fest o n Thanksgiving weekend and
Christmas in Calico in early December.
San Bernardino County handles
all the marketing for the town. lndividual business owners cannot do
marketing on their own.
Many of the town 's visitors arrive
on large tour buse on their way to or
from Las Vegas, Cook said. Students
from local schools also visit Calico to
learn about mining and the "Old West."
A fire in July gutted six of the
town 's 35 buildings, causi ng about
$900,000 in damage. Although none
of the original structures from the old
m ining town were damaged, the Candle and Basket Shop, a pottery shop,
spice shop, bottle shop, popcorn vendor and a store called The M ystery
Shack all were destroyed.
The fire actually helped increase
busi ness at Calico, Cook said. Internatio nal publicity generated by the
fire caused curiosity, which resulted
in more visitors.
Attracting more visitors year-round
is a goal that many of the business owners share, Cook said. They would like
all months to be as busy as July and
August, the town's busiest season. "We
have to gauge our business off of the
travel industry, not by Southern California retail standards. For example,
we' re slow during Christmas, which is
the busiest shopping season for most retail businesses," Cook said.
" During Christmas, we become a
ghost town," Jill said.

Calico Ghost Town is open between 8
a.m. to dusk daily all year long except
Christmas Day. For more information
cal/1-800-TO-CAL/CO.
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2001 Fall Theatre Season Starts
continued from page 48
the heart of the Village of Palm
Springs. Built in 1936, the former
movie theatre was home to the gala
world premiere motion picture,
"Camille," and numerous Bob Hope
radio broadca"ts, a<; well a<; the "Jack
Benny Radio Show," and live performances by Frank Sinatra, Gordon
MacRae and others.
More than 2,000,<XXJ people have

seen the "Fabulous Palm Springs Follies" since its opening with annual attendance topping 180,000. Every season, the production boasts an entirely new show. The 11th sea<;on opens
Nov. 6, and runs through May 26,
2002.

Tickets go on sale at the "Follies" box
office on Oct. 1. Call760-327-0225,
go to the Web site: www.pswollies.com
for tickets.

• ADVERTISING

B

Inland Empire

Advertise in the publication that reaches the Inland Empire's top executives. For
advertising call Mitch Huffman at (909) 484-9765 ext 26.

}
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Water Wars Wear Thin in Inland Empire

continued from page 1

mals and putting a $50-million sand
and gravel industry at risk.

The root of the squabble goes
back to the 1970s. That's when the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers floated
a proposal to build a 250-foot-tall, 35mile-long dam in Highland, called the
Mentone Dam project, for flood con-

trol.
The hope was that a water
control structure along the Santa Ana
River would eliminate, or at least severely restrict, spring run-off and flash
flooding and limit damage to residential and commercial properties located
along the river's banks.
Muni objected to the project
at the time in the belief it just wasn't
what the residents of the area needed.
"We~ the project back
in the early 70;, Muni's General Manager Bob Reiter tells The Inland Empire BusinessJOUTTilll, "because it was
the wrong dam in the wrong place. It
impaired our ability to percolate water
back into the groundwater table, and
the Corps' proposal offered no significant local benefit."
The project languished until
about 1983 when Muni and others
convinced the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to consider a water management plan first proposed in 1928,
which essentially put a danfwhere the
Seven Oaks Darn now sits.
Seven Oaks was eventually
constructed, and from a flood control
perspective everyone is relatively happy. It's what to do with the water that
accumulates behind the dam that has
everyone in a lather.
Officials at Muni and several
other local water agencies believe the
dam will capture runoff and snow melt
that would normally evaporate or be
absorbed into the groundwater table.
They spent several million dollars each
to help get the dam modified prior to
construction. In short, Muni and others believe the dam is going to produce
water in excess of the amount currently allocated by the state to a variety of
municipal, county and regional water
agencies.
Specifica,!ly, Muni wants 28pen:eot of tbe "new" water~ by
the dam. That translates to 200,000acre feet of the water, or roughly
enough water to satisfy the needs of

600,(XX) families for a year.

.

In 1991, when it was clear the
dam would be built, Muni filed an application with the California State Water Resources Control Board for
100,000-acre-feet o f water. In 1995 it
amended its application with the tate,
seeking to add Redlands-based Westem Municipal Water District of Riverside County, and asked for an additional 100,000-acre-feet.
What the two water districts
hope to d o is build a pipeline, fill it
with Seven Oaks water, and send it to
the eastern portions of their service areas in Yucaipa, Banning, B eaumont
and Rialto.
"To do that," says Reiter, "we
have to build a pipeline across the Santa Ana River in the Mentone area and
that requires env ironmental impact
studies and the co-operation of the
conservation district."
That's where the " rub" arises.
You see, in 1999 the San Bernardino
Valley Water Conservation District
also filed an application for the water.
The district wants 174,000 acre feet of
water to re-charge the groundwater
table and provide wildlife habitat enhancement, specifically to help protect
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat and
the Santa Ana River woolly star.
When officials at Muni realized the district had filed a competing
claim with state regulators, and then
wanted Muni to pay 10 percent of the
envirorunental assessment the district
will need to help support its claim, the
leadership of Muni saw red 'We think
we 've been sabotaged," Reiter tells

The Inland Empire Business Journal
in unequivocal terms. "First, they spent
five years trying to convince the state
that there would be no extra water
available from the Seven Oaks darn.
"Then in 1999 the state rules
a~ them, and they tum around and
ftle an application to get water they
didn't believe existed. Now, in 2001
they want us to pay for their grab at
water we believe is ours!"
"I'm not surprised they' re
taking that point of view," District
General Manager Burnell Cavender
tells The Inland Empire Business Journal 'We have rights to the water in the
river, and we've argued all along to
state regulators that Seven Oaks dam
simply allows us to make better use of
the water we are already entitled to."

Cavender says the district is
simply trying to maintain_ the status
quo.
" For more than 90 years
w e've been us ing tha t water to
recharge the groundwate r table, promote economic development and protect wildlife habitat. When state regulators determined in 1999 that Seven
Oaks Darn was essentially making
more water availabl e, Muni simply
saw it as an opportunity to take water
we've been using for 90 years and use
it to satisfy the political needs of the
eastern portion of their service area."
" We've tried repeatedly,"
Cavende r argues, " to work with them
and to set up priorities over what the
best use of this wa ter will be. I know
the staffs of the various organizations
could work something out - the question is whether the politicians involved
will allow us to do that."
As for charges the district was
late to the party, Cavender says hi organization filed it's application late because its contention all along was that
there was no new water being created
by the darn. The irony that the district
now claims it's entitled to water it previously claimed didn't exist isn 't lost
on Cavender.
'We've always said there will
be little or no new water generated by
the dam," he explains. " But in 1999,
when the state ruled there apparently
is more water available, we were
forced to apply for our fair share of it.

The two positions aren't inconsistent,
it 's simply the district looking out fo r
its own interests."
Others argue the district is
" looking out for its own interests" at
the expense of others.
In late August, Muni pulled
out of a multi-agency planning process
for the pipeline it needs in objection to
the district's application for the water.
In an August 27th letter announcing its
inte ntions to w ithdraw from the
process, C. Patrick Milligan, the president of Muni 's board of directors, said
the district had been less than honest.
"It is now apparent," he wrote
the district, "that SBVWCD has used
the (planning) process to advance its
own interests at the expense of the region's water supply needs." Mill igan
concluded the district had used the
planning process as "a cover for its efforts to expand its water rights portfolio," at the expense of surrounding water agencies.
In reply, district Preside nt
Ste rling Woodbury wrote that Muni
was free to withdraw from the pla nning process but that "without Muni 's
continued pa rticipatio n, the second
phase of the EBX pipeline will no
longer be a part of the Plan B project."
In short, Muni would be on its
own to get approval for, and construction money to build, the ~ipeline it
needs to serve the easte rn portion o f
San Bernardino county. Furthermore,

continued on page 45
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EXECUTIVE TIME OUT

Paradise Found
by Todd Goodwin
Recently, I found parad ise on the
island of St. Martin, a nd the place I
would like to return to as soon as po~
ible. On Sunday, July 29, we left
LAX on our way to the beautiful i~
land of St. Martin for our honeymoon.
St. Martin i located
in the Caribbean. The
37- quare-mile i. land
contains two countries French St. Martin and
Dutch St. Maarten. The
Dutch, calling their half
Saint Martin, occupy the
outhe rn part of the i land, and the French own
the no rthe rn part, an Above inset: Joann and Todd Goodwin
arra ngeme nt ettled by enjoy the sandy beach at the Le Petit
the 1648 Treaty of Mount Hotel on the island of St. Martin in the
Caribbean.
Co ncordia.
The population of at
have a large studio-type room with a
least 62,000 (33,459 in St. Maarten
kingize bed; fully equipped kitc he n
and 28,5 18 in St. Martin) has mushand dining area; satellite color televiroomed with the touri t boom: the
sion; direct-dial telepho ne; pri vate
1950 St. Maarten cen u gave the towall afe; individually controlled airtal population at 1.484. Nearly everyconditioning, and a ceiling fan body peaks Engli h and accepts U.S.
topped off with our own private baldollars. The people still retain a lot of
cony. Even the wood ceiling i beautheir European origins - enjoying
tifu lly stained and fin ished.
great Dutch and French cheeses, fi ne
In front of u is the balcony that
French restaurant , Indonesian rioverlooks the bay. We walk o ut to inj tafei& (a unique festive banque t)
spect and d irectly below u lie the
brought by the Dutch, and a European
beautiful white sand and c1ystal blue
indifference.
Caribbean we've heard and read o
Upon arrival to the island, my
much about. We quickl y dro p the
wife, Joann, and I e njoyed the gentle
bags, grab our bathing suits and head
sea air. There is a beautiful warm, wel- out to the water. As we walk down
coming Caribbean breeze. We catch a
the stairs to the front of the hotel, Le
quick cab from the Princess Julia na
Pe tit' Mariann is at the front desk .
Airport, on the Dutch side, to travel to
She provides us w ith to wels and inthe French side. The transition from
forms us that she lives in the hotel, in
the Frenc h to Dutch side is practicalroom o ne. If there is anything we
ly seamless. The cab driver informs u
need, please let her know.
that there is a small monument markThe front of the hotel sits directing the transition point, but we miss it.
ly on the beach. The re are two rooms
He also informs us that although U.S.
w ith direct access to the sea and sand ,
dollars are welco me everywhere, we
Mariann 's room, and a one-bedroom
should convert o ur money to French
su ite. The hotel has a to tal of nine
francs if we are taying on the French
rooms located o n three floor . If you
side. U.S . do llar will be fi ne on the
are looking for a relaxing private vaDutc h side. We are on our way to our
cation ... this is the place for you. The
view is amazing, the sand is oft and
hotel in the city of Grande Case (prothe water is w arm , and j ust a quic k
nounced Grand Cass).
We arrive at our destinatio n, Le
walk down the beach is the renowned
Petit Hotel, and are taken to our thirdfloor room in this "petite" hotel. We

re taurant row.
The hote l is quaint and quie t.

The beautiful Le Petit Hotel offers
comfortable accommodations and
a wann ambience.

There is no pool, but a quic k walk
down the beac h will bring you to its
si ter hotel, L'Esplanade. L'Esplanade
offer eig ht de luxe stud ios, eight
deluxe lo fts, fou r oversized deluxe
lofts and four one bedroom suites, all
with ki ng- iz.ed bed . With the combination of the two hotels, we have
everything we need.
Our days start out with quic k cups
of coffee on o ur balcony before the
heat of the day sets in, while watching
the sea gulls fly by. The view i pure
relaxation. Joann and I plan our days
fro m here. Today we are going to
Marigot for a little shopping spree.
There is a small bazaar on the docks
offering bright-rolored clothing, handmade decoration and local artwo rk.
The hopping is duty-free and the
prices are negotiable. We were told
that all clothes sho pping should be
done in Marigot; any electro nics
hould be purchased in Johannesburg.
To morrow we will go there. We then
add a little unbathing on the wo nderful beache St. Martin has to offer and
decide on re taurants ... now, we've got
our three-day plan.
The food i a major part in my
plan for this vacation. Mariann has
recomme nded the Rainbow, Le Cottage, Le Tastevin, Bistrot Caraibes,
Sebastianos, Le Pre soir, Hibiscus and
Little France for great meals. We took
her adv ice and went to Little France.

T he restaurant is at the northern e nd
of the beach. It i decorated in bright
colors and presents a wonderful environment, with friendly help. The
ho t/manager seats u on the terrace.
There i a warm breeze in the air and
the smells from the kitchen are so
inviting. Joann order the teak and I
order a shrimp di h. The <;teak wa
cooked to perfection and after a light
reque t to the chef, he concocted a
wonderful meal with a conch ri otto.
With a chocolate flou rless cake for
dessert and a complementary mall
glass of home-made vanilla rum, our
night is complete. This meal was my
favorite during our hort tay. The
presentation, portions and price were
excellent. A don't mi for the i land!
We went on our honeymoon trying not to schedule anything in to ne,
just take each relaxing day as it comes.
The reason for our being the re was to
pend time together and relax, and Le
Petit Hotel was the perfect cho ice.
If your idea of a vacation is to be
in a large c rowded hotel with five
pools and wet bars, expensive restaurants and i alated living, then thi i
not the place for you. Le Petit Hotel i
the place to tay if you want to know
the front de k person's name and get
hellos from the taff becau e they
want to - not because they have to.
The same is true over at L' E planade
where Philomena wa a pleasure to
talk with. The owne r, Kristen Petrelluzzi, lives right next door.
lf this type of vacation appeals to
you, there are several establishments
to choose from.
The bottom line is, S t. M artin/St
Maartin is a place that sho uld not be
mi sed. Our trip was short. We were
on the island for o nly three days.
Harclly eno ugh time to try all the
re taurants, take a guided tour of the
island, visit Pic Parad is (Paradise
Hill) or vi it the Loterie Farm as M ariann uggested, during o ur stay. 'There
are also the islands of St. Barts and
Sa ba, a diving paradi e, that can be
visited as day trip o r de tinations. I
will be reporting o n St. Bart in the
November i sue of the lnlcmd Empire

Business Journal.
I think we now have an excuse to
vi it paradise again !
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All the other banks we spoke
with just wanted to talk.

We wanted a bank that would listen.

]eruse Lwrgens
Presulenr
Professional Hospiral St1pply

We chose United California Bank.
Contact a United California Banker at

1-800-400-2781
www.unitedcalbank.com

- Being good to you is good for us.

Member FDIC

